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We are aiming to extend the market-leading position of Outwell® even further 
with exciting new tents, awnings and camping equipment, developed in line with 
evolving consumer expectations. That market-leading position is underpinned by our 
clear identity as the premium brand delivering the reliable home-from-home comfort 
expected by discerning campers. The clear identity is built on our commitment to 
first in the field innovation, quality, function, performance, reliability and integrity.

Of course, we do not do this alone and we never forget the commitment of our 
retail partners. To all of you and your talented teams, we say a sincere “Thank you!” 
Your enthusiasm for Outwell brand values forms the frontline of our shared success. 
We have built a dynamic brand together that is at the heart of ensuring that 
families can enjoy unforgettable moments together outdoors.

In these pages, you can see that our outstanding collections offer the 
opportunities to deliver another positive year for us all in this rapidly-
evolving market. Alongside this catalogue, we have introduced 
another that focuses on our unrivalled collections of caravan and 
drive-away awnings. 

Consumer demand continues to be driven by the sustained 
communication of Outwell quality and performance through 
all channels and at every opportunity. Throughout 2018, we 
will be stimulating sales through creative marketing initiatives 
across print and digital media in concert with our interactive 
social media strategies. 

In your hands, you have the finest tents and camping 
equipment in the world. Let us go forward together for another 
outstanding year. HENRIK ARENS · MANAGING DIRECTOR

” Year on year, Outwell 
innovation and flair, allied to 

our Scandinavian heritage, 
delivers exceptional home-from-
home comfort in award-winning 
collections of tents and camping 

equipment. Working closely 
with our retail partners, we are 

looking forward to another 
successful year.”

Welcome
TO OUTWELL® ‘18
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” Through these pages, 
you will clearly see the 
commitment of Outwell 
to innovation, quality and 
performance designed 
to ensure family campers 
enjoy unforgettable 
moments together in 
comfort and style.”

Home-from-home co
mfort
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” Developing concepts from 
creative imagination on pen 
and paper through prototype 
evaluation and pre-production 
trials to polished production 
Outwell designs is a rigorous 
process that relies on many 
stages and departments.”
SØREN BJERRE BØGH, R&D
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We love perfection. 
It’s all in the 
little details.

DESIGNED IN  
SCANDINAVIA

Based in Denmark, Outwell enjoys a proud heritage that places the highest 
value on partnerships, delivers commercial success and has integrity at its heart. 

Building on our strong Scandinavian heritage, our inspired designers stamp 
our products with the hallmark of Outwell premium performance through 
the technical excellence and style flair brought to functional innovation. 
Finding inspiration in the landscapes they enjoy throughout the year, the 
creative imagination of our designers transforms concepts developed through 
experience into stunning collections of outstanding tents and equipment that 
extend our unrivalled reputation for ensuring home-from-home comfort. 

The processes explored by our sourcing team in finding the right fabrics, 
coatings, materials and components are complex and demanding as befits 
the high standards we are renowned for across the market. Working in close 
co-operation with our Research and Development department, our sales and 
marketing teams offer clear feedback and professional expertise on product 
viability, market trends and opportunities to be explored in achieving sustained 
commercial success. 

B Y  O U R  O W N  D E S I G N E R S

Quality assurance is critical to meet the high expectations of 
discerning campers and rounds off the challenging process of 
product development that begins with ideas and team discussions 
and ends with happy families sharing unforgettable moments 
outdoors. Our in-house Research and Development department 
works closely with our sourcing teams in our Far East office. 
Excellent relationships established with production facilities over 
many years are underpinned by mutual respect and rigorous quality 
control systems to maintain the integrity of our premium market-
leading position. 

We all share the pride in our designs winning top awards across 
Europe from demanding media platforms that serve the best 
interests of their readers. So do we, of course, and that focus is  
seen in positive product reviews, on campsites and in upbeat sales. 

Our own purpose-built wind and rain testing facility in Give is 
designed to subject tents and awnings to the most exacting 
conditions. Only those fabrics and designs that exceed the 
challenges survive. It’s a clear practical demonstration of the  
ethos that motivates and guides us all. 

Not all concepts make it through the demanding processes of 
development. That’s as it should be as imagination should not 
be constrained by any practical considerations. It’s our closely 
integrated teamwork that not only works as a filter but also guides 
the processes that deliver exceptional innovation and sustained 
commercial success.

We design and deliver the finest family tents and camping 
equipment in the world and are delighted to have you with us on 
the journey.
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News for 2018
With new quality products, Outwell continues to deliver the home-from-home 
comfort that families want on camping holidays, in versatile designs that are 
better than ever in 2018. Every aspect of campsite life has been addressed 
with imagination and style to ensure that all the family enjoy outdoor life safe 
in the knowledge that they can rely on Outwell.

As the premium brand in the family camping market, Outwell sets the pace in category 
and product innovation year on year backed by assured quality in product and service. 
2018 is no exception with further progress in concepts and detail throughout inspired 
by our Scandinavian heritage. All are delivered with our design flair to reinforce the 
signature style of our brand identity and extend our market position. Outwell tent and 
camping equipment collections are designed to raise the bar of home-from-home 
comfort for family campers to new levels. From Master Bedrooms, sleep systems and 
groundbreaking sleeping bag design to the variety of our exciting furniture collections, 
fabrics, materials and components are chosen to work in harmony with concept, 
colour and design to meet, exceed and extend consumer expectations. Standing out 
from the crowd is where we want to be and where we will remain. In that way, we 
stay ahead of the game, setting the agenda without compromise and continually 
developing the finest tents and camping products in the world.

HOME-FROM-HOME 
COMFORT GUARANTEED!
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NEW COOLBAGS

The chic appearance, stylish 
colours and practical designs 

of our new smart Coolbags 
add fashion to function when 

visiting the beach or park.

Combined with reliable 
performance, easy care materials, 

flexible carrying options 
and range of sizes, they’re 

ideal for picnics, parties and 
outdoor events.

TENT COLLECTIONS

Smaller tent designs have 
been introduced into each 

collection whilst maintaining 
the essential signature 

style, quality and innovative 
features that characterise the 

Outwell brand. 

Anticipating evolving market 
perceptions and demands, each 

offers a smaller pack size and 
weight with no compromise in 

comfort and performance.

COLIBRI SLEEPING BAG

Colibri packs innovation, 
versatility and performance 
in a design that takes sleep 
comfort to the next level. 

Its ingenious options for opening 
allow campers to move around 

freely through the inspired 
versatility of wings and zips 
that integrate sleeping bag 

quality performance with duvet 
flexibility and comfort.

COLLAPS COLLECTION 

The groundbreaking Outwell 
Collaps Collection has been 
consistently successful since 

its launch some years ago. 

It continues to lead the field 
with a unique combination of 
innovation and superb style 
updated for 2018 with two 

new colours (Deep Blue and 
Terracotta) and new designs that 

deliver practical performance.

NEW GRILLS

The Outwell Grill Collection 
combines our inspired 

innovation and outstanding 
Scandinavian design flair.

Careful consideration of campers’ 
needs has resulted in a range 

of compact models that offer a 
wide choice to extend campsite 

cooking flexibility.

NEW FURNITURE

From the lightweight 
concept and colour palette 

to functional detail, our 
Scandinavian design heritage 
is very much to the fore in our 

new Furniture Collection. 

With a wide variety of distinctive 
seating solutions for outdoor 
family comfort on site, at the 

beach or in the garden, it’s a clear 
market leader.

BRAND DNA
Clear themes run through all our tent 
collections, delivering a consistent 
message of quality, style and inspired 
design based firmly in our innovation 
heritage. All collections enjoy strong 
colour themes with smart embossed 
fabric, tinted windows and our signature 
luminous piping, reinforcing the essential 
Outwell DNA of our brand identity.
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HOME-FROM-HOME 
COMFORT

in furniture!
Inspiration for Outwell Furniture Collections springs from our 
Scandinavian style heritage and quality standards, matching 

cool colourways, designs and materials to underline and 
extend our market leading position. Home-from-home 

comfort is at the heart of our drive to help families create 
unforgettable moments together outdoors and runs 

throughout. Outwell comfort means delivering functional 
innovative and stylish furniture with innovation and style 

that adds new dimensions to life on site. 
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Scandinavian design is a design movement 
characterised by simplicity, minimalism and 
functionality that emerged in the 1950s in 
the five Nordic countries. 

This year, we are introducing more furniture 
collections than ever before. All of them have 
Outwell quality and our Scandinavian design 
heritage as their signature of consumer appeal. 
Our designers let their imaginations soar with 
designs based on insight into what the new 
wave of family campers are seeking. Versatility is 
key with purchasing decisions based even more 
on comfort and convenience with flexible use 
an important consideration. 

From padded designs also ideal for use on 
the garden patio to cool inflatable furniture 
that could sit as comfortably in living rooms 
as in tents and awnings, Outwell furniture is 
light, strong, hardwearing and takes up little 
space. New collections, new products plus new 
colours, patterns and fabrics feature throughout 
and offer a wide variety of options to meet all 
tastes and expectations.

Our new Inflatable Furniture Collection 
combines a modern take on traditional 

shapes with crisp styling to create a chair, 
sofa and ottoman in original designs that are 
unmistakably Outwell. Designs such as our Lake 
Superior two-person sofa, take comfort to new 
levels, adding practical sophistication to the 
campsite experience. With manual or built-in 
pumps for quick and easy inflation, it’s a breeze 
to inflate them quickly and securely.

Our Folding Furniture Collection enjoys smart 
new colour options that complement our tent 
collections with a new Padded Folding Range 
that combines durable, well-padded, two-
tone fabric over sturdy steel frames for truly 
exceptional lightweight comfort in two styles of 
chair and a sofa. Versatile ingenuity can be seen 
in the new Weston Hills chair design that allows 
the removable cover to be rolled up to use as a 
neck or lumbar support for adjustable comfort 
or reversed for a different colour shade.

Through our comprehensive camping furniture 
and ranges, we not only deliver seating comfort 

but also address other aspects of comfort from 
beds and loungers to camping equipment 
transporters. Plus, of course, outstanding 
tables, kitchen tables, wardrobes and cupboard 
storage options that add to a relaxing holiday 
for all the family. The wide range of designs and 
materials means there are furniture options for 
all campers to ensure comfort and convenience.

Innovation runs throughout Outwell Furniture 
Collections and is highlighted by our 
introduction of magnetic doors in kitchen 
tables, cupboards and wardrobes. Their doors 
are formed with fibreglass frames and secured 
shut with sewn-in magnets for noise-free 
opening and closing.  

Comfort, convenience and choice are our 
watchwords in the innovations and style 
seen throughout our unbeatable Furniture 
Collections that offer solutions for every aspect 
of camping life and that complement our tents 
and awnings.
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OUTTEX® 3000

OUTTEX® 5000

OUTTEX® 4000

Exclusive Outwell flysheet 
fabric with a reliable 
3,000mm hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating.

Exclusive Outwell flysheet 
fabric with a superior 
5,000mm hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating.

Exclusive Outwell flysheet 
fabric with an effective 
4,000mm hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating.

FLYSHEET
MATERIAL 
OVERVIEW

Many manufacturers try to capture our Outwell style but our 
commitment to family campers is more than skin deep. Our market-
leading innovative features are backed by the very best materials, 
components and manufacturing techniques. 

Our unique Outtex® polyester and polycotton fabrics are designed for 
optimum performance that meets the needs of a tent collection’s target 
audience. We use 100 per cent polyester fibres and our polyester fabrics 
offer a high resistance to UV damage and superb tension in wet conditions 
to keep the tent stable and minimise flapping. The tough nature ensures it 
retains its good looks, enhanced by subtle embossing, throughout its life 
while the Durable Water Repellent outer treatment works with the PU-
coating on the inside of the fly to ensure the high hydrostatic head needed 
to keep out the rain. 

For ultimate comfort, our Airtech polycotton mix is densely woven to allow 
moisture vapour to escape while keeping out water droplets. It creates a 
condensation-free microclimate that feels cool in the heat and warm when 
outside temperatures fall while keeping out rain and dew.

For ultimate perform
ance

OUTTEX® 5000

OUTTEX® 4000

OUTTEX® 3000
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OUTTEX® AIRTECH

OUTTEX® 6000 HD

OUTTEX® 6000

Exclusive Outwell polycotton 
fabric for premium 
performance and a self-
regulating interior climate.

A special process creates our  
ultra-rugged High Density 
weave for superior 
performance and looks.

This specially commissioned 
flysheet fabric benefits from 
our highest ever hydrostatic 
head waterproof rating.

OUTTEX® 
6000HD

OUTTEX® 6000

OUTTEX® 
AIRTECH
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TENT 
FEATURES
- defining the future

At Outwell we never say ‘That’s good enough!’ We continually 
assess, refine, develop and then introduce functional 

features in our exceptional tent collections every year. All are 
designed to meet practical needs and to raise our standards 

of home-from-home comfort. 

OUTWELL EASY ACCESS SYSTEM WITH MESH  

Main door and mesh fold to one side and the groundsheet lies flush 
with the ground for safe, easy access. 

EMBOSSED FLYSHEET AND INNER FRONTS  

Adding to the smart style of our polyester tents, the fabrics enjoy 
subtle embossing with the Outwell logo which enhances their 
appearance and shares a discreet message that the owners pick only 
the very best for their family’s camping.

NIGHT SKY CEILING    

Used in inner tents, the Night Sky Ceiling helps campers to enjoy 
a comfortable night’s sleep by cutting down internal light levels – 
great for adults as well as children. A clever solution for a daytime 
nap, early night, a lie-in to keep early-rising children asleep longer.

CABLE ENTRY TO INNER TENTS     

The changing face of modern camping means that campers of all 
ages expect readily accessible power sources for electronic devices 
as well as lights. Cable entry points enable secure access without 
compromising safety.
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DUAL PROTECTOR   

An Outwell Dual Protector extends a tent’s life by reducing UV 
damage to the roof and acting as a barrier against contaminants like 
bird droppings and tree sap. It also reflects the sun’s heat and keeps 
the tent cool if used silver side up or reversed to reveal the black 
surface that soaks up the sun to heat the tent. When used silver side 
up a broad, deep, roll-up/zip-off canopy matches the tent’s side 
door to create a sun porch when poled out.

OUTWELL FLOATING GUYLINE SYSTEM   

The inspired Outwell Floating Guyline System reduces pitching time, 
flags up the risk of tripping and simplifies tension adjustment. Two 
dark-coloured guylines connect the tent to a single luminous guy 
that is pegged out and appears to float above the ground.

TINTED WINDOWS    

With a special developed coating that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views out with privacy. Large tinted windows not 
only add to a tent’s style but also deliver practical benefits and now 
feature in every Outwell tent.

PANORAMA ROOM AND FRONT    

Enabling families to make the most of the weather, a panorama 
front acts as a conservatory to enhance living room space and views 
whilst the panorama room delivers the same as a separate living 
space to extend families’ outdoor living experience.

OUTWELL ONE-GO INFLATION TECHNOLOGY  

Outwell One-go Inflation Technology is an inspired innovation that 
allows campers to plug a super-efficient manual pump, or optional 
electric tent pump, into a single inlet valve and quickly inflate 
the largest of tents – plug in, pump and go! Isolation valves help 
maintain structural stability.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED HANGING POINT SYSTEM 

Tackling the problem of the strain created when inners are hung from 
the outer, our designers developed the Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging 
Point System which spreads stress evenly over the seam rather than 
concentrating it in a single area where it may cause damage over time.
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MASTER BEDROOMS    

The enhanced space of the Royal and Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms has been created by increasing length and adjusting the 
cut of the rear wall to increase standing headroom, providing more 
scope for moving around and furniture. Windows (Royal only) and 
cable entry points add to the convenience and comfort.

AIR SYSTEM PROGRAM   

Three systems of air tube technology construction: Advanced Air 
Tube System has one frame of inter-connected tubes with isolation 
valves; Power Air Tube System uses separate tubes with an extra 
apex tube manually placed for greater stability; Rigid Air System uses 
separate air tubes.

LUMINOUS PIPING   

Extending our signature luminous piping throughout the tent 
collections adds a touch of extra style that complements the main 
tent fabric and highlights our brand identity with a more cohesive 
theme readily spotted on site as a clear mark of quality. 

LUMINOUS GUYLINES    

As active campers, Outwell designers developed an inspired, 
practical solution to the problem of tripping over unnoticed 
guylines – a simple solution based on assessing and addressing the 
problem that others have seized on since.

REAR VENTILATION SYSTEM   

All polyester tents (except Encounter Collection) have the unified 
ventilation concept offering easy adjustment with more flexible 
options for fresh air flow through the tent and a streamlined 
appearance for a sleeker look to the tent designs.

OUTWELL SEALED GROUND SYSTEM  

A sealed-in groundsheet is the best way to keep draughts, insects, 
dirt and water out of a tent and is an early example of the camping 
solutions typical of Outwell. When the groundsheet is an integral part 
of the tent it ensures all-weather protection from the ground upwards.
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TENT CARPETS AND FOOTPRINTS    

Comfort and protection underfoot are guaranteed with a carpet 
and a footprint. Carpets offer extra insulation and cosy style to tents’ 
living areas. Placed between the tent floor and the ground to keep 
the groundsheet clean, a tent footprint is a durable barrier against 
debris and dirt.

SLEEP COMFORT    

The industry standard allowing 60cm width per person for sleeping 
compartments is not always enough; Outwell Sleep Comfort allows 
70-80cm for more individual freedom. Our own Sleep Comfort 
advice suggests the number of people – adults and children – that 
can settle down comfortably for a great night’s sleep.

UNIVERSAL INNERS    

These inners can be used as two bedrooms, one larger room 
by unzipping the centre panel or one side can be taken down 
completely to create extra living space within the tent. Designed to 
be flexible, they are a practical innovation for the changing needs of 
families and groups of friends. 

RAIN SAFE ENTRY    

Offering flexible extra protection and storage outside the tent, 
the Rain Safe Entry feature is designed as a generous porch over 
doorways for campers and the tent’s interior to avoid a soaking 
from vertical and wind-driven downpours, or water run-off, whilst 
entering and leaving.

OUTWELL WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM  

The patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer System is a huge and 
important innovation in tent stability, proven in development and 
in the field. It creates a direct attachment point between the outer 
tent, tent pole and peg for reliable security that spreads the strain of 
gale-force, gusting winds.

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING SYSTEM   

Simple, effective colour-coding allows three peg types to fulfil their 
specific functions in the right place first time for fast pitching and 
reliable stability – grey steel at the tent’s corners, luminous pegs with 
the guylines, and black plastic pegs for general pegging.
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TENT ICONS
Each year we deliver groundbreaking innovations for the benefit 
of discerning campers. It’s an excellent record and we’re proud of 
the rigorous way in which our designers approach each challenge 
to bring a huge amount of original style and practical detail to 
the market. 

Each tent is a careful blend of imagination, inspiration, style, technical 
innovation, features, fabrics and components. Each has a big story behind 
the headline and that story is best delivered in a visual way, enabling fast 
overviews and clear cross-comparisons. We use icons to quickly provide 
clear, no-fuss identification that is easily communicated in store and online. 
These simple, effective symbols sum up complex product solutions in line 
with our straightforward approach to business.

ROYAL MASTER BEDROOM
Colour-coded red, the 250cm length and 
steep rear wall offer lavish floor space and 
headroom throughout whilst windows offer 
light, sight and ventilation options. Cable port 
brings power to the bedroom.

AMBASSADOR MASTER BEDROOM
Colour-coded green, the 250cm length offers 
plenty of floor space whilst the cut gives more 
headroom. Cable port brings power to the 
bedroom for electrical goods like bedside lights.

PREMIER BEDROOM
Colour-coded black, the minimum 215cm 
length offers ample floor space for two 
campers to stretch out in comfort.
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WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM, FORCE 9
The key innovation in maintaining 
overall tent stability; wind tested 
against the Beaufort scale to strong 
gale Force 9.

WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM, FORCE 10
The key innovation in maintaining 
overall tent stability; wind tested 
against the Beaufort scale to whole 
gale Force 10.

FIRE RETARDANT
Material treated this way meets all 
the latest regulations regarding tent 
fabric safety.

OUTWELL EASY ACCESS SYSTEM
Main door folds to one side and 
the groundsheet lies flush with the 
ground for safe, easy access.

AERODYNAMIC STORM   
PROTECTION, FORCE 8
The aerodynamic shape of the tent 
ensures stability. Wind tested against the 
Beaufort scale to fresh gale, Force 8.

OUTWELL EASY ACCESS SYSTEM 
WITH MESH
Main door and mesh fold to one side 
and the groundsheet lies flush with 
the ground for safe, easy access.

AERODYNAMIC STORM   
PROTECTION, FORCE 9 
The aerodynamic shape of the tent 
ensures stability. Wind tested against the 
Beaufort scale to strong gale, Force 9.

THERMO-REFLECTIVE COATING
A Thermo-reflective coating is a barrier 
to radiant heat and is used above the 
inner tent to assist create the ideal 
ambience for sleep comfort.

AERODYNAMIC STORM   
PROTECTION, FORCE 10
The aerodynamic shape of the tent 
ensures stability. Wind tested against the 
Beaufort scale to whole gale, Force 10.

PUMP INCLUDED
Supplied with all our Air Tube 
technology tents, our easy to attach, 
highly efficient manual one-way 
high capacity air pump makes short 
work of inflating our inflable tents.

AERODYNAMIC STORM PROTECTION
The aerodynamic shape of the tent  
ensures stability.

WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM
Whatever the weather delivers 
on site, this key innovation helps 
maintain exceptional tent stability.

WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM, FORCE 8
The key innovation in maintaining overall 
tent stability; wind tested against the 
Beaufort scale to fresh gale Force 8.

ADVANCED AIR TUBE SYSTEM
Inter-connected air tube frame 
with one inflation valve, featuring 
isolation valves, and one full 
horizontal tube along the roof.

POWER AIR TUBE SYSTEM 
Offers individual tubes that are 
inflated and deflated separately 
via external valves. An extra tube is 
attached manually for extra stability.

WIND GUARD SYSTEM
The Outwell Wind Guard System 
ensures outstanding stability in 
high winds by securely bracing the 
tent flysheet via the sturdy poles to 
spread the wind force loading.

RIGID AIR SYSTEM
Features individual tubes that are 
inflated and deflated separately via 
easy access external valves.

ONE-GO INFLATION
Super fast inflation via a single 
air inlet valve through the inter-
connected air tubes.

NIGHT SKY CEILING
Reduces the amount of external 
light in the bedroom.

POWER STABILITY SYSTEM 
Our exclusive system of inter-
connecting steel poles ensures 
the sturdiest of tent structures.

POWER STABILITY SYSTEM
Our exclusive system of inter-
connecting alloy poles ensures 
the sturdiest of tent structures.

DURATEC POLES
Exceptional strength and rigidity 
achieved using our own glassfibre-
based blend of materials.

UNIVERSAL INNER
Versatile to offer one large room, split 
to create two rooms or having half 
removed for extra living space.

GUYLINE RETAINER SYSTEM
Simple, effective and inspired, this 
feature ensures campers avoid 
tangling guylines when packing 
away or when not needed on site.
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SCREENHOUSE
A zip-closed mesh screen to keep 
out bugs when the outer’s doors are 
opened for ventilation.

CABLE ENTRY POINT
A securely zipped port allows a mains 
lead to be run into the tent safely.

TINTED WINDOWS
Windows with a tinted coating that 
protects against the sun’s glare and 
provides privacy while maintaining 
great views out.

FLOATING GUYLINE SYSTEM
A single luminous guyline connects two 
upper guylines to the peg reducing the 
risk of tripping, speeding up pitching 
time and making tensioning easier.

STORM GUYLINE
Strong heavy duty tape creates 
a super secure guyline for tent 
extension stability in high winds.

EASY PEGGING SYSTEM
Three styles of colour co-ordinated 
pegs ensure easy, effective pitching 
without confusion.

TROLLEY CARRYBAG
Wheeled bag for fast and easy tent 
transportation.

CARRYBAG
Bag with straps for carrying the 
packed tent short distances.

SLEEP COMFORT  
Our own recommendation for how 
many campers a tent can sleep 
comfortably.

DRY ZIP SYSTEM
A simple, effective panel over the 
length of the whole zip to protect 
against bad weather penetration.

SEALED GROUND SYSTEM 
Our own specially developed 
method of sealing the groundsheet 
to the flysheet.

UNIQUE HANGING POINT SYSTEM
Attaches the inners with a toggle 
through the suspension point taped 
to the tent for strength and security.

WAVE-SHAPED HANGING  
POINT SYSTEM
Attractive solution to reduce the 
stress placed on inner tent seams.

ZIP-UP CURTAIN
With zip opening and closure, it gives 
full flexibility of choice between total 
privacy, letting in some daylight or 
enjoying the views. 

TWINNED POLES – STEEL/AIR
 A mix of air tubes and steel poles for 
a sturdy and flexible tent structure.

TOGGLE-UP CURTAIN
Well-placed toggle fittings allow 
flexibility of choice between views 
out and night-time privacy.

TAPED SEAMS
Extra protection across all seams, 
the tape ensures no chance of any 
water ingress.

TWINNED POLES – STEEL/DURATEC
A mix of steel poles and Duratec 
fibreglass poles for a sturdy and 
flexible tent structure.
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TENT GUIDE 2018
Each year, we evolve our tent collections to provide the very latest benefits 
from Outwell innovation and new materials while addressing market 
trends, ensuring our target audience enjoys the best accommodation to 
suit their needs and increase market share in the process. 

For 2018 our ten tent collections offer a finely-honed selection of designs that 
combine original Outwell innovation, style and practicality that drives our cutting-
edge progress. From camping in large family groups to couples enjoying a touring 
holiday, to quick weekends away and the outdoor shelter provided by a utility tent, 
each Collection addresses specific needs and budgets by balancing complex and 
diverse factors like use, features, fabrics and components. This year sees us respond 
to our customers by introducing yet more inflatable tents and smaller models 
across the board to meet consumer demands.

SMART AIR POLYESTER

Page 21

Page 35

Page 59

Page 47

• Advanced Air Tube System
• Generously-sized for large families
• Outtex® 6000 embossed fabric
• Royal Master Bedroom

PREMIUM

AIR POLYESTER

AIR COMFORT
• Power Air Tube System
• Generously-sized for large families
• Outtex® 5000 embossed fabric
• Ambassador Master Bedroom

• Rigid Air System
• Generously-sized for large families
• Outtex® 4000 embossed fabric
• Premier Bedroom

• Steel and Duratec fibreglass poles
• Fully-featured family tents
• Outtex® 6000 embossed fabric
• Royal Master Bedroom

Air Comfort Collection offers popular 
inflatable designs with flexible options for 
families and large groups.

Premium Collection represents the 
essential values that underpin the success 
of Outwell with keen campers.

Smart Air Polyester Collection is the 
family tent market leader offering 
exceptional comfort for that home-from-
home camping experience.

Air Polyester Collection delivers superb 
designs and signature Outwell style that 
offers our inflatable technology to even 
more campers.
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UTILITY TENTSENCOUNTER

ÉLANPRIVILEGE

SMART AIR TCDELUXE
• Advanced Air Tube System
• Fully-featured for larger families
• Outtex® Airtech
• Royal Master Bedroom

• Steel and Duratec fibreglass poles
• Popular family tents
• Outtex® 5000 embossed fabric
• Ambassador Master Bedroom

• Power Air Tube System
• Classic designs with size and layout options
• Outtex® 6000 HD embossed fabric
• Ambassador Master Bedroom

• Duratec fibreglass poles
• Touring family tents
• Outtex® 4000 embossed fabric
• Premier Bedroom

• Steel poles 
• Extra flexible shelter
• Outtex®

• Duratec fibreglass poles
• Smaller designs for weekends and touring
• Outtex® 3000 fabric embossed fabric
• Thermo-reflective coating over inners

Smart Air TC Collection combines 
innovation and design flair in the 
very best tents on the market for the 
discerning camper.

Deluxe Collection has an unrivalled 
reputation built on continued 
innovation, new designs and close 
attention to detail.

Élan Collection is built on our classic 
design heritage featuring hard-wearing 
Taslon fabric, sparkling style and inspired 
innovation in a range of size and 
layout options.

Utility Tents Collection offers versatile 
shelters and windscreens that have 
earned their place on site, on the 
beach and in the garden. 

Privilege Collection offers 
competitive quality for couples 
and families, particularly those 
new to camping.

Encounter Collection is ideal for couples 
and small families seeking quality tents 
offering reliable performance plus a wide 
range of practical features.

Page 75 Page 123

Page 89 Page 133

Page 107 Page 143
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SMART AIR POLYESTER
COLLECTION
Unrivalled innovation, inspired inflatable designs and superb fabric technology have ensured the Outwell Smart Air Polyester 
Collection is the clear family tent market leader. With stylish home-from-home comfort, our light grey Outtex® 6000 embossed 
polyester fabric, with luminous piping, is the signature of top quality. Families enjoy the no-fuss reliability of the Outwell Advanced 
Air Tube System with One-Go Inflation Technology, cable entry points and the exceptional comfort of Royal Master Bedrooms 
with ample headroom, space for bedside tables plus all-round windows. Integration of Night Sky bedroom ceilings with Thermo-
reflective coating above delivers cooler, dark bedrooms. Internal temperature regulation and air flow management is ensured by 
our flexible ventilation system.

SL

EEP COMFORT

ROYAL 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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Hornet 6SA

THE SMART AIR POLYESTER COLLECTION
Unrivalled innovation, inspired inflatable designs and 
superb fabric technology have ensured this stylish 
Collection is the clear family tent market leader with 
discerning campers who appreciate the chic home-
from-home comfort, safety, stability and no-fuss 
reliability provided by the highly-acclaimed models.

05
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04 06

07

0809

SL

EEP COMFORT
ROYAL 

MASTER
BEDROOM
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SMART AIR POLYESTER FEATURES
ROYAL MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
Royal Master Bedrooms have 
enlarged inners, 250cm in 
length, offering stand up height 
throughout and more floor 
space for storage and mobility. 
With our all-round windows 
and Cable Entry points, campers 
can enjoy real and virtual access 
to outside.

01

02

03

ADVANCED AIR TUBE 
SYSTEM 
Our air tube technology has had 
a huge effect on the camping 
market. As a key element of 
our Advanced Air Tube System 
technology, this offers one 
frame of interconnected tubes 
with isolation valves that help 
maintain structural stability.

OUTWELL ONE-GO 
INFLATION TECHNOLOGY 
Our innovative inflation 
technology takes away the effort 
of pitching by enabling campers 
to plug a highly efficient 
pump into a single input valve 
to inflate the largest of tents 
in a minute. Simply plug in, 
pump up and relax! 

04

05

06

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING 
SYSTEM 
Smart thinking behind our pegs’ 
colour-coding enables campers 
to use them in the right place 
first time for fast pitching and 
reliable stability – grey steel at 
the corners, luminous pegs with 
guylines, and black pegs for 
general pegging.

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under flysheet 
Thermo-reflective coating helps 
create the ideal ambience for a 
daytime nap, a lie-in or children 
waking later in the morning.

OUTTEX® 6000 EMBOSSED 
FLYSHEET 
Made to our own demanding 
specifications, this flysheet fabric 
has our highest ever hydrostatic 
head waterproof rating and 
benefits from subtle embossing 
with our graphic logo and is 
embellished with our signature 
luminous piping.

07

08

09

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability with 
guyline adjustment.

TINTED WINDOWS 
Our large tinted windows reduce 
the sun’s heat and glare whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
The zip-up curtains offer full 
flexibility of choice between total 
privacy, letting in some daylight 
or fully enjoying the views.

SIDE PORCH  
Extending versatility, our large, 
practical side porch with alloy 
pole offers extra access, storage 
option and protection from the 
weather. Ideal for leaving wet 
clothes and muddy boots to dry, 
it’s great for keeping toys and 
equipment safely under cover.

THE OUTWELL ICONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• 3-layer Insulate 

Carpet
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR
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Art. No.: .................................... 110779
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... 25.6 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 9.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170598 Fleece Carpet / 170648 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170626 Footprint / 110862 Dual Protector

The most compact tent in the Smart Air Polyester 
Collection, the Outwell Nighthawk 4SA sleeps four in 
two Royal Master Bedrooms. Offering innovation, style, 
stability and comfort with ample headroom, zip-up 
curtains on tinted panorama windows, an easy access 
front door plus insect mesh, Rain Safe door and a third 
door for flexible access.

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and wind-
driven downpours

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected air tubes with 
One-Go Inflation Technology for fast, uncomplicated pitching 
through just one valve

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer more internal headroom and 
floor space with wide views through the all-round windows, 
embossed fronts and cable entry points for mains electricity 
supply

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The ventilation offers flexible options for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area allows ample space to relax, eat and enjoy 
life on site

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

NIGHTHAWK 4SA
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The Outwell Nighthawk 4SA Awning features matches 
the tent’s fabric and style to create a flexible living area 
and three zone tent. It features twin air tubes, mud 
flaps and a detachable, durable bathtub groundsheet 
that adds versatility whilst secure rainproof connection 
is achieved with a covered sturdy zip. The front aspect 
opens wide with parallel full zips.

Art. No.: .................................... 110780
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) with 

taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 68 cm
Weight:  ................................... 12.4 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Two sturdy air-filled tubes inflated using the main tent’s pump
• Awning is zipped on to the main tent for a tight seal
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NIGHTHAWK 4SA 
AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110594
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 44 x 83 cm
Weight:  ................................... 34.7 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Steel Pole 19 mm, Alloy 13 mm, 2 upright 

steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170429 Fleece Carpet / 170394 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170464 Footprint / 110688 Dual Protector

Sleeping five (3+2) in two Royal Master Bedrooms with 
a generous tent living area for eating and relaxing, 
the Tomcat 5SA enjoys our Outwell Advanced Air 
Tube System with fast and easy One-Go Inflation 
Technology. The front canopy can be zipped on and 
off or rolled back quickly to extend flexible outdoor 
living options depending on the weather.

• Outwell Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected air tubes 
with One-Go Inflation Technology for fast, uncomplicated 
pitching through just one valve; one-way pump with pressure 
gauge supplied

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer more internal headroom and 
floor space with wide views through the all-round windows, 
embossed fronts and Cable Entry points for mains electricity 
supply

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The ventilation offers flexible options for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow

• Side porch offers a versatile access option and flexible storage 
facility for toys and furniture

• Three inter-connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Zip-off canopy offers flexible entrance shelter options
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

TOMCAT 5SA
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Matching the style of the main tent in colour and 
luminous piping, the neat Tomcat 5SA Awning adds 
space and versatility by being simply inflated and 
zipped into place for a tight seal. Our Gothic design 
with pre-angled tube construction ensures more 
stability and headroom whilst the panorama front and 
tinted windows complement the tent’s style.

Art. No.: .................................... 110595
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) with 

taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 12.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Two sturdy air-filled tubes inflate using the main tent’s pump
• Awning is zipped on the main tent for a tight seal
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

TOMCAT 5SA 
AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110781
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 95 cm
Weight:  ................................... 32.9 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 13 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170604 Fleece Carpet / 170649 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170632 Footprint / 110865 Dual Protector

Sleeping five (3+2) in two Royal Master Bedrooms, 
the Outwell Phantom 5SA is a versatile design with 
a stable structure and ample headroom under our 
Advanced Air Tube System with One-Go Inflation 
Technology. The easy access front door with extended 
canopy for shelter and storage plus twin side doors 
offer flexible access and ventilation options.

• An extended outdoor space in shade offered by a deep front 
canopy is perfect for storage plus relaxing and eating on 
sunny days

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected Gothic-style air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer more internal headroom and 
floor space with wide views through the all-round windows, 
embossed fronts and Cable Entry points for mains electricity 
supply

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The ventilation offers flexible options for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow

• Four inter-connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PHANTOM 5SA
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With twin air tubes, the Outwell Phantom 5SA Awning 
with mud flaps matches the tent’s fabric and style to 
extend the living area with an airy panorama front. 
A detachable, durable bathtub groundsheet adds 
versatility and the front aspect opens wide with 
parallel full zips.

Art. No.: .................................... 110782
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) with 

taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 13.1 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Two sturdy air-filled tubes inflated with the main tent’s pump
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

PHANTOM 5SA 
AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110590
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 48 x 98 cm
Weight:  ................................... 39.1 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 9.5/13 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170418 Fleece Carpet / 170391 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170449 Footprint / 110689 Dual Protector

The Outwell Hornet 6SA tent sleeps six (2+2+2) in 
three large Royal Master Bedrooms, with flexible 
access in the generously-sized living area, under our 
Advanced Air Tube System offering speedy, no-fuss 
One-Go Inflation Technology. Extended outdoor space 
in shade from a deep angled front canopy is perfect 
for storage plus relaxing and eating on sunny days.

• An extended outdoor space in shade offered by a deep front 
canopy is perfect for storage plus relaxing and eating on 
sunny days

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected Gothic-style air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer more internal headroom and 
floor space with wide views through the all-round windows, 
embossed fronts and Cable Entry points for mains electricity 
supply

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The ventilation offers flexible options for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow

• Side porch offers a versatile access option and flexible storage 
facility for toys and furniture

• Four inter-connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

HORNET 6SA
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Matching the appearance and fabric of the main 
tent, the smart Hornet 6SA Awning adds space and 
versatility by being simply inflated and attached tightly 
for a secure, waterproof connection. The Gothic-style 
design with pre-angled tubes ensures reliable stability 
and ample headroom whilst the panorama front and 
tinted windows complement the tent’s classic style.

Art. No.: .................................... 110591
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 32 x 75 cm
Weight:  ................................... 13.7 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Two tough air-filled tubes inflated with the main tent’s pump
• Attached tightly to the main tent for at draught-free fit
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water 

ingress and crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

HORNET 6SA 
AWNING
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Innovative Family Camping
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Art. No.: .................................... 110596
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 26 x 52 cm / Tent Front: 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 35.0 kg / Tent Front: 15.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 13 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170412 Fleece Carpet / 170389 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170443 Footprint / 110691 Dual Protector

The Vermont 7SA is ideal for large families, sleeping up 
to seven (2+3+2) in three Royal Master Bedrooms plus 
a huge living area. It uses the Outwell Advanced Air 
Tube System and One-Go Inflation Technology with 
pre-angled, Gothic–style air tubes for superb stability 
and generous headroom. Plus, it benefits from three 
zone flexibility – wet, dry and bedrooms – for practical 
tent living. The tent front area can be zipped off 
completely for convenient pitching

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for a large family - 
wet room, dry room and inners

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected air tubes with 
One-Go Inflation Technology for fast, uncomplicated pitching 
through just one valve

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer more internal headroom and 
floor space with wide views through the all-round windows, 
embossed fronts and Cable Entry points for mains electricity 
supply

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The Ventilation System offers flexible options for regulating 
internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area allows ample space to relax, eat and enjoy 
life on site

• Side porch offers a versatile access option and flexible storage 
facility for toys and furniture

• Five inter-connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

VERMONT 7SA

225/Inner 210 



SMART AIR POLYESTER OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNINGS

Nighthawk 4SA Tomcat 5SA Phantom 5SA Hornet 6SA Vermont 7SA
110779 110594 110781 110590 110596

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

4 5 5 6 7

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

45 x 80 cm 44 x 83 cm 45 x 95 cm 48 x 98 cm Tent: 26 x 52 cm / Tent Front: 45 x 90 cm

25.6 kg 34.7 kg 32.9 kg 39.1 kg Tent: 35.0 kg /  Tent Front: 15.5 kg

24 26 28 30 33

Tomcat 5SA Awning Phantom 5SA Awning
110595 110782

Awning Awning

30 x 70 cm 30 x 70 cm

12.5 kg 13.1 kg

27 29

Hornet 6SA Awning
110591

Awning

32 x 75 cm

13.7 kg

31

Nighthawk 4SA Awning
110780

Awning

30 x 68 cm

12.4 kg

25
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AIR COMFORT
COLLECTION
The Outwell Air Comfort Collection offers superb performance and the signature style of our Outtex® 5000 embossed fabric and 
luminous piping. With our innovative Power Air Tube System, separate tubes are pumped up or deflated swiftly via easy access 
external valves using the efficient one-way pump with pressure gauge supplied. Gothic-style pre-angled tubes ensure stability with 
ample headroom; extra air tubes are used to link tubes for greater stability in bad weather. Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer extra 
space and tinted windows with toggle-up curtains in the living area allow campers to enjoy the view whilst maintaining privacy. The 
collection features the Outwell Sealed Ground System with a durable groundsheet plus the unique Outwell Easy Pegging System for 
fast, reliable pitching.

SL

EEP COMFORT

AMBASSADOR 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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THE AIR COMFORT COLLECTION
Designed expressly with larger families and groups in 
mind, flexible tent living options and top performing 
features make the Outwell Air Comfort Collection a real 
winner. Attention to detail, style and innovation match the 
signature Outwell image in stunning designs and quality.

Cruiser 6AC

01

03 05

04
02

07

06

08

09

SL

EEP COMFORT
AMBASSADOR 

MASTER
BEDROOM
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

AIR COMFORT FEATURES
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

02

01

05

04

08

07

03 06 09

CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR

AMBASSADOR MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
At 250 cm in length, Ambassador 
Master Bedrooms offer generous 
floor space and headroom 
for comfort and convenience. 
Combined with mains Cable 
Entry points and Night Sky 
Ceilings, campers can enjoy 
enhanced levels of convenience 
and comfort.

POWER AIR TUBE SYSTEM 
Durable separate tube 
technology with extra apex 
tube for greater stability. All 
pumped up or deflated easily 
via easy access external valves, 
using the efficient two-way 
manual pump with pressure 
gauge supplied. 

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING 
SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the right 
place first time for fast pitching 
and lasting stability – grey steel 
at the tent’s corners, luminous 
pegs with the guylines, and black 
plastic pegs for general pegging.

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under flysheet 
Thermo-reflective coating 
helps create the ideal bedroom 
ambience for a daytime nap, a 
lie-in or to ensure children wake 
later in the morning.

OUTTEX® 5000 EMBOSSED 
FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

CABLE ENTRY TO INNER 
TENTS 
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources 
for electronic devices as well 
as lights. Cable Entry points 
enable secure access without 
compromising safety.

SEALED GROUND SYSTEM
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of 
a tent and is an early example 
of Outwell camping solutions. 
When the groundsheet is an 
integral part of the tent it ensures 
all-weather protection.

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability 
through zipped closure and 
guyline adjustment.
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Outtex® 5000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System Aerodynamic 
Storm 

Protection 10

Outwell 
Power Air 

Tube System

Thermo-
reflective 
Coating

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Outwell Easy 
Access System 

With Mesh

Universal 
Inner Tent

Ambassador 
Master 

Bedroom

Toggle-up 
Curtains

Tinted 
Windows

Night Sky 
Ceiling

Cable Entry 
Point

Outwell Easy 
Pegging 
System

Carrybag Air pump 
included
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Art. No.: .................................... 110756
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 89 cm
Weight:  ................................... 28.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Power Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170602 Fleece Carpet / 170630 Footprint / 110863 Dual Protector

The stylish Outwell Penticton 5AC is a versatile 
three-zone tent that sleeps five (3+2) in two 
large Ambassador Master Bedrooms. To ease 
transportation and pitching it features a flexible zip-
off wet room with detachable bathtub groundsheet 
behind a Panorama front with D door. It has twin 
side doors with insect mesh screen backing.

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves

• At 250 cm in length, Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer a 
larger floor area, more headroom and a rear vent

• Night Sky Ceilings in bedrooms cut down light levels whilst 
Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms helps to 
regulate internal temperatures

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Durable bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress 
and crawling insects

• One-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast, efficient 
inflation

• Four inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair
• Additional side doors for flexible access

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PENTICTON 5AC
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Art. No.: .................................... 110757
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 44 x 88 cm
Weight:  ................................... 24.6 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Power Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 9.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170603 Fleece Carpet / 170631 Footprint / 110864 Dual Protector

Compact in design with three air tubes and ideal for 
family touring holidays, the Outwell Pendroy 6AC sleeps 
six (3+3) in two large Ambassador Master Bedrooms. 
Its Gothic-style frame ensures ample headroom whilst 
the D-style main door with insect mesh screen folds 
flat for easy access. Twin side doors, one with Rain Safe 
entrance, offer flexibility and good ventilation.

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves

• At 250 cm in length, Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer a 
larger floor area, more headroom and a rear vent

• Night Sky Ceilings in bedrooms cut down light levels whilst 
Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms helps to 
regulate internal temperatures

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and wind-
driven downpours

• One-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast, efficient 
inflation

• Three inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair
• Additional side doors for flexible access

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PENDROY 6AC

250

300

180 180
Inners

Inners
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Art. No.: .................................... 110648
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 47 x 90 cm
Weight:  ................................... 28.0 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Power Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170410 Fleece Carpet / 170438 Footprint / 110693 Dual Protector

The four room inflatable Cruiser 6AC tunnel tent 
sleeps six in a 2+2+2 layout with pre-shaped tubes 
for stability and headroom. Design features for 
comfortable tent living include Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms, a front canopy with Duratec fibreglass 
brow pole and side panels, tinted windows with 
toggle-up curtains, two side doors and full insect 
mesh in all doors.

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves

• At 250 cm in length, Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer a 
larger floor area, more headroom and a rear vent

• Night Sky Ceilings in bedrooms cut down light levels whilst 
Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms helps to 
regulate internal temperatures

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• One-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast, efficient 
inflation

• Four inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair
• Additional side doors for flexible access
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

CRUISER 6AC
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Easily attached to Cruiser 6AC and complementing the 
tent’s style with matching colour and luminous piping, 
the twin steel pole frame construction offers plenty 
of headroom. With tinted windows, a Panorama front 
and a detachable bathtub-style polyethylene floor, it 
offers generous extra living space quickly attached to 
the main tent.

Art. No.: .................................... 110649
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 26 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... 15.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Steel pole frame construction
• Attaches tightly to the main tent for a draught-free fit
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

CRUISER 6AC 
AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110650
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ................................... 29.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Power Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 13.0 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170420 Fleece Carpet / 170451 Footprint / 110692 Dual Protector

Building on the heritage of an award-winning design, 
Montana 6AC is an inflatable tunnel tent with sewn-in 
groundsheet, sleeping six in two Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms under a Gothic-style, pre-shaped air tube 
frame. Its large living room benefits from a side porch 
with full alloy pole, additional side door and full mesh 
in all doors.

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves

• At 250 cm in length, Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer a 
larger floor area, more headroom and a rear vent

• Night Sky Ceilings in bedrooms cut down light levels whilst 
Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms helps to 
regulate internal temperatures

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Side porch offers easy access, extra storage and protection 
from the weather

• One-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast, efficient 
inflation

• Four inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Embossed inner tents add interior design flair

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MONTANA 6AC



Montana 6AC Awning

Pendroy 6AC Awning
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Easily attached to Montana 6AC or Pendroy 6AC 
and complementing the tent’s style with matching 
colour and luminous piping, the twin steel pole frame 
construction offers plenty of headroom. With tinted 
windows, a Panorama front and a detachable bathtub-
style polyethylene floor, it offers generous extra living 
space quickly attached to the main tent.

Art. No.: .................................... 110651
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ................................... 14.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Steel pole frame construction
• Attaches tightly to the main tent for a draught-free fit
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

MONTANA 6AC & 
PENDROY 6AC AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110647
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 52 x 88 cm / Tent Front: 20 x 74 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 28.9 kg /  Tent Front: 9.8 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Power Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170409 Fleece Carpet / 170437 Footprint / 110694 Dual Protector

A four room inflatable tunnel tent sleeping seven 
people comfortably in a 2+3+2 layout, the smart style 
of the Corvette 7AC offers three zones – wet room, 
dry room and Ambassador Master Bedrooms – behind 
a large front door plus two side doors. The tent front 
area can be zipped off completely in dry conditions for 
a truly airy feel.

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves

• At 250 cm in length, Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer a 
larger floor area, more headroom and a rear vent

• Night Sky Ceilings in bedrooms cut down light levels whilst 
Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms helps to 
regulate internal temperatures

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• One-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast, efficient 
inflation

• Five inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for front room for flexibility 
and easy cleaning

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

CORVETTE 7AC
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Quickly, easily and securely attached to any tent 
in the collection, the Universal AC Extension offers 
substantial extra living space as well as versatile 
storage options. With tinted panorama windows 
and steel poles in a Gothic style for extra headroom, 
it matches the tents’ smart colour and signature 
luminous piping.

Art. No.: .................................... 110652
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... 11.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away; fits all Air Comfort tents
• Steel pole frame for stability and ample headroom
• Attaches tightly to the main tent for a draught-free fit
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

UNIVERSAL AC 
EXTENSION



AIR COMFORT OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNINGS AND EXTENSION

Cruiser 6AC Montana 6AC
110648 110650

Four room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

6 6

3 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

47 x 90 cm 45 x 90 cm

28.0 kg 29.5 kg

40 42

Corvette 7AC
110647

Four room tunnel tent

7

3 bedrooms, 1 living room

Tent: 52 x 88 cm / Tent Front: 20 x 74 cm

Tent: 28.9 kg /  Tent Front: 9.8 kg

44

Cruiser 6AC Awning Montana / Pendroy 6AC Awning Universal AC Extension
110649 110651 110652

Awning Awning Extension

26 x 76 cm 45 x 90 cm 19 x 76 cm

15.0 kg 14.0 kg 11.0 kg

41 43 45

Penticton 5AC Pendroy 6AC
110756 110757

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

5 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

45 x 89 cm 44 x 88 cm

28.5 kg 24.6 kg

38 39
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AIR POLYESTER
COLLECTION
Outstanding Air Polyester Collection designs offer smart style and innovative features extending the appeal of our inflatable tents. 
The Outwell Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped air tubes for stability plus ample headroom uses easy access inflation valves 
for the one-way pump with pressure gauge supplied. In the generously-sized Premier Bedrooms with cable entry points, a Thermo-
reflective coating works with our Night Sky ceilings for sleep comfort whilst the Rear Ventilation System ensures simple airflow 
and temperature regulation. Our Outtex® 4000 embossed fabric delivers reliable weather protection with luminous piping for our 
signature style. The compact Bayfield 5A and Bayfield 5A front awning are great options for touring and weekend trips whilst the 
Edmonds 5A offers more space.

SL

EEP COMFORT

PREMIER
BEDROOM
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THE AIR POLYESTER COLLECTION
Extending the availability of inflatable tent technology 
and outstanding designs to even more family campers, 
the Outwell Air Polyester Collection offers a real winning 
combination. Attention to detail, style and innovation 
match the signature Outwell image in stunning designs 
and quality.

Edmonds 5A
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

AIR POLYESTER FEATURES
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR

PREMIER BEDROOMS 
Our Premier Bedrooms offer 
generous headroom and floor 
space for easier access and 
mobility plus mains Cable 
Entry points for power, Night 
Sky Ceilings and the additional 
benefit of Thermo-reflective 
coating for integrated 
sleep comfort. 

RIGID AIR SYSTEM 
The Rigid Air System features 
individual tubes that are inflated 
and deflated separately through 
external valves for easy access.

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING 
SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the right 
place first time for fast pitching 
and lasting stability – grey steel 
at the tent’s corners, luminous 
pegs with the guylines, and black 
plastic pegs for general pegging.

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under Thermo-
reflective coating helps create 
the ideal bedroom ambience 
for a daytime nap, a lie-in to 
ensure children wake later in 
the morning.

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability 
through zipped closure and 
guyline adjustment.

OUTTEX® 4000 EMBOSSED 
FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

CABLE ENTRY TO INNER 
TENTS 
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources 
for electronic devices as well 
as lights. Cable entry points 
enable secure access without 
compromising safety.

SEALED GROUND SYSTEM
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of 
a tent and is an early example 
of Outwell camping solutions. 
When the groundsheet is 
an integral part of the tent it 
ensures all-weather protection 
from the ground upwards.

02 05 08

03 06 09
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Outtex® 4000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System Aerodynamic 
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Protection 9
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Carrybag Air pump 
included
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Art. No.: .................................... 110758
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 38 x 77 cm
Weight:  ................................... 17.6 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170590 Fleece Carpet / 170617 Footprint / 110855 Dual Protector

Perfect for couples and smaller families, the Outwell 
Bayfield 5A tent is a very compact Rigid Air System 
design, easily pitched, with small pack size, that sleeps 
five (3+2) in two Premier Bedrooms with a removable 
divider for flexible use. With its large Rain Safe fold 
flat front door and tinted windows, it is ideal for 
touring holidays.

• Smaller tent design ideal for couples, small families and 
touring holidays

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with one-way pump supplied

• Premier Bedrooms with double D-style doors, inner divider 
and Cable Entry points

• Outwell Easy Pegging System’s colour-coding enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Rain safe fold flat front door for easy access and weather 
protection with an eyebrow style canopy and insect mesh 
backing plus additional side door

• Toggle Hanging Point System for secure fastening of Premier 
Bedrooms to the flysheet

• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 
allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BAYFIELD 5A
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Art. No.: .................................... 110759
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 48 x 89 cm
Weight:  ................................... 25.6 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170594 Fleece Carpet / 170621 Footprint / 110858 Dual Protector

Sleeping five (3+2) in two Premier Bedrooms in a 
three-zone tunnel design with tinted windows, the 
Outwell Edmonds 5A offers ample flexible space under 
the Rigid Air System frame with front and twin side 
doors, all with insect mesh.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with one-way pump supplied

• Premier Bedrooms with flexible access and internal space plus 
Cable Entry points to inners

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Outwell Easy Pegging System’s colour-coding enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Toggle Hanging Point System for secure fastening of Premier 
Bedrooms to the flysheet

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

EDMONDS 5A
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Art. No.: .................................... 110608
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 41 x 86 cm
Weight:  ................................... 22.3 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170427 Fleece Carpet / 170462 Footprint / 110710 Dual Protector

Ideal for family touring holidays, the Roswell 5A three 
room tunnel tent sleeps five under the Outwell Rigid 
Air System of pre-shaped inflatable air tubes, in a 
stable, generously-sized design. The large zip-off 
canopy uses steel poles at the front and can be rolled 
back and fastened to the tent by toggles for flexibility 
or removed completely.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with one-way pump supplied

• Premier Bedrooms with flexible access and internal space plus 
Cable Entry points to inners

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Zip-off canopy for all-weather protection
• Three inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 

easy access
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Full mesh doors - side and front - for air flow and protection 

from insects

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ROSWELL 5A



Fitting the Roswell 5A and Bayfield 5A tent models in 
a smart design that complements the main tent, the 
Awning adds a huge amount of extra living space, 
ideal for longer camping holidays. The Steel frame 
construction uses pre-angled steel poles to ensure 
fast, secure pitching with the Awning fabric fastened 
snugly and securely to the tent.

Roswell 5A Front Awning

Art. No.: .................................... 110609 (Roswell 5A Front Awning) 

Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 31 x 80 cm (Roswell 5A Front Awning) 

Weight:  ................................... 16.3 kg (Roswell 5A Front Awning) 

Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Steel Frame Construction with sturdy pre-angled steel poles
• Large tinted windows reducing glare and ensuring privacy
• Awning is zipped on the main tent for an effective seal
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

ROSWELL 5A & BAYFIELD 5A 
FRONT AWNING

Bayfield 5A Front Awning

 
110872 (Bayfield 5A Front Awning) 
 
 
 

 
 
31 x 80 cm (Bayfield 5A Front Awning) 
 
16.3 kg (Bayfield 5A Front Awning)
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Art. No.: .................................... 110760
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 49 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... 27.0 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170416 Fleece Carpet / 170447 Footprint / 110709 Dual Protector

The Flagstaff 6A tunnel tent sleeps six (3+3) under 
the Outwell Rigid Air System of pre-shaped inflatable 
air tubes in a stable, generously-sized design. Premier 
Bedrooms offer double door access and a removable 
divider. Extended outdoor space in shade comes from 
a deep angled front canopy that provides storage 
options and a place to relax and eat on sunny days.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with one-way pump supplied

• Premier Bedrooms with flexible access and internal space plus 
Cable Entry points to inners

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Large canopy with side panels offers extra weather protection 
and storage space for toys and furniture

• Four inflatable tubes with external inflation valve points for 
easy access

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

• Full mesh doors – side and front - for air flow and protection 
from insects

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

FLAGSTAFF 6A
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A smart design that complements the main tent, the 
Awning adds a huge amount of extra living space, 
ideal for longer camping holidays. The steel frame 
construction uses pre-angled steel poles to ensure fast, 
secure pitching with the Awning fabric overlapping 
and connected to the tent’s steel canopy pole. The 
large front D-shaped door can be part opened for 
ventilation and views.

Art. No.: .................................... 110607
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 28 x 74 cm
Weight:  ................................... 11.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Steel frame construction with sturdy pre-angled steel poles
• Large tinted windows reducing glare and ensuring privacy
• Attached tightly to the main tent for a draught-free fit
• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 

crawling insects
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

FLAGSTAFF 6A 
FRONT AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110871
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 40 x 94 cm / Tent Front: 25 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 22.5 kg /  Tent Front: 14.1 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1  

170544 Fleece Carpet / 170545 Footprint / 110715 Dual Protector

Ideal for family holidays, the Outwell Clarkston 6A 
three room tunnel tent sleeps six in two Premier 
Bedrooms. The Rigid Air System of pre-shaped 
inflatable air tubes ensures a stable, generously-sized 
design that has a front section, supported by steel 
poles, which can be zipped off for easy handling.

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with one-way pump supplied

• Premier Bedrooms with flexible access and internal space plus 
Cable Entry points to inners

• Integration of Night Sky Ceilings for reducing ambient light 
with the Thermo-reflective coating above the bedrooms to 
lower temperatures extends campers’ comfort

• The Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Spacious living area ensures plenty of room to eat, play and 
relax whatever the weather

• Outwell Easy Pegging System’s colour-coding enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Front section well-sealed zips can be zipped off entirely if 
necessary; features a detachable bathtub-style groundsheet

• Toggle Hanging Point System for secure fastening of Premier 
Bedrooms to the flysheet

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

CLARKSTON 6A



Innovative Family Camping
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AIR POLYESTER OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNINGS

Bayfield 5A Edmonds 5A Roswell 5A
110758 110759 110608

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

5 5 5

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

38 x 77 cm 48 x 89 cm 41 x 86 cm

17.6 kg 25.6 kg 22.3 kg

50 51 52

Bayfield 5A Front Awning Roswell 5A Front Awning Flagstaff 6A Front Awning
110872 110609 110607

Awning Awning Awning

31 x 80 cm 31 x 80 cm 28 x 74 cm

16.3 kg 16.3 kg 11.0 kg

53 53 55

Flagstaff 6A Clarkston 6A
110760 110871

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

6 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

49 x 80 cm Tent: 40 x 94 cm / Tent Front: 25 x 80 cm

27.0 kg Tent: 22.5 kg /  Tent Front: 14.1 kg

54 56
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PREMIUM
COLLECTION
Inspired design, sustained innovation and attention to detail are the foundation of the outstanding Outwell Premium Collection 
of superb poled family tents. They reflect the heritage and qualities that have enabled Outwell to hold its market leading position 
for more than 20 years. All these versatile tents benefit from our unique Outtex® 6000 embossed flysheets, offering full waterproof 
protection in smart colours combined with luminous piping for our signature style. Heritage and performance are seen in the Royal 
Master Bedrooms, cable entry to bedrooms, the Rear Ventilation System, Thermo-reflective coating, Night Sky Ceilings, Outwell Sealed 
Groundsheet, Outwell Wave-Shaped Hanging Point System, Outwell Easy Pegging System, Outwell Wind Stabilizer System, stylish 
panorama fronts and tinted windows.

SL

EEP COMFORT

ROYAL 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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THE PREMIUM COLLECTION
Each one of the smart tents, awnings and extensions of the 
Outwell Premium Collection combines style and practical 
comfort with renowned heritage. The truly inspired 
innovations featured in these superior designs will help 
campers to build unforgettable family moments.

SL

EEP COMFORT
ROYAL 

MASTER
BEDROOM

Montana 6P

07

06

04

01

02

05

08

03

09
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

PREMIUM FEATURES

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• 3-layer Insulate 

Carpet
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR

ROYAL MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
Royal Master Bedrooms have 
enlarged inners, 250cm in 
length, offering stand up height 
throughout and more floor 
space for storage and mobility. 
With our new long, all-round 
windows and Cable Entry points, 
campers can enjoy real and 
virtual access to outside.

OUTTEX® 6000 
EMBOSSED FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

OUTWELL SEALED 
GROUND SYSTEM 
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of a tent 
and is an early example of Outwell 
camping solutions. When the 
groundsheet is an integral part of 
the tent it ensures all-weather.

OUTWELL EASY 
PEGGING SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the right 
place first time for fast pitching 
and lasting stability – grey steel 
at the tent’s corners, luminous 
pegs with the guylines, and black 
plastic pegs for general pegging.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED 
HANGING POINT SYSTEM 
Tackling the problem of the 
strains created when inners 
are hung from the outer, our 
designers developed the Outwell 
Wave-shaped Hanging Point 
System which spreads the load 
evenly rather than concentrating 
it in a single area where it may 
cause damage.

OUTWELL WIND 
STABILIZER SYSTEM 
The patented Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System is a huge and 
important innovation in tent 
stability, proven in development 
and in the field. It creates a direct 
attachment point between the 
outer tent, tent pole and peg 
for reliable security in gale-force, 
gusting winds.

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability 
through guyline adjustment.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under 
Thermo-reflective coating 
helps create the ideal ambience 
for a daytime nap, a lie-in or 
children waking later in the 
morning in bedrooms.
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Outtex® 6000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System OWS System 
Force 10

OPS System Thermo-
reflective 
Coating

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Outwell Easy 
Access System 

With Mesh

Universal 
Inner Tent

Royal Master 
Bedroom

Wave-shaped 
Hanging 

Point System

Zip-up 
Curtain

Tinted 
Windows

Night Sky 
Ceiling

Cable Entry 
Point

Dry Zip Trolley 
Carrybag
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Art. No.: .................................... 110771
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 78 x 40 x 42 cm
Weight:  ................................... 22.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170597 Fleece Carpet / 170647 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170625 Footprint / 110861 Dual Protector

Sleeping four (2+2) in two Royal Master Bedrooms, the 
compact Outwell Nevada SP benefits from all the great 
features of the larger family tents despite its small pack 
size. Perfect for weekend camping and touring by 
couples, friends and small families, the versatile design 
enjoys Duratec poles, a large front door, and a side 
door with Rain Safe entrance.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Cable Entry points for convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Rain Safe door offers protection from vertical and wind-driven 
downpours

• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 
from insects

• Large panorama windows with zip-up curtains ensure privacy 
and allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 
avoid tripping

• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

NEVADA SP
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Matching the main tent style and colourways perfectly, 
the versatile Outwell Nevada SP Front Extension, is fast 
and easy to pitch and pack away. It is easily attached to 
the tent with hooks and adds a generous covered space 
with open front for flexible use from relaxing behind the 
tinted windows to storage and preparing meals.

Art. No.: .................................... 110772
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 18 x 60 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.4 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Tinted windows for privacy when needed or maximum light 
with a sunroom feel

• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NEVADA SP 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110586
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 78 x 40 x 42 cm
Weight:  ................................... 25.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170317 Fleece Carpet / 170316 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170501 Footprint / 110683 Dual Protector

The popular and spacious Nevada MP tunnel design 
uses Duratec poles to keep weight and packed size 
down and sleeps five in two charcoal grey Royal 
Master Bedrooms with embossed fronts.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Cable Entry points for convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and wind-
driven downpours

• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 
from insects

• Large panorama windows with zip-up curtains ensure privacy 
and allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 
avoid tripping

• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

NEVADA MP
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Fast and easy to pitch and pack away the Nevada MP 
Front Awning simply and securely attaches to the main 
tent with hooks. Matching the tent’s colour, design and 
style, it adds loads of extra space, with large windows 
ensuring an airy feel, for longer family camping holidays.

Art. No.: .................................... 110587
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 26 x 65 cm
Weight:  ................................... 11.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Detachable bathtub-style groundsheet
• At the front there are toggles for secure tie-back to give a 

wider front opening
• Large panorama front with tinted windows for privacy when 

needed or maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NEVADA MP 
FRONT AWNING
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Adding versatile extra space, the Nevada MP Front Extension 
matches the tent design in colour, style and luminous piping to 
achieve an integrated appearance on site. Ideal for storing bikes 
and furniture, the Extension also offers a flexible area for cooking 
or socialising whatever the weather. Fast and easy to pitch and 
pack away, it’s a real bonus for active campers.

Art. No.: .................................... 110588
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 18 x 64 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Tinted windows for privacy when needed or maximum light 
with a sunroom feel

• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NEVADA MP 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110581
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 22.5 kg / Poles: 12.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19-22 mm, Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 

2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170520 Fleece Carpet / 170523 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170498 Footprint / 110684 Dual Protector

The classic style of the Montana 5P sleeps five in two 
charcoal grey Royal Master Bedrooms with embossed 
fronts. The tunnel design has pre-angled steel poles to 
maximise internal space. Flexibility and convenience 
are ensured with a side porch, Panorama Front and 
flysheet doors with mesh lining.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Cable Entry points for convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Large Panorama front for maximum light with a spacious 
sunroom feel

• Side porch entrance for shelter and convenience
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for the side porch for 

flexibility and easy cleaning
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains, block 

sun glare, ensure privacy and allow campers to stay in touch 
with the outdoors

• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the zipper for 
functional style

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MONTANA 5P
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Art. No.: .................................... 110583
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 25.0 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19-22 mm, Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 

2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170521 Fleece Carpet / 170522 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170496 Footprint / 110685 Dual Protector

Montana 6P sleeps six in two bedrooms in a tunnel 
design with pre-angled steel poles to maximise internal 
space. Charcoal grey inners feature embossed fronts 
with a red bottom stripe highlighting the Royal Master 
Bedrooms. Flexibility and convenience are ensured with 
a Panorama Front and flysheet doors with mesh lining.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Cable Entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Large Panorama front for maximum light with an spacious 
sunroom feel

• Side porch entrance for shelter and convenience
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for the side porch for 

flexibility and easy cleaning
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains, block 

sun glare, ensure privacy and allow campers to stay in touch 
with the outdoors

• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MONTANA 6P
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Easily and securely attached to the main Montana 5P 
and Montana 6P tents with hooks to complement the 
generous tent design, the Montana P Awning adds 
loads of extra space, with large windows ensuring an 
airy feel, for longer family camping holidays. It matches 
the tent’s colour, design and style to form a unified 
whole complete with luminous piping.

Montana 6P Front Awning

Art. No.: .................................... 110584 (Montana 6P Front Awning) 

Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 26 x 70 cm (Montana 6P Front Awning)

Weight:  ................................... 16.3 kg (Montana 6P Front Awning) 

Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Detachable bathtub-style groundsheet
• Large panorama front with tinted windows for privacy when 

needed or maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

MONTANA 5P & 6P
FRONT AWNING

Montana 5P Front Awning

 
110770 (Montana 5P Front Awning) 
 

 
 
 
24 x 68 cm (Montana 5P Front Awning) 
 
14.6 kg (Montana 5P Front Awning)
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Adding versatile extra space, the Montana 6P Front Extension 
matches the tent design in colour, style and luminous piping to 
achieve an integrated appearance on site. Ideal for storing bikes 
and furniture, the Extension also offers a flexible area for cooking 
or socialising whatever the weather. Fast and easy to pitch and 
pack away, it’s a real bonus for active campers.

Art. No.: .................................... 110585
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 21 x 67 cm
Weight:  ................................... 11.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Tinted windows for privacy when needed or maximum light 
with a sunroom feel

• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for no-fuss pitching
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

MONTANA 6P 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110580
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 22 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 28.9 kg / Poles: 17.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19-22 mm, 2 upright steel 

poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170307 Fleece Carpet / 170306 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170494 Footprint / 110686 Dual Protector

Alabama 7P sleeps seven in three bedrooms (two 
are Royal) in a tunnel design with pre-angled steel 
poles to maximise internal space. Charcoal grey inners 
feature embossed fronts with a red bottom stripe 
highlighting the Royal Master Bedrooms. Flexibility 
and convenience are ensured with a Panorama Front 
and flysheet doors with mesh lining.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Cable Entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for a large family - 
wet room, dry room and inners

• Panorama room for maximum light with a spacious 
conservatory feel

• Separate two-person bedrooms for extra privacy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Spacious living area for eating and socialising
• Additional side and back door for flexible entry and exit 

options
• Full mesh doors – side, back and front – for air flow and 

protection from insects
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ALABAMA 7P
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Art. No.: .................................... 110589
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 23 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 33.25 kg / Poles: 23.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19-22 mm, 3 upright steel 

poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170303 Fleece Carpet / 170302 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 
170493 Footprint / 110687 Dual Protector

Ideal for large families, Vermont XLP sleeps seven 
(2+3+2) in a tunnel design with pre-angled steel 
poles to maximise internal space. Charcoal grey inners 
feature embossed fronts with a red bottom stripe 
highlighting the Royal Master Bedrooms. Three zones 
– wet room, dry room and inner tents – offer flexibility 
and convenience along with a sewn-in groundsheet, 
Panorama Front and flysheet doors with mesh lining.

• Royal Master Bedrooms offer extra space, headroom and wide 
views to outside

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Cable Entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for a large family - 
wet room, dry room and inners

• Full width opening with a canopy option for the large 
panorama room

• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit options
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains, block 

sun glare, ensure privacy and allow campers to stay in touch 
with the outdoors

• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for panorama room for 
flexibility and easy cleaning

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

VERMONT XLP
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PREMIUM OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNINGS AND EXTENSIONS

Nevada SP Nevada MP Montana 5P Montana 6P
110771 110586 110581 110583

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

4 5 5 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

78 x 40 x 42 cm 78 x 40 x 42 cm Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm

22.2 kg 25.6 kg Tent: 22.5 kg / Poles: 12.5 kg Tent: 25.0 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg

62 64 67 68

Alabama 7P Vermont XLP
110580 110589

Four room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

7 7

3 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 22 x 76 cm Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 23 x 76 cm

Tent: 28.9 kg / Poles: 17.9 kg Tent: 33.25 kg / Poles: 23.6 kg

71 72

Nevada MP Front Awning
110587

Awning

26 x 65 cm

11.6 kg

65

Nevada MP Front Extension
110588

Extension

18 x 64 cm

6.8 kg

66

Montana 5P Front Awning Montana 6P Front Awning Montana 6P Front Extension
110770 110584 110585

Awning Awning Extension

24 x 68 cm 26 x 70 cm 21 x 67 cm

14.6 kg 16.3 kg 11.2 kg

69 69 70

Nevada SP Front Extension
110772

Extension

18 x 60 cm

6.4 kg

63
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DELUXE
COLLECTION
Style, innovation and design detail are at the heart of the buoyant sales of the Outwell Deluxe Collection, offering a wide range of options 
in poled family camping tents. The signature design character is delivered by the luminous piping complementing the strong colour 
combinations in designs packed with features, sleeping three to seven people, plus Awning and Extension options for versatile campsite 
life. The sustained appeal is built on our superb style, market positioning and the first in the field features found throughout the collection 
that set us apart from and way ahead of others. These include Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point System, Outwell Wind Stabilizer 
System, Outwell Easy Pegging System and our own exclusive Outtex® 5000 waterproof fabric plus our Ambassador Master Bedrooms. 

SL

EEP COMFORT

AMBASSADOR 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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THE DELUXE COLLECTION

SL

EEP COMFORT
AMBASSADOR 

MASTER
BEDROOM

Drummond 7

03

07

06

05
02

01

04

09

08

The exceptional Deluxe Collection does not compromise 
in its dynamic combination of innovative features, reliable 
designs and superb style. This collection of family tents, 
awnings and extensions offers great choices for campers 
seeking outstanding comfort and performance.
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DELUXE FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR

OUTTEX® 5000 FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

AMBASSADOR MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
At 250cm in length, Ambassador 
Master Bedrooms offer generous 
floor space and headroom 
for comfort and convenience. 
Combined with mains Cable 
Entry points and Night Sky 
Ceilings, campers can enjoy 
enhanced levels of convenience 
and comfort.

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability 
through zipped closure and 
guyline adjustment.

TINTED WINDOWS
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under flysheet 
Thermo-reflective coating helps 
create the ideal ambience for a 
daytime nap, a lie-in or children 
waking later in the morning.

OUTWELL EASY 
PEGGING SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the right 
place first time for fast pitching 
and lasting stability – grey steel 
at the tent’s corners, luminous 
pegs with the guylines, and black 
plastic pegs for general pegging.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED 
HANGING POINT SYSTEM 
Tackling the problem of the 
strains created when inners 
are hung from the outer, our 
designers developed the Outwell 
Wave-shaped Hanging Point 
System which spreads the load 
evenly rather than concentrating 
it in a single area where it may 
cause damage.

OUTWELL WIND 
STABILIZER SYSTEM 
The patented Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System was a huge 
and important innovation in tent 
stability, proven in development 
and in the field. It creates a direct 
attachment point between the 
outer tent, tent pole and peg 
for reliable security in gale-force, 
gusting winds.

CABLE ENTRY TO INNER 
TENTS 
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources 
for electronic devices as well 
as lights. Cable entry points 
enable secure access without 
compromising safety.
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Outtex® 5000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OWS System 
Force 9

OPS System Thermo-
reflective 
Coating

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Outwell Easy 
Access System 

With Mesh

Universal 
Inner Tent

Ambassador 
Master 

Bedroom

Wave-shaped 
Hanging 

Point System

Toggle-up 
Curtains

Tinted 
Windows

Night Sky 
Ceiling

Cable Entry 
Point

Dry Zip Carrybag
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Art. No.: .................................... 110572
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 32 x 75 cm
Weight:  ................................... 16.3 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel pole 19 mm, Duratec fibreglass 

11/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170406 Fleece Carpet / 170505 Footprint / 110679 Dual Protector

An outstanding success, the Birdland 3 tunnel tent 
sleeps three and is ideal for couples or small families. 
Rain Safe entry through the wide front door leads into 
a living area with large windows to keep campers in 
touch with the outdoors. A great touring tent, the 
large, pre-attached Ambassador Master Bedroom 
makes pitching easy.

• Rear Ventilation System for flexible airflow adjustment
• The bedroom’s Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective 

coating extend sleep comfort
• Cable Entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 

electronic devices
• Large Rain Safe front door offers protection from vertical and 

wind-driven downpours
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Mesh pockets in the inner tent store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Organiser pocket ensure items don’t get mislaid

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BIRDLAND 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110761
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 37 x 75 cm
Weight:  ................................... 20.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel pole 19 mm, Duratec fibreglass 

11/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170591 Fleece Carpet / 170618 Footprint / 110856 Dual Protector

A compact tent sleeping four (2+2) in two 
Ambassador Master Bedrooms, the Outwell Billings 4 
is ideal for touring and weekends. A Thermo-reflective 
coating over the bedrooms and Rear Ventilation 
System aid temperature control. The extended angled 
front canopy offers shelter and outdoor space in shade 
for relaxing on sunny days plus storage options.

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer generous headroom and 
floor space and Cable Entry points allow safe mains supply 
access

• The bedroom’s Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective 
coating extend sleep comfort

• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Large front canopy front door offers protection from vertical 

and wind-driven downpours
• Cable Entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 

electronic devices
• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Mesh pockets in the inner tent store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BILLINGS 4
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Matching the main tent style and colourways, the 
versatile Outwell Billings 4 Front Extension adds a 
generous covered space with open front for flexible 
use behind the large tinted windows. Easy to pitch, 
with our Wind Stabilizer System ensuring stability, and 
easy to pack up, it has sturdy steel poles using sleeves 
and hooks.

Art. No.: .................................... 110762
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 63 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• The Front Extension clips neatly to the tent for a secure, 
draught-free seal

• Large tinted windows allow campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

BILLINGS 4 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110763
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 35 x 83 cm / Poles: 15 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 16.5 kg / Poles: 10.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm, Duratec fibreglass 

11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170414 Fleece Carpet / 170500 Footprint / 110680 Dual Protector

Flagstaff 5 is a stylish three room tunnel tent sleeping 
five (3+2) comfortably in two large Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms with double doors and zip divider. Pre-
angled steel poles add extra headroom over the large 
living area. Extended outdoor space in shade comes 
from a deep angled front canopy offering storage plus 
relaxing and eating on sunny days.

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer generous headroom and 
floor space and mains Cable Entry points

• Rear Ventilation System for flexible airflow adjustment
• The bedroom’s Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective 

coating extend sleep comfort
• Cable Entry points allow safe mains supply access
• Canopy offers extra weather protection and storage space for 

toys and furniture
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Spacious living area for eating and socialising
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

FLAGSTAFF 5
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Matching the tent’s style, design, colour and luminous 
piping, the Flagstaff 5 Awning is quickly pitched and 
securely clipped to the main tent with hooks. With its 
large windows, it adds airy, flexible living and storage 
space and makes a great family room.

Art. No.: .................................... 110575
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 25 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 9.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Clips neatly to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Awning front can be fully closed
• Mud valance avoids splashes staining the tent fabric
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

FLAGSTAFF 5 
FRONT AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110576
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 39 x 80 cm / Poles: 18 x 69 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 20.9 kg / Poles: 11.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm, Alloy 9.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170526 Fleece Carpet / 170497 Footprint / 110681 Dual Protector

Representing the best of Outwell style and innovation, 
the award-winning Montana 6 tunnel tent design 
sleeps six in two large Ambassador Master Bedrooms. 
Packed with features for comfortable tent life, ample 
headroom is gained by pre-angled steel poles and the 
large living room benefits from a side porch with a 
detachable bathtub groundsheet.

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer generous headroom and 
floor space and Cable Entry points allow safe mains supply 
access

• The bedroom’s Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective 
coating extend sleep comfort

• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Side porch area for wet clothes’ storage with detachable 

bathtub groundsheet for protection and convenience for 
cleaning

• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 
from insects

• Spacious living area for eating and socialising
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MONTANA 6
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Easily and securely clipped to the first pole of the main 
tent with hooks, the versatile Montana 6 Front Awning 
matches the tent’s colour, design and luminous piping. 
Adding airy flexible living, cooking and storage space, 
it has huge windows and an open front for maximising 
internal light.

Art. No.: .................................... 110577
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 27 x 68 cm
Weight:  ................................... 16.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Clips neatly to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Mud valance avoids splashes staining the tent fabric
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains allow campers 

to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

MONTANA 6 
FRONT AWNING
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The versatile Montana 6 Front Extension is quickly 
pitched and securely clipped to the main tent with 
hooks to add generous, flexible living and storage 
space. Bright and airy with its large windows, it makes 
a great family room and matches the tent’s style with 
luminous piping and colour.

Art. No.: .................................... 110578
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 20 x 68 cm
Weight:  ................................... 9.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• The Front Extension clips neatly to the tent for a secure, 
draught-free seal

• Large tinted windows allow campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 
elements

• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

MONTANA 6 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110573
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 5000 (100% polyester Oxford / 

taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 40 x 80 cm / Poles: 22 x 74 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 22.6 kg / Poles: 19.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19-22 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170527 Fleece Carpet / 170495 Footprint / 110682 Dual Protector

Drummond 7 is a huge four room tunnel tent sleeping 
seven in a 2+3+2 format with three interior zones – 
wet room, dry room and inners – for flexible living. 
With ample headroom provided by five pre-angled 
steel poles, the large living area is ideal for a big 
family or group and the front area, over a detachable 
bathtub groundsheet, can be opened completely. 
The Ambassador Master Bedrooms complete 
campers’ comfort.

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer generous headroom and 
floor space and Cable Entry points allow safe mains supply 
access

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for a large active 
family or group - wet room, dry room and inners

• The bedrooms’ Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective 
coating extend sleep comfort

• Large front with detachable bathtub groundsheet for flexibility 
and easy cleaning

• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less 
depending on mood and weather

• Full mesh doors – for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

DRUMMOND 7
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Innovative Family Camping



DELUXE OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

EXTENSIONS AND AWNINGS

Billings 4 Front Extension Flagstaff 5 Front Awning Montana 6 Front Awning Montana 6 Front Extension
110762 110575 110577 110578

Extension Awning Awning Extension

19 x 63 cm 25 x 70 cm 27 x 68 cm 20 x 68 cm

6.9 kg 9.2 kg 16.0 kg 9.8 kg

80 82 84 85
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Birdland 3 Billings 4
110572 110761

Two room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

3 4

1 bedroom, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

32 x 75 cm 37 x 75 cm

16.3 kg 20.9 kg

78 79

Flagstaff 5 Montana 6 Drummond 7
110763 110576 110573

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

5 6 7

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

Tent: 35 x 83 cm / Poles: 15 x 70 cm Tent: 39 x 80 cm / Poles: 18 x 69 cm Tent: 40 x 80 cm / Poles: 22 x 74 cm

Tent: 16.5 kg / Poles: 10.0 kg Tent: 20.9 kg / Poles: 11.2 kg Tent: 22.6 kg / Poles: 19.0 kg

81 83 86



PRIVILEGE
COLLECTION
New tents and updates feature across the competitive Outwell Privilege Collection, reinforcing its leading position as the ideal 
choice for couples and families, particularly those new to camping, seeking practical comfort on site. The smart colourways of our 
embossed Outtex® 4000 fabric and signature luminous piping add style to practical designs packed with innovation. All Privilege 
weekend and touring tents offer generous living and bedroom space with easy tent management from Rain Safe entry to the Premier 
Bedrooms whilst the Awnings and Extensions add extra dimensions of practical comfort. Sturdy Duratec fibreglass poles help cut 
down on weight, our patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer System ensures stability and the Rear Ventilation System offers easily adjusted 
weatherproof air flow. 

SL

EEP COMFORT

PREMIER
BEDROOM
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THE PRIVILEGE COLLECTION
The competitive Outwell Privilege Collection is the ideal 
choice for couples and families, particularly those new 
to camping, seeking practical comfort on site. New tents 
and updates feature across the Collection to reinforce its 
leading position by building on superlative functional 
Outwell features and signature DNA. 

Nevada 5
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

PRIVILEGE FEATURES
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

02

01

05

04

08

07

03 06 09

CARPETS

• Flat Woven Carpet
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR

OUTTEX® 4000 FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

PREMIER BEDROOMS 
Our Premier Bedrooms offer 
generous headroom and floor 
space for easier access and 
mobility plus mains Cable 
Entry points for power, Night 
Sky Ceilings and the additional 
benefit of Thermo-reflective 
coating for integrated 
sleep comfort. 

THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
A Thermo-reflective coating is 
a barrier to radiant heat and is 
used above the inner tent to 
assist create the ideal ambience 
for sleep comfort.

CABLE ENTRY POINTS 
TO INNERS
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources 
for electronic devices as well 
as lights. Cable entry points 
enable secure access without 
compromising safety.

REAR VENTILATION 
SYSTEM
The Outwell Rear Ventilation 
System offers flexible options 
for regulating internal 
temperature and fresh air flow 
whilst maintaining effective 
waterproofing and stability 
through zipped closure and 
guyline adjustment.

OUTWELL WIND 
STABILIZER SYSTEM 
The patented Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System is a huge and 
important innovation in tent 
stability, proven in development 
and in the field. It creates a direct 
attachment point between the 
outer tent, tent pole and peg 
for reliable security in gale-force, 
gusting winds.

TINTED WINDOWS
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

LUMINOUS GUYLINES 
As active campers, Outwell 
designers developed a simple, 
practical solution to the problem 
of tripping over unnoticed 
guylines – a simple solution that 
others have seized on since.

FLAT FRONT
With a large door, the flat 
front offers easy access and 
maintains headroom.
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Outtex® 4000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System OWS System 
Force 8

Duratec 
Fibreglass

Thermo-
reflective 
Coating

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Outwell Easy 
Access System 

With Mesh

Premier 
Bedroom

Hanging 
Point System

Toggle-up 
Curtains

Tinted 
Windows

Cable Entry 
Point

Dry Zip Carrybag
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Art. No.: .................................... 110777
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 28 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 13.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/9.5-11/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170584 Flat Woven Carpet / 170641 Footprint / 110869 Dual Protector

Sure to be a hit with couples and friends seeking a 
reliable, easily pitched tent with flexible space and 
small pack size for life on the move, the compact 
Outwell Woodville 3 sleeps three in one large Premier 
Bedroom. With a Rain Safe front door, backed by an 
insect mesh screen, and tinted windows, it packs 
design detail into its signature style.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and sun
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensure privacy 

and allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WOODVILLE 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110778
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 32 x 74 cm
Weight:  ................................... 14.3 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170585 Flat Woven Carpet / 170642 Footprint / 110870 Dual Protector

A great option for couples and friends seeking an 
easily pitched tent with flexible space and small pack 
size for camping holidays on the move, the Outwell 
Woodville 4 sleeps four in two large Premier Bedrooms. 
With a Rain Safe front door, backed by an insect mesh 
screen, and tinted windows, it matches design detail 
with dynamic signature style.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and sun
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensure privacy 

and allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WOODVILLE 4
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Art. No.: .................................... 110637
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 37 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... 24.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm,  

Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170401 Flat Woven Carpet / 170458 Footprint / 110701 Dual Protector

The Outwell Phoenix 4 three room tunnel tent sleeps 
four in Premier Bedrooms in a 2+2 format with three 
zones – wet room, dry room and inners – for practical 
tent living. Featuring Duratec fibreglass and steel 
poles, the large living room has additional side doors 
with full insect mesh in all doors and a detachable 
bathtub groundsheet in the front room.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective Coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for families - wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Full width opening and canopy option for the large front room
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit options
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Full mesh doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Spacious living area for eating and socializing
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PHOENIX 4
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Art. No.: .................................... 110638
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 37 x 86 cm / Poles: 14 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 22.8 kg / Poles: 8.7 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm,  

Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170402 Flat Woven Carpet / 170459 Footprint / 110702 Dual Protector

The Outwell Phoenix 6 four room tunnel tent sleeps 
six in Premier Bedrooms in a 2+2+2 format. With three 
zones – wet room, dry room and bedrooms – it’s 
ideal for a large active family and keeps weight down 
by using sturdy Duratec fibreglass and steel poles. A 
large living room has additional side doors with full 
insect mesh in all doors and a detachable bathtub 
groundsheet in the front room.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Three interior zones for practical tent living for families - wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Full width opening and canopy option for the large front room
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit options
• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains
• Full mesh side doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Spacious living area for eating and socializing
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PHOENIX 6
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Art. No.: .................................... 110628
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 32 x 75 cm
Weight:  ................................... 16.0 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170399 Flat Woven Carpet / 170454 Footprint / 110696 Dual Protector

A classic Outwell family camping tent design, the 
impressive Outwell Nevada 4 sleeps four in two 
Premier Bedrooms. A living area with large windows, 
Outwell Sealed Ground System, lightweight Duratec 
fibreglass poles and a Rain Safe doorway make it a 
fully featured winner with stylish luminous piping. The 
optional Front Awning and Front Extension offer the 
possibility of extra shelter.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points for 
mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and wind-
driven downpours

• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Full mesh in all doors - side and front for insect-free ventilation
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

NEVADA 4
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Art. No.: .................................... 110630
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 32 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... 18.7 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170400 Flat Woven Carpet / 170455 Footprint / 110697 Dual Protector

A classic Outwell family camping tent design, the 
impressive Outwell Nevada 5 sleeps five in two 
Premier Bedrooms. A living area with large windows, 
Outwell Sealed Ground System, lightweight Duratec 
fibreglass poles and a Rain Safe doorway make it a 
fully featured winner with stylish luminous piping. The 
optional Front Awning and Front Extension offer the 
possibility of extra shelter.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points for 
mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Rain Safe sidedoor offers protection from vertical and wind-
driven downpours

• Large tinted windows with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Full mesh in all doors - side and front for insect-free ventilation
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

NEVADA 5



Adding extra shelter to the Nevada 4 and 5 tent 
fronts, the Outwell Nevada Front Extension hooks 
securely to the main tents’ frame adding flexibility to 
family holidays by providing versatile living, cooking 
and storage space under sturdy, pre-angled Duratec 
fibreglass poles offering ample headroom. Matching 
the tent’s colour, the luminous piping adds extra style.

Nevada 4 Front Extension

Art. No.: .................................... 110629 (Nevada 4 Front Extension) 

Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 15 x 66 cm (Nevada 4 Front Extension)

Weight:  ................................... 6.3 kg (Nevada 4 Front Extension)

Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Clips neatly to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Large tinted windows allow campers to stay in touch with the 

outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NEVADA 4 & 5
FRONT EXTENSION

Nevada 5 Front Extension

 
110632 (Nevada 5 Front Extension) 
 

 
16 x 70 cm (Nevada 5 Front Extension)

 
6.8 kg (Nevada 5 Front Extension)
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Art. No.: .................................... 110773
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 27 x 66 cm
Weight:  ................................... 12.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170228 Flat Woven Carpet / 170253 Footprint / 110703 Dual Protector

Quick and easy to pitch, with its Premier Bedroom and 
large living area the versatile Outwell Rockwell 3 is a 
great choice for couples, small families and friends 
seeking camping adventures. Packed with Outwell 
innovation and design detail, it benefits from a side 
door and front door, with Rain Safe entry for shelter, 
both with insect screens.

• Premier Bedroom under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and sun
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring 

privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Side door for ventilation and flexible entry and exit
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ROCKWELL 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110774
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 74 cm
Weight:  ................................... 14.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170227 Flat Woven Carpet / 170252 Footprint / 110704 Dual Protector

With plenty of space for weekends and touring, the 
Outwell Rockwell 5 tunnel tent sleeps five (3+2) in two 
Premier Bedrooms and is ideal for families and friends 
seeking fast pitching shelter. Packed with Outwell 
innovation and design flair, it benefits from a side door 
and front door, with Rain Safe entry for shelter, both 
with insect screens.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy; Cable entry points to 
inners for mains access

• The Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and sun
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring 

privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Side door for ventilation and flexible entry and exit
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ROCKWELL 5
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Art. No.: .................................... 110775
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 36 x 71 cm
Weight:  ................................... 19.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170226 Flat Woven Carpet / 170251 Footprint / 110705 Dual Protector

Ideal for large families and groups of friends, the 
Outwell Whitecove 5 sleeps five (3+2) in two Premier 
Bedrooms. Fast pitching, with plenty of space and 
a side door for flexible access, this tunnel tent is 
packed with design detail. A deep front canopy offers 
extended outdoor weatherproof shelter and shade for 
storage plus relaxing and eating.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy

• Cable entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for flexible airflow adjustment
• Large front canopy with side panels for shelter from rain and 

sun
• Additional side door for flexible entry and exit
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains that ensure 

privacy allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WHITECOVE 5
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Adding extra versatile shelter to the tents’ front, the 
Rockwell 5 &  Whitecove 5 Front Extension clips securely 
to the main tent’s frame to extend family holiday 
comfort by providing flexible living, cooking and 
storage space under sturdy Duratec fibreglass poles 
offering ample headroom. Matching the tent’s colour, 
the luminous piping adds extra style.

Art. No.: .................................... 110641
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 17 x 61 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.4 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Clips neatly to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Large tinted windows allow campers to stay in touch with the 

outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

ROCKWELL 5 & WHITECOVE 5 
FRONT EXTENSION
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Art. No.: .................................... 110776
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 35 x 76 cm
Weight:  ................................... 22.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170225 Flat Woven Carpet / 170250 Footprint / 110706 Dual Protector

Ideal for large families and groups of friends, the 
Outwell Whitecove 6 tunnel tent sleeps six in three 
Premier Bedrooms. With ample space and design 
detail, it offers fast pitching shelter with a side door 
for flexible entry and exit. A deep front canopy offers 
extended outdoor weatherproof shelter and shade for 
storage plus relaxing and eating.

• Premier Bedrooms under Thermo-reflective coating offer more 
space and help to make pitching easy

• Cable entry points allow convenient access to mains power for 
electronic devices

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for flexible airflow adjustment
• Large front canopy with side panels for shelter from rain and 

sun
• Additional side door for flexible entry and exit
• Full mesh doors – side and front – for air flow and protection 

from insects
• Large tinted windows, with toggle-up curtains that ensure 

privacy and allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired solutions to 

secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WHITECOVE 6
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Adding extra shelter to the Whitecove 6 tent front, the 
Outwell Whitecove 6 Front Extension hooks securely 
to the main tents’ frame adding flexibility to family 
holidays by providing versatile living, cooking and 
storage space under sturdy, Duratec fibreglass poles 
offering ample headroom. Matching the tent’s colour, 
the luminous piping adds extra style.

Art. No.: .................................... 110644
Type of tent: ......................... Extension
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 20 x 59 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11-12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Clips neatly to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Large tinted windows allow campers to stay in touch with the 

outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

WHITECOVE 6 
FRONT EXTENSION
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PRIVILEGE OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNINGS AND EXTENSIONS

Nevada 4 Nevada 5 Rockwell 3 Rockwell 5
110628 110630 110773 110774

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

4 5 3 5

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 1 bedroom, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

32 x 75 cm 32 x 76 cm 27 x 66 cm 30 x 74 cm

16.0 kg 18.7 kg 12.5 kg 14.6 kg

96 97 99 100

Whitecove 5 Whitecove 6
110775 110776

Three room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

5 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

36 x 71 cm 35 x 76 cm

19.2 kg 22.6 kg

101 103

Nevada 4 Front Extension Nevada 5 Front Extension Rockwell 5 & Whitecove 5 
Front Extension

Whitecove 6 Front Extension

110629 110632 110641 110644

Extension Extension Extension Extension

15 x 66 cm 16 x 70 cm 17 x 61 cm 20 x 59 cm

6.3 kg 6.8 kg 6.4 kg 6.9 kg

98 98 102 104

Woodville 3 Woodville 4
110777 110778

Two room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

3 4

1 bedroom, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

28 x 70 cm 32 x 74 cm

13.6 kg 14.3 kg

92 93

Phoenix 4 Phoenix 6
110637 110638

Three room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

4 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

37 x 76 cm Tent: 37 x 86 cm / Poles: 14 x 76 cm

24.6 kg Tent: 22.8 kg / Poles: 8.7 kg

94 95
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ENCOUNTER
COLLECTION
Sleeping from two to five people, the Outwell Encounter Collection of fast-pitching tents is ideal for touring holidays and has 
been a great success with lightweight campers. Popular with active couples and young families, the tunnel and dome tent styles 
offer a variety of options for long weekends and spontaneous getaways. Freedom is the keynote factor here with the Cloud and 
Earth ranges joined by the versatile Vigor tents featuring the Outwell Wind Guard System for outstanding stability in high winds. 
Smart designs, outstanding quality, close attention to detail plus inspired innovation set these Outwell designs above all others in 
meeting consumers’ needs and exceeding their expectations. With inners left in place when packing up the tents, pitching again is 
really fast and easy.
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THE ENCOUNTER COLLECTION
Ideal for couples and small families plus bearing in mind 
the demanding use of Encounter Collection lightweight 
tents by both new and experienced campers, features 
are carefully chosen to meet their demands for comfort, 
performance, mobility and speedy pitching when touring.

Earth 5
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01

07
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

ENCOUNTER FEATURES
OPTIONAL EXTRA

02

01

05

04

08

07

03 06 09

FOOTPRINTOUTTEX® 3000 FLYSHEET 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

DETACHABLE BATHTUB 
GROUNDSHEET 
Durable bathtub groundsheet 
cuts out draughts, water 
ingress and crawling insects; 
easily removed for cleaning 
and fast to re-attach.

UNIQUE TAPED 
HANGING POINT 
SYSTEM 
Unique Taped Hanging Point 
System attaches the inners 
to the flysheet with a toggle 
through the suspension point 
taped to the tent for strength 
and security; inners can be 
left in place when packing up 
the tents.

THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
A Thermo-reflective coating is 
a barrier to radiant heat and is 
used above the inner tent to 
assist create the ideal ambience 
for sleep comfort.

D-DOOR ENTRY 
D-door entry with side access 
enables easy access and an 
airy, well-protected interior as 
the fabric can be rolled away 
completely when the sun 
shines and quickly closed up in 
bad weather.

OUTWELL WIND  
GUARD SYSTEM
The Outwell Wind Guard System 
ensures outstanding stability in 
high winds by securely bracing 
the tent flysheet via the sturdy 
poles to spread the wind 
force loading.

DURATEC  
FIBREGLASS POLES 
Our own fibreglass-based 
blend of light, flexible materials 
offers exceptional strength and 
rigidity while reducing pack size 
and weight. 

TOGGLE-UP CURTAINS
Toggle-up curtains behind the 
tinted windows ensure privacy 
when required.

TINTED WINDOWS
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Tinted windows not only add 
to a tent’s style but also deliver 
practical benefits.
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Art. No.: .................................... 110767
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 24 x 65 cm
Weight:  ................................... 7.3 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/9.5/9.5-11 mm, 

Steel poles 16 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

170656 Footprint

Sleeping three in one bedroom, the Outwell Vigor 3 is 
a versatile tent, perfect for lightweight camping with 
its Duratec poles and small pack size. The ingenious 
design offers standing room in the storage area, with 
a detachable bathtub groundsheet, and the option 
of pitching the large front door as a canopy using the 
upright steel poles supplied.

• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 
in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• The twin parallel zips and two steel poles supplied allow the 
front door to be raised to create a canopy offering shade and 
shelter. Canopy side panels with zip fastening at the top can 
be rolled away and fastened securely when not needed

• Whilst maintaining full headroom at the storage area, the 
unique profile of the Vigor designs reduces overall tent weight 
and packed size

• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 
plenty of space, protection and flexibility

• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 
condensation

• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 
nights and no crawling insects

• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 
easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

VIGOR 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110768
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 26 x 66 cm
Weight:  ................................... 8.4 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/9.5/11 mm, Steel 

poles 16 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170657 Footprint

With Duratec poles, small pack size and sleeping four 
in one bedroom, the Outwell Vigor 4 is perfect for 
lightweight car camping touring holidays. The versatile 
design offers extra standing room in the storage area, 
with a detachable bathtub groundsheet, and the 
option of pitching the large front door as a canopy 
using the upright poles supplied.

• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 
in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• The twin parallel zips and two steel poles supplied allow the 
front door to be raised to create a canopy offering shade and 
shelter. Canopy side panels with zip fastening at the top can 
be rolled away and fastened securely when not needed

• Whilst maintaining full headroom at the storage area, the 
unique profile of the Vigor designs reduces overall tent weight 
and packed size

• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 
plenty of space, protection and flexibility

• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 
condensation

• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 
nights and no crawling insects

• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 
easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

VIGOR 4
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Art. No.: .................................... 110769
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 29 x 67 cm
Weight:  ................................... 9.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11/11-12.5 mm, 

Steel poles 16 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170658 Footprint

With Duratec poles, small pack size and sleeping 
five in one bedroom, the Outwell Vigor 5 is ideal for 
families and friends using smaller cars. The versatile 
design offers generous standing room in the storage 
area, with a detachable bathtub groundsheet, and the 
option of pitching the large front door as a canopy 
using the upright poles supplied.

• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 
in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• The twin parallel zips and two steel poles supplied allow the 
front door to be raised to create a canopy offering shade and 
shelter. Canopy side panels with zip fastening at the top can 
be rolled away and fastened securely when not needed

• Whilst maintaining full headroom at the storage area, the 
unique profile of the Vigor designs reduces overall tent weight 
and packed size

• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 
plenty of space, protection and flexibility

• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 
condensation

• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 
nights and no crawling insects

• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 
easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

VIGOR 5



Innovative Family Camping
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Art. No.: .................................... 110562
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 2
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 15 x 63 cm
Weight:  ................................... 3.3 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 7.9 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 4

170359 Footprint

Ideal for two campers, the fast pitching Earth 2 
lightweight tent is a superb choice for active people 
on the move who seek comfort, reliability and 
performance. The tent features an ample bedroom 
and spacious storage area behind the D-shaped front 
entrance plus twin tinted windows.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 
plenty of space, protection and flexibility

• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 
condensation

• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 
nights and no crawling insects

• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 
easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 
handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

EARTH 2
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Art. No.: .................................... 110563
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 18 x 61 cm
Weight:  ................................... 5.1 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

170358 Footprint

Quick and easy to pitch, the Earth 3 tunnel tent offers 
generous storage and sleeping space for three people. 
With excellent ventilation and interior light, the tent 
provides superb shelter in a reliable, performance-
oriented design that ensures practical tent living on 
site for active campers.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• Side door plus front door for flexible access options
• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 

plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

EARTH 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110564
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 20 x 60 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.6 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 9.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

170357 Footprint

Quick and easy to pitch, the Earth 4 tunnel tent offers 
generous storage and sleeping space for four people. 
With excellent ventilation and interior light, the tent 
provides superb shelter in a reliable, performance-
oriented design that ensures practical tent living on 
site for active campers.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• Side door plus front door for flexible access options
• Large storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet 

offers plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

EARTH 4
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Art. No.: .................................... 110565
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 68 cm
Weight:  ................................... 9.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 9,5-11 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170356 Footprint

Ideal for families and groups of friends, the Earth 
5 tunnel tent is quick and easy to pitch, offering 
generous living, storage and sleeping space for five 
campers. With excellent ventilation and interior light, 
the tent offers a reliable, top-performing design for 
practical comfort on site. It won a ‘Best Value Tent’ 
award from Camping magazine in 2015.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading.

• Side door plus front door for flexible access options
• Large living area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet 

offers plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

EARTH 5
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Art. No.: .................................... 110566
Type of tent: ......................... Two room dome tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 2
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 17 x 60 cm
Weight:  ................................... 4.4 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 7.9/8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 4

170363 Footprint

Cloud 2 offers ample living and sleeping space for 
two people in a lightweight dome style design with 
an extended porch over its wide front entrance. With 
fast, easy pitching, its durable, stable frame delivers 
camping comfort and protection in a neat, reliable 
package for camping couples and friends.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• Rear entrance allows easy access to and from the inner tent
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet offers 

plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

CLOUD 2

140 

100

210
Inner

Inner
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Art. No.: .................................... 110567
Type of tent: ......................... Two room dome tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 60 cm
Weight:  ................................... 4.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 7.9/8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

170362 Footprint

Cloud 3 offers ample storage and sleeping space for 
three people in this dome style lightweight tent with 
an extended porch over its wide front entrance. With 
fast, easy pitching, its sturdy, stable frame delivers 
camping comfort and protection in a neat, reliable 
package for small families and groups.

• Storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet for 
protection and flexibility

• Rear entrance allows easy access to and from the inner tent
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 
condensation

• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 
nights and no crawling insects

• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 
easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required

• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 
handy

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

CLOUD 3
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Art. No.: .................................... 110568
Type of tent: ......................... Two room dome tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 65 cm
Weight:  ................................... 5.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5/9.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

170361 Footprint

Cloud 4 offers ample living and sleeping space for four 
people in a stable, lightweight dome style tent with 
an extended porch over its wide front entrance. With 
fast, easy pitching, its durable, stable frame ensures 
comfort and protection in a neat, reliable package for 
family campers and small groups.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• Rear entrance allows easy access to and from the inner tent
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• Large storage area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet 

offers plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

CLOUD 4

240
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Inner
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Art. No.: .................................... 110569
Type of tent: ......................... Two room dome tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 19 x 68 cm
Weight:  ................................... 8.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 11 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170360 Footprint

Cloud 5 offers ample living and sleeping space for five 
campers in a stable, lightweight dome style tent with 
an extended porch over its wide front entrance. With 
fast, easy pitching, its durable, stable frame ensures 
comfort and protection in a neat, reliable package for 
families and groups.

• Thermo-reflective coating above inners acts as a barrier to 
radiant heat

• Rear entrance allows easy access to and from the inner tent
• The Outwell Wind Guard System ensures outstanding stability 

in high winds by securely bracing the tent flysheet via the 
sturdy poles to spread the wind force loading

• D-shaped door on inner for easy access
• Large living area with a detachable bathtub groundsheet 

offers plenty of space, protection and flexibility
• Ventilation at the rear of the tent allows an airflow to tackle 

condensation
• Inner has an integral, fully sealed groundsheet for draught-free 

nights and no crawling insects
• The pre-attached and adjustable inner tent makes pitching 

easy; it can be easily and quickly detached as required
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 

and rain
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents store small items safe and 

handy

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRA

CLOUD 5

Inner

Inner
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Earth 2 Earth 3 Earth 4 Earth 5
110562 110563 110564 110565

Two room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent

2 3 4 5

1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 living room

15 x 63 cm 18 x 61 cm 20 x 60 cm 19 x 68 cm

3.3 kg 5.1 kg 6.6 kg 9.5 kg

114 115 116 117

Cloud 2 Cloud 3 Cloud 4 Cloud 5
110566 110567 110568 110569

Two room dome tent Two room dome tent Two room dome tent Two room dome tent

2 3 4 5

1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 living room

17 x 60 cm 19 x 60 cm 19 x 65 cm 19 x 68 cm

4.4 kg 4.9 kg 5.9 kg 8.9 kg

118 119 120 121

Vigor 3 Vigor 4 Vigor 5
110767 110768 110769

Two room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent Two room tunnel tent

3 4 5

1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area 1 bedroom, 1 storage area

24 x 65 cm 26 x 66 cm 29 x 67 cm

7.3 kg 8.4 kg 9.8 kg

110 111 112
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SMART AIR TC
COLLECTION
Five new tents feature in the outstanding Outwell Smart Air TC Collection, building on its unrivalled reputation for inspired innovation, 
classic design heritage and superb quality. These large family tents offer generous space and impressive design detail for discerning 
campers seeking only the very best in performance and comfort. We transformed camping market standards with our interlinked 
Advanced Air Tube System, using Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology, and featuring our Gothic frame of pre-shaped tubes for 
maximising internal space. Our exclusive Outtex® Airtech polycotton fabric with its signature style offers a self-regulating interior climate 
for comfort. Royal Master Bedrooms offer plenty of floor space and headroom, plus cable entry points and superb all-round views.

SL

EEP COMFORT

ROYAL 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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THE SMART AIR TC COLLECTION
Each one of the smart tents, awnings and extensions 
of the Outwell Smart Air TC Collection combines style 
and practical comfort with renowned heritage. The truly 
inspired innovations featured in these superior designs will 
help campers build unforgettable family moments.

SL

EEP COMFORT
ROYAL 

MASTER
BEDROOM

Ballantine 6SATC
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THE OUTWELL ICONS

SMART AIR TC FEATURES
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07
CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• 3-layer Insulate 

Carpet
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

OUTTEX® AIRTECH 
Our exclusive Outwell 
polycotton (65% cotton / 
35% polyester) fabric delivers 
premium performance and a 
self-regulating interior climate 
for comfort throughout 
the seasons.

ADVANCED AIR 
TUBE SYSTEM 
Our air tube tent support
construction innovation has 
had a huge effect on the 
camping market. As a key 
element of our Air System 
technology, this offers one 
frame of interconnected tubes 
with isolation valves that help 
maintain structural stability.

ONE-GO INFLATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
Outwell One-go Inflation 
Technology is an inspired 
innovation that allows campers 
to plug a super-efficient pump 
into a single inlet valve and 
inflate the largest of tents in a 
minute – plug in, pump and go! 

CABLE ENTRY TO INNERS
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources 
for electronic devices as well 
as lights. Cable entry points 
enable secure access without 
compromising safety.

ROYAL MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
Our Royal Master Bedrooms 
have enlarged inners, 250cm in 
length, offering stand up height 
throughout and more floor 
space for storage and mobility. 
With our new all-round windows 
and Cable entry points, campers 
can enjoy real and virtual access 
to outside.

NIGHT SKY CEILING
Used in inner tents, the Night 
Sky Ceiling helps campers enjoy 
a comfortable night’s sleep 
by cutting down internal light 
levels – great for adults as well 
as children. A clever solution for 
a daytime nap, early night, a lie-
in or to help ensure early-rising 
children wake later.

OUTWELL EASY  
PEGGING SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the right 
place first time for fast pitching 
and lasting stability – grey steel 
at the tent’s corners, luminous 
pegs with the guylines, and black 
plastic pegs for general pegging.

OUTWELL SEALED 
GROUND SYSTEM 
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of a tent 
and is an early example of Outwell 
camping solutions. When the 
groundsheet is an integral part of 
the tent it ensures all-weather.

TINTED WINDOWS
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.
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Outtex® 
Airtech

OGR System Aerodynamic 
Storm 

Protection 10

Outwell 
Advanced Air 
Tube System

One Go 
Inflation

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Outwell Easy 
Access System 

With Mesh

Universal 
Inner Tent

Royal Master 
Bedroom

Zip-up 
Curtain

Tinted 
Windows

Night Sky 
Ceiling

Outwell 
Floating 

Guyline System

Dry Zip Outwell Easy 
Pegging 
System

Air pump 
included

Carrybag
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Art. No.: .................................... 110788
Type of tent: ......................... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 3
Rooms: ..................................... 1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 44 x 100 cm
Weight:  ................................... 28.2 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170596 Fleece Carpet / 170646 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 170623 Footprint

Fast and easy to pitch with reliable inflatable 
technology plus outstanding design detail and fabric 
performance, the Outwell Huntley 3SATC sleeps three 
in one Royal Master Bedroom. With a small pack size, it 
is ideal for car camping tours and benefits from large 
tinted windows, Rain Safe front door and pre-angled 
air tubes that maximise headroom.

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected pre-angled air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• Smaller tent design ideal for couples, small families and 
touring holidays

• With steeper rear walls, Royal Master Bedrooms offer more 
internal headroom and floor space with wide views through 
the all-round windows plus access to flexible ventilation 
options and cable entry points for mains electricity supply

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Full mesh front door for air flow and protection from insects
• Outwell doormat included to help in keeping inside dry and 

clean

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

HUNTLEY 3SATC
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Art. No.: .................................... 110785
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 45 x 105 cm
Weight:  ................................... 35 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170593 Fleece Carpet / 170644 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 170620 Footprint

Offering easy inflatable pitching and a small packed 
size, the Outwell Broadview 4SATC sleeps four in 
two Royal Master Bedrooms. It enjoys a large canopy 
that provides a protected outside sitting area plus 
large tinted windows, Rain Safe front door and 
pre-angled air tubes for headroom. The front can be 
opened in stages, one window at a time, or can be 
opened completely.

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected pre-angled air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• With steeper rear walls, Royal Master Bedrooms offer more 
internal headroom and floor space with wide views through 
the all-round windows plus access to flexible ventilation 
options and cable entry points for mains electricity supply

• An extended outdoor space in shade offered by a deep front 
canopy is perfect for storage plus relaxing and eating on 
sunny days

• For greater flexibility, the full front zip can be opened in three 
stages or opened fully, rolled away and fastened to the side

• Sewn in groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 
crawling insects

• Full mesh doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BROADVIEW 4SATC
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Art. No.: .................................... 110783
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 58 x 110 cm
Weight:  ................................... 59.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Poles: ......................................... Steel pole 22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170589 Fleece Carpet / 170643 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 170616 Footprint

The Outwell Ballentine 6SATC provides easy inflatable 
pitching and sleeps six in two Royal Master Bedrooms. 
It enjoys a large canopy with steel poles and big 
windows for a well-protected outside sitting area, 
large tinted windows and pre-angled air tubes for 
headroom. The front windows can be opened in 
stages or can be opened completely.

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected pre-angled air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• For greater flexibility, the full front zip can be opened in three 
stages or opened fully, rolled away and fastened to the side

• With steeper rear walls, Royal Master Bedrooms offer more 
internal headroom and floor space with wide views through 
the all-round windows plus access to flexible ventilation 
options and cable entry points for mains electricity supply

• An extended outdoor space in shade offered by a deep front 
canopy is perfect for storage plus relaxing and eating on 
sunny days

• Large front canopy with tinted windows sturdy steel poles and 
well-sealed zips can be zipped off entirely if necessary

• Full mesh doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BALLENTINE 6SATC
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With large windows and matching the tent’s fabric, 
colour and design, the Ballentine 6SATC Front Awning 
Conversion Kit extends the practical living space 
significantly by creating a welcome wet zone area 
for active campers with a bathtub-style, toggle up 
polyethylene groundsheet and large front D door for 
easy access.

Art. No.: .................................... 110784
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Pack size:  ............................... 26 x 65 cm
Weight:  ................................... 10.1 kg
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Matches the tent’s design, style and colourway
• Attached securely to the main tent for a snug fit
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows reducing glare and ensuring privacy
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

BALLENTINE 6SATC 
CONVERSION KIT
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Art. No.: .................................... 110787
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 55 x 110 cm
Weight:  ................................... 49.0 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Poles: ......................................... Alloy 16 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170417 Fleece Carpet / 170390 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 170487 Footprint

Sleeping six (2+2+2) in three Royal Master Bedrooms, 
the Outwell Harrier 6SATC four room tunnel tent has a 
huge living area under the Outtex® Airtech fabric and 
our Advanced Air Tube System with One-Go Inflation 
Technology. The front windows can be opened in 
stages or opened completely. Features as a large deep 
canopy with side panels.

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected pre-angled air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• With steeper rear walls, Royal Master Bedrooms offer more 
internal headroom and floor space with wide views through 
the all-round windows plus access to flexible ventilation 
options and cable entry points for mains electricity supply

• An extended outdoor space in shade offered by a deep front 
canopy is perfect for storage plus relaxing and eating on 
sunny days

• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves for 
structural integrity

• Full mesh doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

HARRIER 6SATC
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Art. No.: .................................... 110786
Type of tent: ......................... Four room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 7
Rooms: ..................................... 3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% 

polyester)
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 53 x 116 cm / Tent Front: 40 x 87 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 48.8 kg /  Tent Front: 22.3 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170595 Fleece Carpet / 170645 3-layer Insulate Carpet / 170622 Footprint

The luxurious Outwell Greycliff 7SATC is a large 
three zone tent sleeping seven in three Royal Master 
Bedrooms and enjoys large tinted windows and 
pre-angled air tubes to maximise headroom. The 
Panorama View front is detachable for easier handling 
whilst the front door can be opened in stages one at a 
time or opened completely.

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected pre-angled air 
tubes with One-Go Inflation Technology and isolation valves 
for fast pitching through one input valve; one-way pump with 
pressure gauge supplied

• With steeper rear walls, Royal Master Bedrooms offer more 
internal headroom and floor space with wide views through 
the all-round windows plus access to flexible ventilation 
options and cable entry points for mains electricity supply

• For easier handling and packing, the front section can be 
detached quickly from the rest of the tent by a sturdy zip 
fastening

• For greater flexibility, the full front zip can be opened in three 
stages or opened fully, rolled away and fastened to the side

• Bathtub groundsheet cuts out draughts, water ingress and 
crawling insects

• Full mesh doors for air flow and protection from insects
• Large tinted windows block sun glare, ensure privacy and 

allow campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies secure tent lighting and 

avoid tripping

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

GREYCLIFF 7SATC



SMART AIR TC OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

CONVERSION KIT

Huntley 3SATC Broadview 4SATC Ballentine 6SATC Harrier 6SATC Greycliff 7SATC
110788 110785 110783 110787 110786

Two room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent Four room tunnel tent

3 4 6 6 7

1 bedroom, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room 3 bedrooms, 1 living room

44 x 100 cm 45 x 105 cm 58 x 110 cm 55 x 110 cm Tent: 53 x 116 cm / Tent Front: 40 x 87 cm

28.2 kg 35 kg 59.5 kg 49.0 kg Tent: 48.8 kg /  Tent Front: 22.3 kg

126 127 128 130 131

Ballentine 6SATC Conversion Kit
110784

Awning

26 x 65 cm

10.1 kg
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ÉLAN
COLLECTION
Contemporary colours with luminous piping, classic designs and inspired innovation are the signature style of the Outwell Élan 
Collection offering an impressive range of practical size and layout options with new designs and updates. Aimed at keen family 
campers, it features a dynamic combination of Power Air Tube technology and sturdy steel pole tents that all use our exclusive 
Outtex® 6000 HD embossed Taslon fully waterproof fabric. Ambassador Master Bedrooms with Night Sky Ceilings and cable entry 
points transform interior comfort with the help of our Thermo-reflective coating for cooler bedrooms. Also featuring large tinted 
windows and polyethylene groundsheet whilst the reliable Outwell Easy Pegging System makes short work of secure pitching. 
Durable trolley bags make for easy hassle-free transport.

SL

EEP COMFORT

AMBASSADOR 
MASTER

BEDROOM
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THE ÉLAN COLLECTION
The outstanding Outwell Élan Collection is built firmly on 
the development of original design features that has marked 
our steady progress to become the leading name in family 
camping loved by campers of all ages. Innovation that leads 
the market and sets the agenda for others.  

SL

EEP COMFORT
AMBASSADOR 

MASTER
BEDROOM

Wolf  Lake 9É
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ÉLAN FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

OUTTEX® 6000 HD 
EMBOSSED FLYSHEET 
Made to our own demanding 
specifications, this flysheet fabric 
has our highest ever hydrostatic 
head waterproof rating with the 
subtle embossing of our graphic 
logo and is embellished with 
our signature luminous piping. 

02 05 08

03 06 09

ZIP-UP CURTAINS 
With quick and easy zip opening 
and closure, these curtains give 
full flexibility of choice between 
total privacy, letting in some 
daylight or enjoying the views.

AMBASSADOR MASTER 
BEDROOMS 
At 250cm in length, Ambassador 
Master Bedrooms offer generous 
floor space and headroom for 
comfort and convenience. With 
a rear window and mains cable 
entry points, campers can enjoy 
true windows on the world. 

NIGHT SKY CEILING & 
THERMO-REFLECTIVE 
COATING
Night Sky Ceiling under flysheet 
Thermo-reflective coating 
helps create the ideal bedroom 
ambience for a daytime nap, a 
lie-in or ensure children waking 
later in the morning.

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING 
SYSTEM 
Simple, effective colour-coding 
allows three peg types to fulfil 
their specific functions in the 
right place first time for fast 
pitching and lasting stability – 
grey steel at the tent’s corners, 
luminous pegs with the guylines, 
and black plastic pegs for 
general pegging.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed 
coating that reduces the 
penetration of harmful UV 
radiation, the sun’s heat and 
glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with 
privacy. Large tinted windows 
not only add to a tent’s style but 
also deliver practical benefits.

CABLE ENTRY TO 
INNER TENTS 
The changing face of modern 
camping means that campers 
of all ages expect readily 
accessible power sources for 
electronic devices as well as 
lights. Cable entry points enable 
convenient access.

SEALED GROUND SYSTEM
Fully waterproof, our tough 
and durable polyethylene 
groundsheet fabric is flexible in 
use and can cope easily with the 
demands of tent life from kids’ 
rough play to dragging chairs 
and tables around.

FLAT FRONT
With a large door, the flat 
front offers easy access and 
maintains headroom.

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

FOOTPRINT

DUAL 
PROTECTOR
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Outtex® 6000 
High Density

Fire Retardant Taped Seams OWS System 
Force 10
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reflective 
Coating
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Ambassador 
Master 

Bedroom

Wave-shaped 
Hanging 

Point System

Zip-up 
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System
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Art. No.: .................................... 110765
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 4
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 49 x 89 cm 
Weight:  ................................... 33.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Power Air Tube System frame 

for best performance
Poles: ......................................... Steel pole 19/22 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170592 Fleece Carpet / 170619 Footprint / 110857 Dual Protector

Sleeping four (2+2) in two Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms, the Outwell Brandon 4É is ideal for 
smaller families seeking comfort and space with the 
convenience of our pre-angled Power Air Tube System 
plus the durability of Taslon fabric. The deep front 
canopy offers shelter and shade with large windows 
complementing the airy living area with side door.

• The deep front canopy with pole and large windows offers 
shelter and shade while maintaining views

• Our fully waterproof Outtex® 6000 HD embossed flysheet 
fabric has a 6,000mm hydrostatic head and taped seams

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves using the 
supplied efficient one-way manual pump with pressure gauge

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer more height, a larger floor 
area and cable entry points

• Night Sky Ceilings and flysheet Thermo-reflective coating 
extend sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for adjustable weatherproof 
fresh air flow plus weatherproof vents along each tent side

• Outwell Easy Pegging System’s colour-coding enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Trolley bag for secure storage and transport

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BRANDON 4É
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Art. No.: .................................... 110766
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 5
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... 49 x 95 cm
Weight:  ................................... 40.4 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Power Air Tube System frame 

for best performance
Poles: ......................................... 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170605 Fleece Carpet / 170633 Footprint / 110866 Dual Protector

Sleeping five (3+2) in two large Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms, the Outwell Puma Lake 5É is a three-zone 
tent that benefit from our inflatable Power Air Tube 
System for fast, easy pitching. Practical tent living is 
ensured by the Panorama zip-off front with two side 
doors, insect mesh on all doors and a detachable 
bathtub-style groundsheet.

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Front section with twin side doors can be zipped off 
completely for easier handling

• Our fully waterproof Outtex® 6000 HD embossed flysheet 
fabric has a 6000mm hydrostatic head and taped seams

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves using the 
supplied efficient one-way manual pump with pressure gauge

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer more height, a larger floor 
area and Cable Entry points

• Night Sky Ceilings and flysheet Thermo-reflective coating 
extend sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Five window Panorama Front offers a wide view and loads of 
internal light

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for adjustable weatherproof 
fresh air flow plus weatherproof vents along each tent side

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PUMA LAKE 5É
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Art. No.: .................................... 110764
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 20 x 74 cm / Poles: 44 x 98 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 34.1 kg / Poles: 20.1 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19/22 mm, 2 upright 

steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170519 Fleece Carpet / 170534 Footprint / 110713 Dual Protector

The Outwell Bear Lake 6É is a large tunnel tent 
designed for easy family living, sleeping six (3+3) 
in two Ambassador Master Bedrooms. The sewn-in 
groundsheet cuts out draughts, damp and insects 
whilst mesh doors keep out flying pests and allow 
more ventilation. Protected by the deep canopy with 
large windows, the front door has double sliders for 
flexible access.

• The deep front canopy with large windows offers shelter and 
shade while maintaining wide angle views

• Our fully waterproof Outtex® 6000 HD embossed flysheet 
fabric has a 6,000mm hydrostatic head

• Sturdy steel poles for stability and strength maximise internal 
space

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer more height, a larger floor 
area and cable entry points

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Flat front with double slider door
• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for adjustable weatherproof 

fresh air flow plus weatherproof vents along each tent side
• Outwell Wave-Shaped Hanging Point System ensures the 

bedrooms hang securely without strain on the fabric
• The colour-coded Outwell Easy Pegging System enables 

campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

BEAR LAKE 6É
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The Bear Lake 6É Awning is a simple but smart design 
that adds an enclosed porch with mud flaps to the 
deep canopy over the flat front door. It uses sturdy 
hooks to easily and quickly add extra space to the 
main tent – and this ingenious design requires no 
extra poles to extend camping comfort options.

Art. No.: .................................... 110620
Type of tent: ......................... Awning
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% polyester) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 23 x 66 cm
Weight:  ................................... 6.5 kg
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

• Matches the tent’s design, style and colourway
• Attaches securely to the main tent for a snug fit
• Mud valance avoids tent fabric staining
• Large tinted windows reduce glare and ensure privacy
• Fast and easy to pitch and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

BEAR LAKE 6É 
AWNING
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Art. No.: .................................... 110622
Type of tent: ......................... Three room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 6
Rooms: ..................................... 2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% polyester) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 45 x 96 cm / Poles: 23 x 78 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 38.8 kg / Poles: 20.4 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19/22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170518 Fleece Carpet / 170532 Footprint / 110716 Dual Protector

Packed with innovative features, Vermont 6É is a three 
room tunnel tent sleeping six in two Ambassador 
Master Bedrooms for sleep comfort. The sewn-in 
groundsheet cuts out draughts, damp and crawling 
insects whilst mesh doors keep out flying pests and 
allow more ventilation on sunny days.

• Three interior zones for practical tent for a large family – wet 
room, dry room and inners

• Our fully waterproof Outtex® 6000 HD embossed flysheet 
fabric has a 6,000mm hydrostatic head and taped seams

• Pre-angled sturdy steel poles for stability and strength 
maximise internal space

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer more height, a larger floor 
area and cable entry points

• Night Sky Ceilings and Thermo-reflective coating extend 
sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for adjustable weatherproof 
fresh air flow plus weatherproof vents along each tent side

• Outwell Wave-Shaped Hanging Point System ensures the 
bedrooms hang securely without strain on the fabric

• Outwell Easy Pegging System’s colour-coding enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, block sun glare, 
ensure privacy and allow campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

VERMONT 6É
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Art. No.: .................................... 110623
Type of tent: ......................... Five room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ..................................... 9
Rooms: ..................................... 4 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first or as one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 104T 100% polyester) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Inner tent: .............................. Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ............................... Tent: 50 x 97 cm / Tent Front: 33 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... Tent: 42.7 kg /  Tent Front: 14.5 kg
Tubes: ....................................... Integrated Power Air Tube System frame for 

best performance
Poles: ......................................... 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170517 Fleece Carpet / 170533 Footprint / 110714 Dual Protector

Award winning Wolf Lake 9É is a versatile five room 
tunnel tent design, ideal for large families and groups, 
sleeping up to nine in three Ambassador Master 
Bedrooms plus one extra inner. Comfortable tent 
life is ensured with a zip-off Panorama View front, 
large tinted windows and detachable bathtub-
style groundsheet in the porch plus Outwell Easy 
Pegging System.

• Our fully waterproof Outtex® 6000 HD embossed flysheet 
fabric has a 6,000mm hydrostatic head and taped seams

• Power Air Tube System offers durable individual air tube 
technology, with pre-shaped, Gothic-style tubes pumped up 
or deflated easily via easy access external valves using the 
supplied efficient one-way manual pump with pressure gauge

• Ambassador Master Bedrooms offer more height, a larger floor 
area and cable entry points

• Night Sky Ceilings and flysheet Thermo-reflective coating 
extend sleeping comfort for campers of all ages

• Five window Panorama Front offers a wide view and loads of 
internal light

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System for adjustable weatherproof 
fresh air flow plus weatherproof vents along each tent side

• The colour-coded Outwell Easy Pegging System enables 
campers to use pegs in the right place first time for fast 
pitching and reliable stability

• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, block sun glare, 
ensure privacy and allow campers to stay in touch with the 
outdoors

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WOLF LAKE 9É
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Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

AWNING

Bear Lake 6É Awning
110620

Awning

23 x 66 cm

6.5 kg

139

Brandon 4É Puma Lake 5É Bear Lake 6É
110765 110766 110764

Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent Three room tunnel tent

4 5 6

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room 2 bedrooms, 1 living room

49 x 89 cm 49 x 95 cm Tent: 20 x 74 cm / Poles: 44 x 98 cm

33.5 kg 40.4 kg Tent: 34.1 kg / Poles: 20.1 kg

136 137 138

Vermont 6É Wolf Lake 9É
110622 110623

Three room tunnel tent Five room tunnel tent

6 9

2 bedrooms, 1 living room 4 bedrooms, 1 living room

Tent: 45 x 96 cm / Poles: 23 x 78 cm Tent: 50 x 97 cm / Tent Front: 33 x 70 cm

Tent: 38.8 kg / Poles: 20.4 kg Tent: 42.7 kg /  Tent Front: 14.5 kg

140 141
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UTILITY
TENTS
Offering versatile styles of shelter, the Outwell Utility Tent Collection provides a variety of flexible lightweight designs for use on 
campsites, in gardens or on the beach. Our quick-pitching, multi-functional Shelters and Windscreens offer more privacy and extend 
practical camping life options on site for cooking, eating or storage and are just as useful for parties in the garden, on picnics, at 
outdoor events and markets plus country shows. Optional side panels are available to fit all our freestanding shelters and sizes, 
extending their use as required. Optional Outwell Carpets and our innovative Dual Protectors also appear in this section, adding 
practical solutions to insulation and protection to further enhance the on-site comfort levels of Outwell tents.
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Art. No.: .................................... 110673
Type of tent: ......................... Shelter
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 24 x 75 cm
Weight:  ................................... 12.1 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

A true multi-functional design that’s equally at home 
in gardens or on campsites, the Oklahoma offers 
versatile shelter with four doors for flexible opening; all 
four sides can be opened fully. A steel frame with pre-
angled poles works in concert with the Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System innovative thinking for outstanding 
stability whatever the wind direction.

• Multi-functional design for home, outdoor events and 
campsites; all four sides can be opened fully

• Two zipped fabric doors to front and rear
• Two side doors with soft PVC windows and curtains plus mesh 

doors
• Outwell Wind Stabilizer System for outstanding stability in bad 

weather
• Strong all steel frame with pre-angled poles to maximise 

stability and headroom
• Adjustable pegging points ensure secure pitching
• Reinforcement patches on all stress points
• Pre-attached guylines for convenient pegging out
• Supplied in a durable carry bag for storage and transport

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OKLAHOMA SHELTER
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110534 Side wall M  / 110676 Side wall with zippper M  /  
110536 Side wall L  / 110677 Side wall with zipper L /  
110538 Side wall XL  / 110678 Side wall with zipper XL

Available in three sizes, the open-sided Day Shelters 
offer stylish, versatile protection from sun and rain for 
a wide range of settings from campsites to gardens. 
Optional side panels are available to fit all sizes and 
privacy and further shelter from the prevailing wind.

• Multi-functional design for home, outdoor events and 
campsites

• Optional side panels for extra flexible shelter are available to fit 
all sizes

• Strong steel poles form a stable frame to maximise headroom
• Large feet at the corners plus tensioning straps between poles 

ensure secure pitching
• Reinforcement patches on all stress points
• Rainproof air vents at apex of roof
• Supplied in a durable carry bag for storage and transport

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

DAY SHELTER
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Art. No.: .................................... 110533 (Day Shelter M) 
 

Type of tent: ......................... Day Shelter
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size: ................................. 24 x 85 cm (Day Shelter M) 

 

Weight: .................................... 14.0 kg (Day Shelter M) 
 

Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19/22 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

 
110535 (Day Shelter L) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 x 90 cm (Day Shelter L) 
 
 
15.5 kg (Day Shelter L)

 
 
110537 (Day Shelter XL) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 x 110 cm (Day Shelter XL) 
 
 
17.0 kg (Day Shelter XL)

Day Shelter M

Day Shelter L

Day Shelter XL



Art. No.: .................................... 110447
Type of tent: ......................... Shelter
Pitching way: ....................... Easy-up one-push
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (150D Silver coated)
Pack size:  ............................... 22 x 123 cm
Weight:  ................................... 17.3 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel frame 10/20/28 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

110448 Dakota & Wakefield Shelter Side Panels

Easy to transport, quick put up and versatile in use, the 
stable freestanding Outwell Dakota Shelter is a great 
option for flexible shelter on site, in the garden or on 
the beach. Just pull out the legs and the concertina 
frame snaps into place and the waterproof 3m x 3m 
Outtex® 3000 roof can be fastened in place for shelter 
from sun or rain.

• Easy-up one-push pitching
• Freestanding design
• Easy to set up
• Optional side panels available
• Sturdy steel frame
• For garden, shelter or storage use

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

DAKOTA SHELTER
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Art. No.: .................................... 110515
Type of tent: ......................... Shelter
Pitching way: ....................... Easy-up one-push
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (150D Silver coated)
Pack size:  ............................... 24 x 125 cm
Weight:  ................................... 18.9 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel frame 10/20/28 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

110448 Dakota & Wakefield Shelter Side Panels

Easy to transport, quick put up and versatile in use, the 
smart freestanding Outwell Wakefield Shelter is a great 
option for flexible shelter on site, in the garden or on 
the beach. Just pull out the legs and the concertina 
frame snaps into place and the waterproof 4m x 4m 
Outtex® 3000 roof, with ventilation can be fastened in 
place for shelter from sun or rain.

• Easy-up one-push pitching
• Freestanding design
• Easy to set up
• Optional side panels available
• Sturdy steel frame
• For garden, shelter or storage use
• Adjustable steel poles – 170cm, 180 cm or 190 cm

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WAKEFIELD SHELTER
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The self-standing design of the Premium Windscreen 
Spike with its extended ground spikes extends 
pitching options whilst the durable fabrics and 
components ensure a long life. The windscreen 
extends tent living options, offering flexible shelter 
and privacy that can be moved quickly and easily to 
suit changing conditions.

Art. No.: .................................... 110403
Type of tent: ......................... Windscreen
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® (100% polyester taffeta)
Pack size:  ............................... 10 x 60 cm
Weight:  ................................... 2.7 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

• Earth spikes can be driven deep to create a self-standing 
windscreen; ideal on soft and sandy ground

• Full length tinted windows maintain protection whilst 
campers keep an eye on the world

• Oxford nylon pole sleeves for durability
• Ground spikes for stability
• Luminous guylines for use in high winds
• Quick and easy to set up, move and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

WINDSCREEN PREMIUM 
SPIKE GREY/BLACK
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Premium Round windscreens have a freestanding 
design to extend pitching options combined with 
durable fabrics and components to ensure a long life. 
Taking up little space when packed away, they ensure 
more options in tent living, offering flexible shelter and 
privacy that can be moved quickly and easily to suit 
changing conditions.

Art. No.: .................................... 110390
Type of tent: ......................... Windscreen
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® (100% polyester taffeta)
Pack size:  ............................... 14 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 8.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

• Curved linking top pole for freestanding stability; great for very 
hard surfaces

• Full length tinted windows maintain protection whilst 
campers keep an eye on the world

• Oxford nylon pole sleeves for durability
• Curved layout sheds wind even more effectively
• Ground spikes for extra stability
• Luminous guylines for use in high winds
• Quick and easy to set up, move and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

WINDSCREEN PREMIUM 
ROUND GREY/BLACK
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110579 (Windscreen Laguna Green)

Art. No.: .................................... 110645 (Windscreen Insignia Blue) 
 

Type of tent: ......................... Windscreen
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® (100% polyester taffeta)
Pack size:  ............................... 10 x 60 cm 
Weight:  ................................... 2.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

WINDSCREEN

 
110419 (Windscreen Grey) 
 

Outwell windscreens extend pitching options whilst 
the fabrics and components ensure a long life on 
site or on the beach. These designs complement our 
tent colours extending tent living by offering flexible 
shelter and privacy that can be moved quickly and 
easily to suit changing conditions.

• Oxford nylon pole sleeves for durability
• Ground spikes for extra stability
• Luminous guylines for use in high winds
• Quick and easy to set up, move and pack away

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES
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Innovative Family Camping
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An Outwell Dual Protector extends a tent’s life by reducing 
UV damage to the roof and acting as a barrier against 
contaminants like bird droppings and tree sap. It also 
reflects the sun’s heat and keeps the tent cool if used silver 
side up or reversed to reveal the black surface that soaks up 
the sun to heat the tent.  When used silver side up a broad, 
deep, roll-up/zip-off canopy matches the tent’s side door to 
create a sun porch when poled out.

Art. No.: .................................... 

Type of tent: ......................... Roof Protector
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 Silver Coated, UPF 50+  

(100% polyester taffeta) with taped seams
Pieces per carton: ............. 4

• Protects the tents from heat by shading the roof and allowing 
air to flow below the Protector

• Protects the roof from bird droppings, liquids dropping from 
trees, UV rays, rain etc.

• Silver side out reflects the sun for a cooler tent
• Black side out warms up the tent in cooler weather and 

darkens tent interior for longer sleep
• Can be used alongside a front awning or extension
• UPF 50+ UV Protection
• Zip-off, roll-away side extension poles out to create sun porch 

over tent side door when silver side is out

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

DUAL PROTECTOR

110686 Dual Protector Alabama 7P
110855 Dual Protector Bayfield 5A
110713 Dual Protector Bear Lake 6É
110856 Dual Protector Billings 4
110679 Dual Protector Birdland 3
110857 Dual Protector Brandon 4É
110715 Dual Protector Clarkston 6A
110694 Dual Protector Corvette 7AC
110693 Dual Protector Cruiser 6AC
110682 Dual Protector Drummond 7
110858 Dual Protector Edmonds 5A
110680 Dual Protector Flagstaff 5
110709 Dual Protector Flagstaff 6A
110689 Dual Protector Hornet 6SA
110684 Dual Protector Montana 5P
110681 Dual Protector Montana 6
110692 Dual Protector Montana 6AC
110685 Dual Protector Montana 6P
110696 Dual Protector Nevada 4
110697 Dual Protector Nevada 5
110683 Dual Protector Nevada MP

110861 Dual Protector Nevada SP
110862 Dual Protector Nighthawk 4SA
110864 Dual Protector Pendroy 6AC
110863 Dual Protector Penticton 5AC
110865 Dual Protector Phantom 5SA
110701 Dual Protector Phoenix 4
110702 Dual Protector Phoenix 6
110866 Dual Protector Puma Lake 5É
110703 Dual Protector Rockwell 3
110704 Dual Protector Rockwell 5
110710 Dual Protector Roswell 5A
110688 Dual Protector Tomcat 5SA
110716 Dual Protector Vermont 6É
110691 Dual Protector Vermont 7SA
110687 Dual Protector Vermont XLP
110705 Dual Protector Whitecove 5
110706 Dual Protector Whitecove 6
110714 Dual Protector Wolf Lake 9É
110869 Dual Protector Woodville 3
110870 Dual Protector Woodville 4
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110701 Dual Protector Phoenix 4



Many years ago, Outwell introduced carpets, colour-coordinated and tailored to fit individual tents, which offered new levels 
of comfort with extra insulation and a touch of luxury on site. Soft-touch carpet, featuring a waterproof PVC backing, was an 
Outwell innovation that campers immediately welcomed offering soft insulation. Now a camping essential, the option to 
slip off shoes and socks to enjoy ‘barefoot camping’ in comfort is a particular joy especially when the temperature falls in the 
evening. Our optional Inlayzzz mats offer underfoot bedroom comfort – supplied in three different sizes to suit use.
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CARPETS & INLAYZZZ

Outwell padded carpets deliver sumptuous comfort in different sizes, 
customised to fit most tents. A luxurious feel is achieved by using a 
generous layer of insulation sandwiched between a waterproof base 
and soft fleece surface fabric for barefoot comfort.

Material: .......Front: Fleece, Centre: 3T PU foam, Back: 100% polyester PVC

Our optional Inlayzzz mats offer underfoot bedroom comfort  
– supplied in three different sizes to suit use.

Art. No.: .........170507: 120 x 200 cm / 170508: 140 x 200 cm 
170509: 160 x 200 cm

Material:  ...... Fleece surface with 7mm PE insulated backing

Delivering camping solutions is integral to Outwell so we have fleece 
carpet custom-made to fit each tent’s living area and available as an 
optional extra.

Material: .......Front: Fleece, Back: 100% polyester PVC

These distinctive, popular Outwell tent carpets in a soft yet durable lylex 
fabric are custom-made to fit each tent’s living area and are available as 
an optional extra.

Material: .......Front: Lylex 100% polyester, Back: 100% polyester PVC

3-LAYER INSULATED CARPETS

INLAYZZZ

FLEECE CARPETS

FLAT WOVEN CARPETS

• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Ground insulation 
• Super soft feel
• 3-layer lamination technology 
• Integral packing sleeve

• Super soft feel
• Acts as bedroom rug
• Supplied in carry bag
• Easy to fold for packing
• PE insulated backing

• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Integral packing sleeve
• PVC protective backing 
• Soft fleece surface

• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Small packed size 
• PVC protective backing
• Integral packing sleeve



UTILITY TENTS OVERVIEW

WINDSCREENS

Oklahoma Shelter
110673

Day Shelter

24 x 75 cm

12.1 kg

144

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

Day Shelter M Day Shelter L Day Shelter XL
110533 110535 110537

Day Shelter Day Shelter Day Shelter

24 x 85 cm 24 x 90 cm 24 x 110 cm

14.0 kg 15.5 kg 17.0 kg

145 145 145

Dakota Shelter Wakefield Shelter
110447 110515

Shelter Shelter

22 x 123 cm 24 x 125 cm

17.3 kg 18.9 kg

146 147

Windscreen Premium Spike 
Grey/Black

Windscreen Premium Round 
Grey/Black

110403 110390

Windscreen Windscreen

10 x 60 cm 14 x 70 cm

2.7 kg 8.2 kg

148 149

Windscreen 
Laguna Green

Windscreen 
Insignia Blue

Windscreen 
Grey

110579 110645 110419

Windscreen Windscreen Windscreen

10 x 60 cm 10 x 60 cm 10 x 60 cm

2.5 kg 2.5 kg 2.5 kg

150 150 150

SHELTERS
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Awnings & Space

AWNINGS
REDEFINED

Home-from-home comfort
This is just a taste of the Outwell Caravan and Drive-Away 

Awnings you can explore in our separate catalogue dedicated to 
the innovation, inspired designs and versatile performance of 

the complete ranges.

Our awnings add space, flexibility and freedom for caravans and 
motorhome campers seeking versatile extensions to their units. 

Adding spacious, airy living room to caravans and a freestanding, 
drive-away facility for motorhomes and MPVs, all designs are inspired 
by our Scandinavian heritage and our unrivalled record of innovation. 

Integrated colourways ensure a signature style that marks Outwell 
quality standards. Whether owners choose models using one of our Air 
Systems or Duratec fibreglass poles, they can enjoy the full benefits of 
fully-featured designs. Large tinted windows, full standing-height and 

versatile wall and door opening options help families make the most of 
life outdoors with home-from-home comfort.
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• Outwell Advanced Air Tube System 
• Outwell One-go Inflation Technology 
• Outtex® 6000 HD fabric 
• Pole-free Seal System
• Storm guylines
• Large fold-back front door panels  

Our Smart Air Nordic Shore Collection is inspired by our coastal landscape where sculpted 
dunes meet the sea, with fresh designs found across its ranges that include a choice of two 
Amber, four Tide and two Ripple awnings. The awnings offer versatile extra living space while 
pole-free connection to units and new Side Rain Shield above door entry add convenience. 
Caravanners can choose designs that include deep front canopy for shade and shelter, plus 
large door panels that fold back to seamlessly extend accommodation into the outdoors. The 
result is a new dimension of comfort to caravan living through roomy, well-crafted designs that 
are easily pitched and attached for fuss-free stable shelter from the elements.

• Outwell Rigid Air Tube System 
• Outtex® 3000 HD fabric 
• Storm guylines
• Tinted windows 
• Large fold-back front door panels  
• Full standing-height

Inspired by images of the Nordic coast, innovation and cool style come together 
in the three designs of Pebble caravan awnings offering a deep 2.5 metre depth of 
versatile extra living space for discerning caravan owners. All offer Rigid Air inflatable 
technology with pre-shaped air tubes plus pole-free connection to units and fast-foot 
attachment of cross braces. Large curved windows are backed by curtains with a 
discreet sand ripple pattern to evoke a feeling of freedom. Our attention to detail 
includes new Side Rain Shield above door entry, zip-off panels to enjoy fine weather 
and storm guylines to cope with the worst.

SMART AIR AWNINGS 
- NORDIC SHORE COLLECTION

AIR AWNINGS
- NORDIC COAST COLLECTION

Outwell signature style and innovation run as clear themes throughout all eight ranges of striking awnings 
adding versatile living space to caravan, motorhomes and MPVs on site and on tour. Packed with features, all 
are quick and easy to erect for airy comfort and convenience.
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• Outwell Advanced Air Tube System
•  Outwell One-go Inflation technology 
• Front canopy protects a large vent 
•  For vehicles with height of 180cm-205cm  

(Tall 290cm)
• Outwell Link Access Zone System 
• Outwell Easy Pegging System

Offering flexible extra space for couples and families 
touring with camper vans and MPVs, these inflatable 
drive-away awnings can be left freestanding to secure a 
site pitch on days out. Packed with innovation, comfort 
with style in these drive-away awnings with veranda-
style front aspect options is assured by the signature 
style of our Charcoal Grey embossed fabric, luminous 
piping and guylines plus large tinted windows. The 
Outwell Link Access Zone with Side Door ensures a 
neat full-length, fuss-free connection with vehicles, 
cutting out draughts and complementing the Outwell 
Sealed Ground System. 

• Outwell Rigid Air Tube System
• Optional 3-position inner tent 
•  For vehicles with height of 180cm-205cm 

(Tall 290cm)
• Outwell Link Access Zone System 
• Outwell Sealed Ground System
• Flat Floor Door access 

Four versatile Outwell Air Cruising dome-style 
drive-away inflatable awnings offer flexible extra 
space with an optional multi-position inner tent. 
Smart Insignia Blue embossed fabric with luminous 
piping and guylines plus large tinted windows are 
our signature of style, quality and performance. 
Our innovative Outwell Link Access Zone System 
and side doors ensure a neat, fuss-free connection 
and easy access to vehicles, cutting out draughts 
and complementing the Outwell Sealed Ground 
System. Versatility is a key factor as they can also be 
used to provide fast, reliable shelter in gardens and 
outdoor markets.  

SMART AIR TOURING AIR CRUISING 
• Pre-angled Duratec fibreglass poles 
• Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
• Optional 3-position inner tent 
•  For vehicles with height of 180cm-205cm 

(Tall 290cm)
• Outwell Link Access Zone System 
• Outwell Sealed Ground System

Our new Outwell Cruising Collection of dome-style 
drive-away awnings uses Duratec fibreglass poles 
with our Wind Stabilizer System offers flexible space 
and convenience. Smart Insignia Blue embossed 
fabric with luminous piping and guylines plus 
large tinted windows are our signature of style, 
quality and performance. Our innovative Outwell 
Link Access Zone System and side doors ensure 
a neat, fuss-free connection and easy access to 
vehicles, cutting out draughts and complementing 
the Outwell Sealed Ground System. Versatility is a 
key factor as they can also be used to provide fast, 
reliable shelter in gardens and outdoor markets. 

CRUISING
• Pre-angled Duratec fibreglass poles 
• Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
• Front wall can be opened completely
•  For vehicles with height of 180cm-205cm 

(Tall 290cm)
• Outwell Link Access Zone System 
• Outwell Sealed Ground System
 
The new Outwell Touring Collection of drive-away 
awnings, with steel and Duratec fibreglass poles, 
can be left freestanding to secure a pitch. Packed 
with innovation, comfort with style in these tunnel 
designs is assured by the signature style of our new 
Charcoal Grey embossed fabric, luminous piping 
and guylines plus large tinted windows. Combined 
with our Outwell Wind Stabilizer System, the close 
fit, pre-angled brow poles and veranda-style front 
aspect options extend reliable performance. The 
Outwell Link Access Zone with Side Door ensures 
a neat full-length connection with vehicles, 
complementing the Outwell Sealed Ground System. 

TOURING
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Expand your horizons 
Check out our new 2018 Awning 
and Drive-away catalogue for full 
details of our complete portfolio, 
including accessory options that 
boost sales opportunities while 
enhancing the customer’s Outwell 
outdoor experience. 

See more!



SLEEPING BAG
COLLECTION
The Outwell Sleeping Bag Collection offers eight ranges of outstanding designs delivering superb comfort and quality for true home- 
from-home comfort. Our new Colibri range takes sleeping bag innovation to new levels of reliable performance and comfort with duvet-
style versatility leading the exciting developments in style, features and colour updates. New to the Outwell Sleeping Bag Collection 
is Campion Kids, part of the popular range with top-performing levels of synthetic insulation fill matched with carefully selected outer 
fabrics, linings and components for optimised sleep comfort and warmth for adults and children. The Camper and Contour ranges 
enjoy updates whilst the popular range of Comfort Essentials includes smart, quilt-style Constellation Comforters, easy care cotton and 
polyester liners and a comprehensive range of cosy pillows.
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Ultimate home-from-home 

For many years, Outwell has worked hard to bring you the 
ultimate home-from-home camping experience. And our 
whole portfolio is designed and developed to ensure that 
you enjoy the best possible holiday. But one important 
aspect plays a huge role in how close we get to home 
luxuries – sleep comfort.

You can have the best and most exclusive tent, furniture or 
barbecue, however if you do not get a good night’s sleep in 
comfort you will never relish outdoor life to the full.

One product vital to attaining bedroom nirvana is the sleeping 
bag. There are many high end sleeping bag manufacturers and 
the majority design their products for use in more remote parts  

of the great outdoors. These sleeping bags are made to 
be as light as possible, as compact as possible and, not 
least, as warm as possible.

At Outwell, we have a different approach to sleeping 
bag design. We recognize the criteria relating to the 
ultimate sleeping bag for camping are very different to 
those used in a wilderness environment. And, our focus 
is on the development of that perfect sleeping bag for 
camping.

While the main function of the sleeping bag is to keep 
you warm at night, the majority of families only camp 
in the warmer months when overheating is more likely 
to be an issue than the risk of being cold. This means 
that for us the balance of sleeping bag ventilation with 
insulation is a priority. 

Campers all agree that the freedom to move in a 
sleeping bag makes all the difference when it comes to 
a good night’s sleep. Yet, how do you deliver this if you 
need a snug fit to keep you warm should night time 
temperatures fall? 

After much research, we know that most people love 
the versatility provided by a duvet. It allows them 
freedom of movement and the ability to cool limbs as 
they overheat yet they can still snuggle into the duvet 
if the temperature falls. This is something we address 
when designing many of our sleeping bags.

Finally, we source and choose materials that enhance 
next-to-skin comfort yet retain the durability that 
guarantees your Outwell sleeping bag provides many 
 a comfortable night.

Our new Colibri range epitomizes our 
dedication to innovation and sleep 
comfort. We believe that you will not 
find another sleeping bag on the market 
today that provides such a high level of 
comfort and versatility through an intimate 
understanding of a camper’s needs. 

OUTWELL  
SLEEPING BAG
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FEATURES & ICONS

Tcomfort:    Lower comfort limit in 
standard use (woman)

Tlimit:  Lower limit when curled up 
in standard use (man)

Textreme:  Lowest extreme temperature 
for survival-22°C -5°C 1°C

Textreme Tcomfort Tlimit

Each Outwell sleeping bag benefits from innovative features designed for 
superb comfort and practical performance. With so many inspired features, 
we have created a neat system of icons for easy reference with explanations 
that enable access to the full benefits at a glance. Fabric and fill specifications, 
recommended comfort levels and the features that benefit campers in use 
can all be found quickly, readily identified and compared to enable the right 
choice to be made for all the family. Practical and convenient, the icons reflect 
the attention to style, function and design detail that marks each Outwell 
sleeping bag range.

RECOMMENDED TEMPERATURES
Recommended temperature parameters are based on the insulation 
performance properties measured combined with research on how the 
human body copes with thermal conditions during sleep. Double bags 
are tested with only one mannequin so warmth generated and retained 
will be higher when used by two campers.

TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION
The European Standard EN 13537 on requirements for sleeping bags 
specifies the use of a computer-controlled thermal measurement 
mannequin to determine and compare the insulation values and 
temperature limits of sleeping bags objectively.

ZIP TOGETHER
Left- and right-hand options allow 
two sleeping bags to be connected 
to create a double.

ONE LAYER
One layer of synthetic insulation is 
perfect for sleeping bags designed  
for warm conditions. 

HEAVY DUTY ZIPS
Our own specification heavy duty 
zips ensure ease with little wear over 
extended periods.

ONE LAYER PLUS 
One layer of high quality synthetic insulation 
with extra fill and loft creates uniform warmth in 
sleeping bags designed for lower temperatures. 

LEFT/RIGHT ZIPPER OPTION
For the user’s comfort and convenience 
we provide the choice of which side a 
zip is positioned in a sleeping bag.

TWO LAYER OFFSET
Two layers of synthetic insulation are 
used and offset so each covers the other’s 
seams for increased insulation.

CONVERTIBLE
Convertible sleeping bags are 
adjustable at the foot and can be 
enlarged as the child grows.

ISOFILL PREMIUM 
High quality insulation from Outwell. This highly 
siliconised and fine hollow-fibre insures an extra 
soft feeling and a great insulation value.

ZIP INTO TWO
The Double sleeping bag 
zips into two single bags. 

ISOFILL
An insulation material where every single 
filament is hollow in order to capture a  
greater amount of still, insulating air.

LINER ATTACHMENT POINTS
Sleeping bag attachment loop  
and liner snap closure fastening. 

OUTWELL SACKS
Great style and practicality. We offer three types of sleeping 
bag storage: The Square Sack, the Cap Compression Sack and 
the Cave Kids Ruck Sack Carrybag.

SEASONS
We give every Outwell sleeping bag a season 
rating as a rough guide to their potential use 
in northern Europe, as follows:

Season 1:  Summer months.
Season 2:  From late spring through to early autumn.
Season 3:  From spring right through autumn.
Season 4:  All seasons but more suited to colder conditions.

EN 13537
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The new Outwell Colibri range takes sleeping bag design to new levels of versatility, comfort 
and innovation with ample insulation and sculptured style. Packed with versatile features, it 
delivers a revolutionary duvet feeling with soft next-to-skin fabric for true home-from-home 
comfort in three sizes. Its flexible wings can be spread to make the upper 120cm wide to 
support different sleeping positions, it can be opened down both sides and can be unzipped 
fully to form a duvet. Campers can slip their feet into the snug foot pocket if cold or, if 
overheating, they can slip their feet out of the bag via an opening that sits over the pocket.

COLIBRI  
RANGE

FOOT POCKET 
A foot pocket lined with super-soft 
Micro Tricot stretch fabric allows 
campers to leave their feet out under 
the open end in normal conditions or 
tuck away their toes for extra warmth.

DUVET OPTION
With full-length zips down both 
sides, the top can be unzipped fully 
for versatile use as a normal duvet 
or as a multi-purpose comforter on 
site or at outdoor events.

SIDE WINGS
Side extension panels – we call them 
wings for short - can be left folded  
in for a snug fit and body heat  
retention or opened wide for a roomier  
night’s sleep. 

Colibri Sleeping Bags
FEATURES
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 *  *  *

 * Estimated values
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230220
Size: ............................................. 215 x 80 / 100 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 260T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1000 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... Two-way auto-lock zip
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2200 g
Pack size: .................................. 45 x 45 x 25 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: 80cm-100cm flexible width allows personal balance 
between insulation and freedom of movement, Partially unzip 
upper and fold out wings for 120cm wide duvet effect, Warm 
internal fleece foot pocket with protected external aperture that 
allows feet to cool when required, Super-soft Micro Tricot hood-
lining, Zipped pillow pocket in hood, Unzip and detach the 
upper to use as a duvet or comforter, Cap compression sack.

COLIBRI
Art. No.:  ................................... 230222
Size: ............................................. 215 x 150 / 170 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 260T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 2500 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... Two-way auto-lock zip
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 4800 g
Pack size: .................................. 54 x 54 x 36 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: 150cm-170cm flexible width allows personal balance 
between insulation and freedom of movement, Partially unzip 
upper and fold out wings for 190cm wide duvet effect, Warm 
internal fleece foot pocket with protected external aperture that 
allows feet to cool when required, Super-soft Micro Tricot hood-
lining, Zipped pillow pocket in hoods, Unzip and detach the 
upper to use as a duvet or comforter, Cap compression sack.

COLIBRI LUX DOUBLE
Art. No.:  ................................... 230221
Size: ............................................. 215 x 80 / 100 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 260T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1500 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T polyester pongee, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... Two-way auto-lock zip
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2600 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 48 x 30 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: 80cm-100cm flexible width allows personal balance 
between insulation and freedom of movement, Partially unzip 
upper and fold out wings for 120cm wide duvet effect, Warm 
internal fleece foot pocket with protected external aperture that 
allows feet to cool when required, Super-soft Micro Tricot hood-
lining, Zipped pillow pocket in hood, Unzip and detach the 
upper to use as a duvet or comforter, Cap compression sack.

COLIBRI LUX

3°C-12°C 8°C -18°C 4°C-2°C -1°C-17°C 5°C



Offering outstanding comfort levels usually experienced in high quality duvets for home 
use, the Outwell Constellation range of sleeping bags excels in delivering superb quality, 
inspired features, outstanding fabrics and premium filling without compromise. With a 
durable, ultra-soft, brushed outer, 100 per cent cotton lining and premium Isofill® filling, the 
three models – Constellation, Constellation Lux, Constellation Lux Double – offer ample 
room for supreme camping comfort. 

CONSTELLATION  
RANGE

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE  
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to prevent cold 
spots and draughts.

FACE BAFFLE 
An insulated soft cotton lining baffle 
runs across the opening of the 
sleeping bag improving next-to-
skin comfort and keeping neck and 
shoulders warm on chilly nights.

ZIP TOGETHER 
Offering the flexibility of zipping 
two singles together to form a 
large double sleeping bag.

CORNER LINER  
ATTACHMENT LOOPS 
Outwell liners can easily be attached 
and detached by snap closure straps, 
the secure points are a practical 
solution to campers twisting up bag 
liners as they turn over.

ZIP-OFF HOOD  
The generous-sized hood can be 
removed easily when a bag is used 
as a duvet or two singles are zipped 
together to make a double.

RECTANGULAR SHAPE 
The generous size of the non-tapered 
shape offers greater sleeping comfort 
through the night by allowing free leg 
movement and space to curl up. 

Constellation Sleeping Bags
FEATURES
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230143
Size: ............................................. 230 x 85 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 195 cm
Shell: ........................................... Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon)
Filling: ........................................ 900 g Isofill Premium
Lining: ....................................... 200TC soft finish 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... YKK 2 way open - auto lock, L-Shape
Construction: ........................ Single layer
Weight: ..................................... 2100 g
Pack size: .................................. 50 x 45 x 23 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Two singles zip together into a double 
bag, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Square pack 
sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Face baffle.

CONSTELLATION

-12°C 3°C 7°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230144
Size: ............................................. 230 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 195 cm
Shell: ........................................... Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon)
Filling: ........................................ 1550 g Isofill Premium
Lining: ....................................... 200TC soft finish 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... YKK 2 way open - auto lock, L-Shape
Construction: ........................ Single layer
Weight: ..................................... 3000 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 27 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Two singles zip together into a double 
bag, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Square pack 
sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Face baffle.
 
.

CONSTELLATION LUX

-26°C -8°C -2°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230145
Size: ............................................. 230 x 160 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 195 cm
Shell: ........................................... Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon)
Filling: ........................................ 2700 g Isofill Premium
Lining: ....................................... 200TC soft finish 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... YKK 2 way open - auto lock, L-Shape
Construction: ........................ Single layer
Weight: ..................................... 5100 g
Pack size: .................................. 52 x 52 x 30 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Zips together into two single bags 
(without hood), Opens fully as two duvets, Full-length zip baffle, 
Square pack sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Face baffle. 

 
.

CONSTELLATION LUX DOUBLE

-24°C -6°C -0°C
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The Outwell Camper range of polycotton sleeping bags is a firm favourite with discerning 
family campers and enjoys a sparkling update in outer and lining colours and patterns. 
Performance, comfort, style and design flair are assured by an impressive combination of 
materials, smart colours and a neat stitching pattern. With a super-soft, smartly-patterned 
cotton lining for a luxury next-to-skin feel, cosy comfort is assured by the Isofill® insulation 
and polycotton outers. All Camper models feature a zip-off hood, inside pocket and  
built-in pillow.

CAMPER
RANGE

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

ZIP-OFF HOOD  
The generous-sized hood can be 
removed easily when a bag is used 
as a duvet or two singles are zipped 
together to make a double.

ZIP TOGETHER 
Offering the flexibility of zipping 
two singles together to form a 
large double sleeping bag.

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE  
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to prevent 
cold spots and draughts.

OPENS UP TO FORM A DUVET 
For greater versatility on site in 
any unit or for use at home, this 
sleeping bag can be unzipped fully 
to create a smart, cosy duvet.

CORNER LINER ATTACHMENT 
LOOPS 
Outwell liners can easily be attached 
and detached by snap closure straps, 
the secure points are a practical  
solution to campers twisting up  
bag liners as they turn over. 

Camper Sleeping Bags
FEATURES
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230216
Size: ............................................. 235 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ........................................... Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ 1200 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Cotton flannel 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2400 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 23 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-
length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Square pack sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Two singles 
zip together into a double bag.
 

 
.

CAMPER

0°C-15°C 5°C

CAMPER LUX

-23°C -6°C -0°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230217
Size: ............................................. 235 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ 1700 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Cotton flannel 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2700 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 25 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-
length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Square pack sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Two singles zip 
together into a double bag.
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230219
Size: ............................................. 235 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ 2200 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Cotton flannel 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 3000 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 27 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-
length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Square pack sack, Corner liner attachment loops, Two singles 
zip together into a double bag.

CAMPER SUPREME

-28°C -9°C -3°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230218
Size: ............................................. 235 x 150 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ 3100 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Cotton flannel 100% cotton
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 4000 g
Pack size: .................................. 52 x 52 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as two separate 
duvets, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for 
storage of small essentials, Square pack sack, Corner liner attachment 
loops, Zips into two single bags (without hood).

CAMPER LUX DOUBLE

-16°C -1°C 5°C
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Innovative Family Camping
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The synthetic fill polycotton sleeping bags of the Outwell Colosseum range – Single, Single 
XL and Double – have twin zips for maximising flexible use in a variety of climates and 
temperatures. With a full-length zip on one side plus a halfway opening zip on the other, 
cosy insulation can be snuggled into or folded back to suit. Zip baffles with smooth,  
anti-snag running avoid cold spots whilst the embossed logo lining adds a touch of style.

COLOSSEUM 
RANGE

INSIDE POCKET
The neat, discreet inside pocket  
offers handy, secure storage for 
small items such as keys and 
change; ideal for a small  
head torch.

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

FLIP UP COLLAR
Normally folded down, the collar 
can be flipped up to insulate the 
head and create a cozy duvet in 
cold weather. 

SIDE ZIPS FOR COMFORT
Side zips enable the upper half to 
be folded down to waist level for 
comfort in warm weather.

Colosseum Sleeping Bags
FEATURES

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE  
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to prevent 
cold spots and draughts.

CORNER LINER ATTACHMENT 
LOOPS  
Easily attached and detached by 
snap closure straps, the secure 
points are a practical solution to 
campers twisting up bag liners as 
they turn over. 
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230182
Size: ............................................. 200 x 150 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 3200 g
Pack size: .................................. 52 x 52 x 24 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Opens fully as a duvet, Flip-up collar creates a cozy duvet 
in cold weather, Side zips allow folding back to waist level in warm 
weather, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Corner liner 
attachment loops, Cap compression sack.

COLOSSEUM DOUBLE

9°C-7°C 13°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230180
Size: ............................................. 200 x 80 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Zipper: ...................................... Auto lock, L-shape + ½ length auto lock
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2000 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 20 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Opens fully as a duvet, Flip-up collar creates a cozy duvet 
in cold weather, Side zips allow folding back to waist level in warm 
weather, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Corner liner 
attachment loops, Cap compression sack.

COLOSSEUM

-7°C 9°C 13°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230181
Size: ............................................. 210 x 105 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ...........................................  Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Filling: ........................................ Isofill
Lining: ....................................... Polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
Zipper: ...................................... Auto lock, L-shape + ½ length auto lock
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2300 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 46 x 23 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Opens fully as a duvet, Flip-up collar creates a cozy duvet 
in cold weather, Side zips allow folding back to waist level in warm 
weather, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Corner liner 
attachment loops, Cap compression sack.

COLOSSEUM XL

7°C-9°C 11°C
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New colours and lining plus contoured stitching patterns and short side zips for flexible 
access and ventilation add to the classic design flair and features throughout our popular 
Outwell Contour range of square sleeping bags. All models enjoy an offset two-layer 
Isofill® performance fill under polyester pongee fabric. Key features, such as zip-off hoods 
with built-in pillows and the neat inside pocket, continue in the five models adding more 
convenience for happy campers. 

CONTOUR
RANGE

BUILT-IN PILLOW 
With our smart feature, there’s no 
need to pack pillows from home 
for that extra touch of comfort in 
the tent.

ZIP-OFF HOOD  
The generous-sized hood can be 
removed easily when a bag is used 
as a duvet or two singles are zipped 
together to make a double.

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE  
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to  
prevent cold spots and draughts.

OPENS UP TO FORM A DUVET 
For greater versatility on site in 
any unit or for use at home, this 
sleeping bag can be unzipped fully 
to create a smart, cosy duvet.

CORNER LINER ATTACHMENT LOOPS 
Outwell liners can easily be attached 
and detached by snap closure straps, 
the secure points are a practical 
solution to campers twisting up bag 
liners as they turn over. (Except for 
Contour XL).

Contour Sleeping Bags
FEATURES
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230227 Midnight Black 
230228 Ochre Red

Size: ............................................. 225 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1000 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed, embossed, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1600 g
Pack size: .................................. 42 x 22 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-
length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack, Corner 
liner attachment loops, Two singles zip together into a double bag.
 

 
.

CONTOUR

-13°C 2°C 7°C
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230226
Size: ............................................. 235 x 105 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 200 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1700 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed, embossed, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2100 g
Pack size: .................................. 48 x 28 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, 
Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack, 
Two singles zip together into a double bag.

CONTOUR LUX XL

-16°C -1°C 4°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230224 Eggplant Purple 
230225 Royal Blue

Size: ............................................. 225 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1400 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed, embossed, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1900 g
Pack size: .................................. 43 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, 
Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack, 
Corner liner attachment loops, Two singles zip together into a 
double bag.

CONTOUR LUX

-19°C -3°C 3°C
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230223
Size: ............................................. 225 x 150 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 2400 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed, embossed, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 3700 g
Pack size: .................................. 52 x 35 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, 
Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack, 
Corner liner attachment loops.

CONTOUR LUX DOUBLE

-5°C-22°C 1°C

Art. No.:  ................................... 230229
Size: ............................................. 225 x 90 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 190 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1800 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed, embossed, 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2200 g
Pack size: .................................. 47 x 30 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, 
Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack, 
Corner liner attachment loops, Two singles zip together into a 
double bag.

CONTOUR SUPREME

-20°C -4°C 2°C
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With classic design and attractive price points, the Outwell Campion range includes three 
square sleeping bag models featuring polyester outers, cosy brushed polyester linings and 
top performing Isofill® insulation and smart colourways. Campion insulation has one layer 
of superb Isofill whilst Campion Lux and Campion Lux Double both enjoy a double layer of 
the top-performing insulation. Packed with practical Outwell inspiration, these bags offer 
reliable comfort year after year; all feature an inside pocket for small items. 

CAMPION
RANGE

INSIDE POCKET
The neat, discreet inside pocket  
offers handy, secure storage for small 
items such as keys and change; ideal 
for a small head torch.

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to prevent 
cold spots and draughts.

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

CORNER LINER ATTACHMENT 
LOOPS  
Easily attached and detached by 
snap closure straps, the secure 
points are a practical solution to 
campers twisting up bag liners as 
they turn over. 

RECTANGULAR SHAPE  
Offers plenty of room for campers 
to stretch, curl and turn over plus 
opens up fully to form a duvet.

OPENS UP TO FORM A DUVET 
For greater versatility on site in 
any unit or for use at home, this 
sleeping bag can be unzipped fully 
to create a smart, cosy duvet.

Campion Sleeping Bags
FEATURES
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230134 Blue 
230092 Grey

Size: ............................................. 215 x 80 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 185 cm
Shell: ...........................................  190T brushed 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 800 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Single layer loose liner
Weight: ..................................... 1200 g
Pack size: .................................. 38 x 21 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip 
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Cap compression sack, Corner liner attachment loops.

CAMPION

-10°C 4°C 8°C
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230185 Green 
230138 Red

Size: ............................................. 225 x 85 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 195 cm
Shell: ...........................................  190T brushed 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1200 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1600 g
Pack size: .................................. 43 x 22 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip 
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Cap compression sack, Corner liner attachment loops.

CAMPION LUX

-1°C-16°C 5°C
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230186 Blue 
230095 Black

Size: ............................................. 225 x 140 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 195 cm
Shell: ...........................................  190T brushed 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 1800 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 2500 g
Pack size: .................................. 49 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip 
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small 
essentials, Cap compression sack, Corner liner attachment loops.

CAMPION LUX DOUBLE

-1°C-16°C 5°C
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There is quite a variety on offer in the range of Outwell Comfort Essentials that offers extra 
warmth, improves hygiene, extends sleeping bag life and, of course, adds to sleep comfort. 
Lightweight Constellation Comforters offer versatile extra warmth on site, at the beach, at 
outdoor events, for picnics or even garden barbecues and pack down small for transport. 
Options in Liners include cotton and polycotton and the versatile pillow options include 
designs with Memory foam and micro beads, microfibre fill, PU chips and inflatables.

COMFORT  
ESSENTIALS 

Art. No.:  ................................... 230191 Blue 
230193 Green 
230192 Brown

Size:  ........................................... 200 x 120 cm (LxW)
Shell:  ......................................... Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon)
Filling:  ....................................... Isofill Premium
Construction: ....................... Single layer quilted
Weight:  .................................... 900 g
Pack size:  ................................ 39 x 22 x 9 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Soft next-to-skin feeling, Extreme soft microfibre fill for 
down-like comfort, Built-in carry bag, Compact pack size.

CONSTELLATION COMFORTER

230191 Blue

230193 Green

230192 Brown
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230099
Size: ............................................. 185 x 80 cm (LxW)
Shell: ...........................................  180TC 20% cotton/80% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 1/3 length
Weight: ..................................... 400 g
Pack size: .................................. 22 x 10 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Sleeping bag attachment points, Protects the 
sleeping bag, Machine washable, Carrybag included,  
1/3 length zipper for ventilation and easy access.

COTTON LINER SINGLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 230100
Size: ............................................. 185 x 160 cm (LxW)
Shell: ...........................................  180TC 20% cotton/80% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 1/3 length
Weight: ..................................... 750 g
Pack size: .................................. 25 x 12 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Sleeping bag attachment points, Protects the 
sleeping bag, Machine washable, Carrybag included,  
1/3 length zipper for ventilation and easy access.

COTTON LINER DOUBLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 230097
Size: ............................................. 185 x 80 cm (LxW)
Shell: ...........................................  100% polyester - one side brushed
Zipper: ...................................... 1/3 length
Weight: ..................................... 400 g
Pack size: .................................. 22 x 10 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Sleeping bag attachment points, Protects  
the sleeping bag, Machine washable, Carrybag  
included, 1/3 length zipper for ventilation  
and easy access.

POLY LINER SINGLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 230098
Size: ............................................. 185 x 160 cm (LxW)
Shell: ...........................................  100% polyester - one side brushed
Zipper: ...................................... 1/3 length
Weight: ..................................... 750 g
Pack size: .................................. 25 x 12 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Sleeping bag attachment points, Protects the 
sleeping bag, Machine washable, Carrybag included,  
1/3 length zipper for ventilation and easy access.

POLY LINER DOUBLE
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230075
Size: ............................................. 42 x 26 x 6 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ...........................................  95% polyester / 5% spandex
Filling: ........................................ 50% memory foam / 50% micro beads
Weight: ..................................... 400 g
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Ergonomic support, Water repellent carrybag, Suitable 
for sleeping, road trips and picnics, Washable pillow cover, Cotton-
feel outer.

MEMORY PILLOW GREY
Art. No.:  ................................... 230159
Size: ............................................. 40 x 30 x 19 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ...........................................  50D stretch 100% polyester / 75D 

polyester
Filling: ........................................ Open cell PU foam chips
Weight: ..................................... 200 g
Pack size: .................................. 30 x 10 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  5

FEATURES: Small pack size, Firm support, Can also be used 
as a seat cushion, Soft next-to-skin fabric on top / durable 
bottom fabric.

NIRVANA PILLOW
Art. No.:  ................................... 230033
Size: ............................................. 55 x 30 x 10 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ...........................................  230T microfibre brushed 100% polyester
Weight: ..................................... 200 g
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 22 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  5

FEATURES: Pillow for more comfort, Moon shape makes 
it fit perfectly into a rounded sleeping bag hood 
construction, Compact pack size.

SOFT MOON PILLOW
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230153 Blue  
230154 Green

Size: ............................................. 56 x 37 x 12 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ...........................................  Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon) / 200TC soft finish 

100% cotton
Filling: ........................................ Isofill Premium
Weight: ..................................... 320 g
Pack size: .................................. 38 x 11 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  5

FEATURES: Internal air bladder for adjusting pillow height and firmness, Air bladder 
made of heigh quality TPU for maximum strength and comfort, Different fabric on 
each side for your preference: polynylon and 100% cotton, Valve opening for easy 
inflation and deflation, Machine washable cover, Compact pack size, Perfect for both 
camping and travel.

CONQUEROR PILLOW
Art. No.:  ................................... 230139 Blue  

230140 Green
Size: ............................................. 57 x 39 x 7 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ...........................................  Polynylon (85% polyester / 15% nylon) / 200TC soft finish 

100% cotton
Filling: ........................................ Isofill Premium
Weight: ..................................... 300 g
Pack size: .................................. 42 x 12 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  5

FEATURES: Soft next-to-skin feeling, Different fabric on each side for your preference: 
polynylon and 100% cotton, Folds for more height and firmness, Machine washable, 
 Compact pack size.

CONSTELLATION PILLOW



Outwell Contour Junior sleeping bags deliver cosy comfort for children in two colours 
- purple and blue. Benefitting from the same impressive quality as the Contour bags for 
adults there is no compromise on features and performance; these sleeping bags are only 
resized to fit youngsters. An inside pocket is ideal for treasures – or secret snacks!

CONTOUR 
JUNIOR 

BUILT-IN PILLOW 
With our smart feature, there’s no 
need to pack pillows from home 
for that extra touch of comfort in 
the tent.

ZIP-OFF HOOD  
The generous-sized hood can be 
removed easily when a bag is used 
as a duvet.

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

EYE-CATCHING STITCHING  
Neat stitching patterns hold the 
insulation in place and add flair to 
the outer fabric’s appearance.

OPENS UP TO FORM A DUVET 
For greater versatility on site in 
any unit or for use at home, this 
sleeping bag can be unzipped fully 
to create a smart, cosy duvet.

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE  
Running neatly behind the zip, the 
baffle ensures insulation runs the 
full length of the zip to prevent 
cold spots and draughts.

Contour Junior Sleeping Bags
FEATURES

SL
EEP ING COMFO

R
T

JUNIOR
SLEEPING

BAGS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230235 Eggplant Purple 
230236 Royal Blue

Size: ............................................. 170 x 70 (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 140 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 650 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 230T microfibre 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1200 g
Pack size: .................................. 35 x 22 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood, Built-in pillow, Opens fully as a 
duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap 
compression sack.

CONTOUR JUNIOR



SL
EEP ING COMFO
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Though junior in size (W 65 x L 170 cm), there is no compromise on performance in the 
Outwell Campion Junior sleeping bag that offers the same colours, classic design and 
competitive edge as the adult models. It features a polyester outer, cosy brushed polyester 
lining and a double layer of top-performing Isofill® insulation. Packed with practical Outwell 
inspiration, these bags will deliver reliable comfort year after year; all feature an inside 
pocket for small items. 

CAMPION 
JUNIOR 

Art. No.:  ................................... 230231 Red 
230230 Green

Size: ............................................. 170 x 65 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 140 cm
Shell: ........................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 600 g isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1000 g
Pack size: .................................. 35 x 20 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip baffle, 
Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small essentials, 
Cap compression sack.

CAMPION JUNIOR



Innovative Family Camping
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Designed specifically for children, Outwell Convertible Junior sleeping bags offer cosy 
comfort for boys and girls in two stylish colours – purple for the girls and a green for 
the boys – with a key practical feature that’s sure to appeal, particularly to parents. The 
length of the bags can be increased from 140cm to 170cm extending their usable life as 
children grow and making them firm favourites over time with loads of happy memories of 
unforgettable family moments.

CONVERTIBLE 
JUNIOR 

SL
EEP ING COMFO

R
T

JUNIOR
SLEEPING

BAGS

COMFORT HOOD 
An insulated baffle runs around the 
hood to minimise body heat loss, 
keeping head and neck warm with 
a snug fit.

UNIQUE SHAPE WITH FOOT BOX 
CONSTRUCTION 
Extra room at the end of the 
sleeping bag prevents bent toes 
or cold spots through insulation 
compression.

INSIDE POCKET 
An inside pocket is ideal for  
treasures – or secret snacks!

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH AS CHILD 
GROWS 
An ingenious, flexible design 
feature that avoids the need for 
parents to buy new sleeping bags 
every year.

EASY GLIDE ZIP SYSTEM 
Our specially developed anti-snag 
system with auto-lock facility  
ensures the zips run freely and stay 
closed where they are needed.

FULL-LENGTH ZIP BAFFLE 
Running snugly behind the zip, 
the baffle ensures insulation runs 
the full length of the zip to prevent 
cold spots and draughts.

FEATURES
Convertible Junior Sleeping Bags
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230152 Magenta 
230151 Green

Size: ............................................. 160 x 70 x 55 cm / 190 x 70 x 50 cm (LxWxW)
Body length: .......................... 140 cm / 170 cm
Shell: ...........................................  210T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 550 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 230T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open
Construction: ........................ Two layer offset
Weight: ..................................... 1000 g
Pack size: .................................. 43 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Unique tapered shape with foot box construction 
providing extra room, Comfort hood, Full-length zip baffle, 
 Adjustable length, Inside pocket for storage of small essentials,  
Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack.

CONVERTIBLE JUNIOR 
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Art. No.:  ................................... 230232 Beet Red 
230233 Lake Blue 
230234 Rock Grey

Size: ............................................. 150 x 70 cm (LxW)
Body length: .......................... 130 cm
Shell: ........................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 420 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 190T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2 way open, L-shape
Construction: ........................ Single layer
Weight: ..................................... 900 g
Pack size: .................................. 30 x 19 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Inside pocket for storage of small essentials, 
Opens fully as a duvet, Carrybag works as a  
functional rucksack.

CHAMP KIDS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 740025 Girl Butterfly 
740024 Boy Batboy

Size: ............................................. 165 x 70 x 40 cm (LxWxW)
Body length: .......................... 130 cm
Shell: ........................................... 230T microfiber 100% polyester
Filling: ........................................ 700 g Isofill
Lining: ....................................... 230T microfiber 100% polyester
Zipper: ...................................... 2-way open - auto lock
Construction: ........................ Two-layer, loose shell
Weight: ..................................... 1000 g
Pack size: .................................. 39 x 10 x 29 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Ridge hood, Thermocollar insulation at the shoulder 
zone for extra comfort and warmth, Full length zip baffle, 
Anti-snag zip guard, Large front pocket, Torch on zipper puller, 
Rainbow coloured zipper.

KIDS SLEEPING BAG

Art. No.:  ................................... 740023 Girl Butterfly 
740022 Boy Batboy

Size: ............................................. 27 x 22 x 4.5 cm (WxLxH)
Shell: ........................................... 95% polyester / 5% spandex
Filling: ........................................ Micro beads
Weight: ..................................... 100 g
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Suitable for sleeping, road trips etc, Fits 
nicely into the hood of the Kids sleeping bag,  
Washable pillow cover, Cotton-feel outer.

KIDS PILLOW

Art. No.:  ................................... 740018 Girl Butterfly 
740013 Boy Batboy

Size: ............................................. 160 x 51 x 3 cm (LxWxH)
Construction: ........................ Solid foam
Weight: ..................................... 1000 g
Pack size: .................................. 52 x 11 cm (LxDia.)
Pieces per carton:  .............  12

FEATURES: Compression straps, Carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.
 

 
.

KIDS SELF-INFLATING MAT



SLEEPING BAG GUIDE

WEIGHT

SEASONS

TEMPERATURE

PAGE

WEIGHT

SEASONS

TEMPERATURE

PAGE

WEIGHT

SEASONS

PAGE

2100 g

2-3

-26°C -8°C -2°C

165

CONSTELLATION
 

3000 g

3-4

-26°C -8°C -2°C

165

CONSTELLATION 
LUX

5100 g

3-4

-22°C -5°C 1°C

165

CONSTELLATION 
LUX DOUBLE

CONSTELLATION

2400 g

2-3

-15°C 0°C 5°C

167

CAMPER 

2700 g

3-4

-23°C -6°C -0°C

167

CAMPER  
LUX

3000 g

4

-28°C -9°C -3°C

168

CAMPER  
SUPREME

4000 g

3-4

-16°C -1°C 5°C

168

CAMPER LUX 
DOUBLE

CAMPER

1600 g

2-3

-23°C -6°C -0°C

173

CONTOUR   
MIDNIGHT BLACK / RED

1900 g

3

-19°C -3°C 3°C

174

CONTOUR LUX 
EGGPLANT PURPLE / ROYAL BLUE

2100 g

3

-16°C -1°C 4°C

174

2200 g

3

-20°C -4°C 2°C

175

3700 g

3

-22°C -5°C 1°C

175

CONTOUR LUX  
XL

CONTOUR  
SUPREME

CONTOUR LUX  
DOUBLE

CONTOUR

KIDS

1200 g

2

185

1200 g

2

185

1000 g

2

186

1000 g

2

186

CONTOUR JUNIOR  
ROYAL BLUE

CONTOUR JUNIOR  
EGGPLANT PURPLE

JUNIOR

2000 g

1-2

-7°C 9°C 13°C

171

COLOSSEUM 

2300 g

1-2

7°C-9°C 11°C

171

COLOSSEUM  
XL

3200 g

1-2

9°C-7°C 13°C

171

COLOSSEUM 
DOUBLE

COLOSSEUM

2200 g

2

3°C-12°C 8°C

163

2600 g

2-3

-18°C 4°C-2°C

163

4800 g

2-3

-1°C-17°C 5°C

163

COLIBRI COLIBRI 
LUX

COLIBRI  
LUX DOUBLE

1000 g

2

189

1000 g

2

189

900 g

1

190

900 g

1

190

900 g

1

190

1000 g

2-3

191

1000 g

2-3

191

CONVERTIBLE 
JUNIOR MAGENTA

CONVERTIBLE 
JUNIOR GREEN

CHAMP KIDS  
BEET RED

CHAMP KIDS   
LAKE BLUE

CHAMP KIDS  
ROCK GREY

BUTTERFLY GIRL 
SLEEPING BAG

BATBOY  
SLEEPING BAG

2500 g

3

-1°C-16°C 5°C

179

1200 g

2

-10°C 4°C 8°C

177

1600 g

3

-1°C-16°C 5°C

178

CAMPION LUX DOUBLE 
BLUE / BLACK

CAMPION  
BLUE / GREY

CAMPION LUX 
GREEN / RED 

COLIBRI

CAMPION

CAMPION JUNIOR 
RED

CAMPION JUNIOR 
GREEN
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SELF-INFLATING
MATS
Outwell Self-Inflating Mat ranges offer simple, fast, lightweight and reliable campsite comfort with inspired design options. Our 
dedication to providing the best in sleep comfort includes obtaining R-value insulation ratings that are proven after extensive testing 
by top laboratories, plus the development of our unique and patented Outwell Air Flow Control (AFC) self-inflating valve design for 
faster inflation, deflation and for fine-tuning firmness. Durable and reliable in use, our AFC valve offers flexible operation through 
three positions. Singles and doubles in our Dreamboat, Dreamsleep, Dreamcatcher and Sleepin ranges offer a versatile range of 
options for fixed base campers with styles also designed for lightweight touring comfort. Our Comfort Essentials Range complements 
the self-inflating mats with stretch sheets.

O
U

TWELL PATENTED

AIR FLOW
CONTROL

VALVE
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THE SELF-INFLATING MAT GUIDE
DREAMBOAT

DREAMCATCHER

DEEPSLEEP

SLEEPIN

FABRIC

FABRIC

SIZE

SIZE

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

PACK SIZE

PAGE

PAGE

PACK SIZE

Top:  
50D stretch  

100% polyester, 
Bottom:  

75D 100% polyester

198 x 77 x 7.5 cm 
(LxWxH)

 2.3 kg

80 x 17 cm

DREAMBOAT  
7.5 CM XL

Top:  
50D stretch  

100% polyester, 
Bottom:  

75D 100% polyester

198 x 77 x 12 cm 
(LxWxH)

3.0 kg

80 x 22 cm

DREAMBOAT  
12.0 CM XL

Top:  
50D stretch  

100% polyester, 
Bottom:  

75D 100% polyester

198 x 132 x 7.5 
(LxWxH)

3.9 kg

70 x 26 cm

DREAMBOAT 
DOUBLE 7.5 CM

Top:  
50D stretch  

100% polyester, 
Bottom:  

75D 100% polyester

198 x 132 x 12 cm 
(LxWxH)

5.4 kg

70 x 32 cm

DREAMBOAT 
DOUBLE 12.0 CM

Top:  
Synthetic  

micro suede  
100% polyester, 

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 63 x 7.5 cm 
(LxWxH)

 2.5 kg

68 x 19 cm

DEEPSLEEP  
SINGLE 7.5 CM

Top:  
Synthetic  

micro suede  
100% polyester, 

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

200 x 75 x 10 cm 
(LxWxH)

3.7 kg

78 x 21 cm

DEEPSLEEP  
SINGLE 10.0 XL

Top:  
Synthetic  

micro suede  
100% polyester, 

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 130 x 7.5 cm 
(LxWxH)

5.1 kg

68x 28 cm

DEEPSLEEP  
DOUBLE 7.5 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 63 x 5 cm 
(LxWxH)

1.7 kg

66 x 14 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
SINGLE 5.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 63 x 7.5 cm 
(LxWxH)

2.2 kg

66 x 16 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
SINGLE 7.5 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 63 x 10 cm 
(LxWxH)

2.3 kg

66 x 17 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
SINGLE 10.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

200 x 75 x 12 cm 
(LxWxH)

3.3 kg

78 x 21 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
SINGLE 12.0 CM XL

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 130 x 5 cm 
(LxWxH)

4.2 kg

65 x 24 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
DOUBLE 5.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 130 x 7.5 cm 
(LxWxH)

4.9 kg

65 x 27 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
DOUBLE 7.5 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

195 x 130 x 10 cm 
(LxWxH)

5.9 kg

70 x 31 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
DOUBLE 10.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester 
peach,  

Bottom:  
190T 75D 100% 

polyester

40 x 30 x 5 cm 
(LxWxH)

 0.2 kg

30 x 8 cm

DREAMCATCHER 
SEAT

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester,  
Bottom:  

190T 75D 100% 
polyester

183 x 128 x 3 cm 
(LxWxH)

 2.3 kg

66 x 18 cm

SLEEPIN  
DOUBLE 3.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester,  
Bottom:  

190T 75D 100% 
polyester

183 x 51 x 3 cm 
(LxWxH)

0.9 kg

27 x 15 cm

SLEEPIN  
SINGLE 3.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester,  
Bottom:  

190T 75D 100% 
polyester

183 x 63 x 5 cm 
(LxWxH)

1.5 kg

66 x 14 cm

SLEEPIN  
SINGLE 5.0 CM

Top:  
190T 75D  

100% polyester,  
Bottom:  

190T 75D 100% 
polyester

183 x 128 x 5 cm 
(LxWxH)

3.6 kg

66 x 23 cm

SLEEPIN  
DOUBLE 5.0 CM
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EASY TO OPERATE
Large valve handle and 
markings ensure quick easy 
operation.

INFLATE POSITION 
In this position air can easily 
enter the mat. The valve design 
also maximizes airflow to 
further speed inflation as the 
foam expands.

DEFLATE POSITION
The valve only allows the 
removal of air for fast, simple 
and easy deflation and packing.

AIR TIGHT
In this position the valve 
prevents air from leaving the 
mat while allowing more to be 
blown in to adjust firmness.

For all Outwell mats

Exclusive to Deepsleep and Dreamcatcher

R-VALUE 

AIR FLOW  
CONTROL VALVE

The R-value is a standard measure of a material’s thermal resistance. We use an 
independent test company that has developed a method to obtain Self-inflating 
Mats R-values, to provide an accurate rating as a comparison guide between Self 
Inflating Mats − the higher its R-value then the better insulation it provides.

We have created and patented our Outwell Air Flow Control Valve (AFC) to 
enhance performance and convenience by addressing the way we inflate, adjust 
and deflate a self-inflating mat. It overcomes age-old problems by delivering 
faster and easier inflation, deflation and fine-tuning firmness to suit individual 
preferences. Flexible and effortless operation is achieved through its simple 
inflate, deflate and air tight positions. Durable and reliable, it incorporates a mesh 
filter to protect its internal components from contamination. Our highly efficient 
AFC valve is a clean and ingenious Outwell solution that marks another major 
innovation in our long history of leading the field.

For Self-inf lating mats
FEATURES

TEMPERATURE:  
Translate R-values into a min. temperature 

R-VALUE:  
R-value of Outwell  
Self-inflating mat

O
U

TWELL PATENTED

AIR FLOW
CONTROL

VALVE

195O U T W E L L CO L L E C T I O N 2018

R-VALUE

-28°C 6.5



Outwell Dreamboat self-inflating mats epitomise SIM comfort. Twin valves are used in 
the mats for efficient inflation/deflation. Impressive insulation values, premium materials 
and adjustable mattress firmness for support offer inspired packages of camping comfort. 
Considering their deep profiles and extra width, the range offers low weight and packed 
size in the four models.

DREAMBOAT
RANGE

02

03

04

05

01

TPU CONSTRUCTION 
Delamination-proof TPU 

construction for extreme durability

REDUCED WEIGHT 
Extra-large horizontal air channels 
reduce weight and packed size plus 
offer a softer sleep

HORIZONTAL CHANNELS FLAT VALVEFAST FIT CARRYBAG SOFT ON SKIN

SOFT-ON-SKIN 
Ultra-tough stretch polyester 
with soft-on-skin technology

FLAT VALVE 
Flat valves ensure an aesthetic 
outer and quick inflation time

3D SHAPE 
The 3D shape with deep profile 
delivers ultimate comfort
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290105
Fabric ......................................... Top: 50D stretch 100% polyester 

Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 198 x 77 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 3.0 kg
Pack size: .................................. 80 x 22 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: 3D shape with deep profile for ultimate comfort, Ultra tough stretch 
polyester with soft-on-skin technology, Latest flat valves, Delamination-proof TPU 
construction for extreme durability, Extra large horizontal air channels to reduce 
weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag for easy storage and portability.
 

 
..

DREAMBOAT 12.0 CM XL
Art. No.:  ................................... 290059
Fabric ......................................... Top: 50D stretch 100% polyester 

Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 198 x 77 x 7.5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 2.3 kg
Pack size: .................................. 80 x 17 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: 3D shape with deep profile for ultimate comfort, Ultra tough stretch 
polyester with soft-on-skin technology, Latest flat valves, Delamination-proof TPU 
construction for extreme durability, Extra large horizontal air channels to reduce 
weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag for easy storage and portability.
 

 
..

DREAMBOAT 7.5 CM XL

R-VALUE

-30°C 6.8
R-VALUE

-28°C 6.5
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290060
Fabric ......................................... Top: 50D stretch 100% polyester 

Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 198 x 132 x 7.5 (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 3.9 kg
Pack size: .................................. 70 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: 3D shape with deep profile for ultimate comfort, Ultra 
tough stretch polyester with soft-on-skin technology, Latest flat valves, 
Delamination-proof TPU construction for extreme durability, Extra large 
horizontal air channels to reduce weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag 
for easy storage and portability.
 

 
..

DREAMBOAT DOUBLE 7.5 CM
Art. No.:  ................................... 290104
Fabric ......................................... Top: 50D stretch 100% polyester 

Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 198 x 132 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 5.4 kg
Pack size: .................................. 70 x 32 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: 3D shape with deep profile for ultimate comfort, Ultra tough stretch 
polyester with soft-on-skin technology, Latest flat valves, Delamination-proof TPU 
construction for extreme durability, Extra large horizontal air channels to reduce 
weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag for easy storage and portability.
 

 
..

DREAMBOAT DOUBLE 12.0 CM

R-VALUE

-30°C 6.8
R-VALUE

-28°C 6.5



Innovative Family Camping
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All models in the Outwell Deepsleep range use hard-wearing, quality fabrics with top-
performing foam for true home-from-home levels of comfort in a choice of sizes to suit 
personal preference. Our outstanding patented Outwell Air Flow Control Valve delivers fast 
and easy operating options in a durable, reliable design; twin Outwell valves are used in the 
double mats for enhanced efficiency. Horizontal channels in the foam reduce weight and 
pack size.

DEEPSLEEP 
RANGE

02

03

01

HORIZONTAL CHANNELS 
(Single version only)

AIR FLOW CONTROL VALVEFAST FIT CARRYBAG LUXURY TOUGH MATERIAL

HORIZONTAL CHANNELS 
Extra large horizontal air channels 
reduce weight and packed size 
plus offer a softer sleep

HEAVY DUTY FABRICS
Micro suede for exceptional  

durability and soft touch

AIR FLOW CONTROL VALVE 
Easy inflation and deflation

PATENTED
VALVE

O
U

TWELL PATENTED

AIR FLOW
CONTROL

VALVE
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290194
Fabric ......................................... Top: Synthetic micro suede 100% 

polyester, Bottom: 190T 75D 100% 
polyester

Size: ............................................. 195 x 63 x 7.5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 2.5 kg
Pack size: .................................. 68 x 19 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and 
deflation, Heavy duty fabrics for maximum durability, Micro 
suede finish for next-to-skin comfort, Fast fit carrybag for 
easy storage and portability, Horizontal air channels to reduce 
weight and pack size.
 

 
.

DEEPSLEEP SINGLE 7.5 CM
Art. No.:  ................................... 290195
Fabric ......................................... Top: Synthetic micro suede 100% 

polyester, Bottom: 190T 75D 100% 
polyester

Size: ............................................. 200 x 75 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 3.7 kg
Pack size: .................................. 78 x 21 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and 
deflation, Heavy duty fabrics for maximum durability, Micro 
suede finish for next-to-skin comfort, Fast fit carrybag for 
easy storage and portability, Horizontal air channels to reduce 
weight and pack size.
 

 
.

DEEPSLEEP SINGLE 10.0 XL
Art. No.:  ................................... 290196
Fabric ......................................... Top: Synthetic micro suede 100% 

polyester, Bottom: 190T 75D 100% 
polyester

Size: ............................................. 195 x 130 x 7.5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 5.1 kg
Pack size: .................................. 68 x 28 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, 
Heavy duty fabrics for maximum durability, Micro suede 
finish for next-to-skin comfort, Fast fit carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.
 

 
..

DEEPSLEEP DOUBLE 7.5 CM

R-VALUE

-35°C 7.7
R-VALUE

-55°C 10.6
R-VALUE

-35°C 7.7



Top news in the Outwell Dreamcatcher range is the introduction of our innovative patented 
Air Flow Control technology featuring our highly efficient easy-to-use valve; twin valves 
are used on doubles for even faster operation. Single options range from a lighter weight 
(185x51x5cm) to suit self-propelled campers to an XL-sized model (195x75x12cm) for even 
more comfort with reduced weight and volume for the single styles whilst doubles range in 
thickness from 5cm to 10cm.  

DREAMCATCHER  
RANGE

01

02

03

HORIZONTAL CHANNELS AIR FLOW CONTROL VALVEFAST FIT CARRYBAG WAVE-SHAPED MATERIAL

04

VOLUME REDUCTION 
Wave-shaped foam for  

comfort and volume reduction
REDUCED WEIGHT 
Horizontal air channels reduce 
weight and packed size plus 
offer a softer sleep

SQUARED CORNERS
Ensures optimum fit with our 
covers and sleeping bags

AIR FLOW CONTROL VALVES 
Easy inflation and deflation

O
U

TWELL PATENTED

AIR FLOW
CONTROL

VALVE
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290215
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 63 x 5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1.7 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 66 x 14 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, 
Wave-shaped foam for comfort and volume reduction, Horizontal 
air channels to reduce weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag with 
shoulder strap for easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER SINGLE 5.0 CM
Art. No.:   .................................. 290216
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 63 x 7.5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.2 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 66 x 16 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, 
Wave-shaped foam for comfort and volume reduction, Horizontal 
air channels to reduce weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag with 
shoulder strap for easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER SINGLE 7.5 CM
Art. No.:   .................................. 290213
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 63 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 66 x 17 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, 
Wave-shaped foam for comfort and volume reduction, Horizontal 
air channels to reduce weight and pack size, Fast fit carrybag with 
shoulder strap for easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER SINGLE 10.0 CM

R-VALUE

-30°C 6.7
R-VALUE

-29°C 6.6
R-VALUE

-13°C 4.3
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290214
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 75 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 78 x 21 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, Wave-shaped foam for 
comfort and volume reduction, Horizontal air channels to reduce weight and pack 
size, Fast fit carrybag with shoulder strap for easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER SINGLE 12.0 CM XL
Art. No.:   .................................. 290211
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 130 x 5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.2 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 65 x 24 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Double Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and deflation, Wave-shaped 
foam for comfort and volume reduction, Fast fit carrybag with shoulder strap for 
easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER DOUBLE 5.0 CM

R-VALUE

-20°C 5.3
R-VALUE

-34°C 7.5
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290212
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 130 x 7.5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 65 x 27 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Double Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and 
deflation, Wave-shaped foam for comfort and volume reduction, 
Fast fit carrybag with shoulder strap for easy storage  
and portability.

DREAMCATCHER DOUBLE 7.5 CM
Art. No.:   .................................. 290210
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 130 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 5.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 31 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Double Outwell AFC Valve for easy inflation and 
deflation, Wave-shaped foam for comfort and volume reduction, 
Fast fit carrybag with shoulder strap for easy storage  
and portability.

DREAMCATCHER DOUBLE 10.0 CM
Art. No.:  ................................... 290099
Fabric ......................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester peach 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 40 x 30 x 5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 0.2 kg
Pack size: .................................. 30 x 8 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Isolates keeping you warm and dry when sitting on the 
ground, Carrybag for easy storage and portability.

DREAMCATCHER SEAT

R-VALUE

-57°C 11.2
R-VALUE

-40°C 8.3



Art. No.:  ................................... 290201
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 183 x 128 x 5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.6 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 66 x 23 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Two valves for easy inflation / deflation,  
Fast fit carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SLEEPIN DOUBLE 5.0 CM

For touring campers seeking top quality and excellent value, the Outwell Sleepin range of 
single and double lightweight self-inflating mats is a great choice to meet essential insulation 
and comfort needs. Offering reliable and durable performance, the mats pack down small for 
transport and storage at home. Sizes are ideal for campers on the move.

SLEEPIN RANGE Art. No.:  ................................... 290046
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 183 x 128 x 3 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 66 x 18 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Two valves for easy inflation / deflation,  
Fast fit carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SLEEPIN DOUBLE 3.0 CM

Art. No.: ..................................... 290061
Fabric: ........................................ Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% 
polyester

Size: ............................................. 183 x 63 x 5 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1.5 kg
Pack size: .................................. 66 x 14 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Easy operating valve, Fast fit carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

SLEEPIN SINGLE 5.0 CM
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290045
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 190T 75D 100% polyester, 

Bottom: 190T 75D 100% 
polyester

Size:  ........................................... 183 x 51 x 3 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 27 x 15 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Easy operating valve, Fast fit carrybag  
for easy storage and portability.

SLEEPIN SINGLE 3.0 CM



Outwell Comfort Essentials is a smart range with stretch sheets designed to fit most of our 
self-inflating mats (60 - 80 cm wide and all doubles). Our attention to detail on campers’ needs 
means we look to protect the mats and help to maintain hygiene on camping holidays. They 
offer campers a touch of luxury that delivers a home-like feeling and extra comfort on site.

COMFORT ESSENTIALS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290093
Fabric ......................................... Polycotton 65% cotton / 

35% polyester knitted
Size: ............................................. 200 x 65 cm (LxW)
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Improves next-to-skin feeling when 
using a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Openings 
allow easy operation of valves when cover is on, 
Machine washable, High quality fabric extends life 
span of product.

STRETCH SHEET SIM SINGLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 290094
Fabric ......................................... Polycotton 65% cotton / 

35% polyester knitted
Size: ............................................. 200 x 80 cm (LxW)
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Improves next-to-skin feeling when 
using a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Openings 
allow easy operation of valves when cover is on, 
Machine washable, High quality fabric extends life 
span of product.

STRETCH SHEET SIM SINGLE XL
Art. No.:  ................................... 290092
Fabric ......................................... Polycotton 65% cotton / 

35% polyester knitted
Size: ............................................. 200 x 135 cm (LxW)
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Improves next-to-skin feeling when 
using a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Openings 
allow easy operation of valves when cover is on, 
Machine washable, High quality fabric extends life 
span of product.

STRETCH SHEET SIM DOUBLE



Innovative Family Camping
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FLOCKS, AIRBEDS  
& SLEEP SYSTEMS
Delivering outstanding sleep comfort is a key goal of the versatile Outwell Flocks and Airbeds Collection. From 3-layer 
single and double Flocks with a built-in pump to high quality single and double Flow, Reel and Box airbeds, all ensure 
home-from-home comfort on site. Our ingenious Cimelia and Cubitura Airbed sleep systems integrate foam toppers and 
quilted microfibre covers for versatile design options. Underlining versatility, the collection extends sleeping options at 
home for guests and children’s sleepover parties.
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Our single and double 3-layer Flock Superior feature a built-in electric pump for 
convenience; the pump comes with a plug to connect to an external power supply. The 
Flock design allows campers to sleep well clear of the ground and Flock Superior takes that 
height up to 45 cm not only offering insulation and sleep comfort but also make getting in 
and out much easier. The raised all-round edging offers firmness for extra stability and the 
tough PVC material copes easily with the demands of camping life. Extra high in a stylish 
Grey colour with a soft stylish Light Grey velour top for a soft, warm feel.

FLOCK SUPERIOR 
WITH BUILT-IN PUMP

02

03

04

01

STURDY AND STABLE SOFT TOP FABRIC BUILT-IN PUMP EXTRA HEIGHT 

BUILT-IN PUMP 
For fast, easy inflation; comes 
with a plug for power

EXTRA HEIGHT 
With an approximate height of  
45cm, it’s even easier to get in and 
out of a sleeping bag

SOFT TOP FABRIC 
The smart velour finish feels warm 

and comfortable to the touch

STURDY AND STABLE 
Tough PVC material used in the  
construction ensures reliable,  
durable performance
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290103 
290109 - UK

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 160 x 45 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Built-in electrical 230V pump, Comes in a 
practical carrybag, Comfortable 3-layer height, Easy 
operating valve.

FLOCK SUPERIOR DOUBLE W. BUILT-IN PUMP
Art. No.:   .................................. 290102 

290108 - UK
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 90 x 45 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Built-in electrical 230V pump, Comes in a practical 
carrybag, Comfortable 3-layer height, Easy operating valve.

FLOCK SUPERIOR SINGLE W. BUILT-IN PUMP



Campers can sleep well clear of the ground on the single, double and King Flock Excellent 
airbeds which not only offer sleep comfort but also make getting in and out much easier. Raised 
all-round edging offers firmness for extra stability along the sides, avoiding rolling off in the 
night. Tough PVC material shrugs off the spills and snags of camping life with a velour top for a 
soft, warm feel. Practical details include a double-seal inflation valve and handy carrybag.

FLOCK EXCELLENT
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Art. No.:   .................................. 360460
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 80 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve, 
Comes in a practical carrybag.

FLOCK EXCELLENT SINGLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 360461
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 135 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve, 
Comes in a practical carrybag.

FLOCK EXCELLENT DOUBLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 360462
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 150 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve, 
Comes in a practical carrybag.

FLOCK EXCELLENT KING



Superbly comfortable and practical, the single and double top-performing Flock Classic 
designs with pillow and pump feature a raised pillow area along the full width of the top and 
a convenient built-in foot pump for fast, reliable inflation. Tough PVC material shrugs off the 
spills and snags of camping life with a velour top for a soft, warm feel. Practical details include a 
reliable easy-to-operate double seal valve for fast inflation. 

FLOCK CLASSIC 
WITH PILLOW AND PUMP 
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Art. No.:   .................................. 360440
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 185 x 75 x 18/28 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve, 
Built-in foot pump.

FLOCK CLASSIC W/ PILLOW & PUMP SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 360441
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 185 x 135 x 18/28 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve, 
Built-in foot pump.

FLOCK CLASSIC W/ PILLOW & PUMP DOUBLE



Neat, practical designs with sleep comfort guaranteed, the single and double  
top-performing Flock Classic airbeds really are camping classics. Tough PVC material 
copes effortlessly with the spills and snags of camping life and the velour top provides 
a soft, warm feel with the benefit of being non-slip. Practical details include a  
reliable easy-to-operate double seal valve for fast inflation. 

FLOCK CLASSIC
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Art. No.:   .................................. 360340
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 180 x 75 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy  
operating valve.

FLOCK CLASSIC SINGLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 360341
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 190 x 135 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve.

FLOCK CLASSIC DOUBLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 290010
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  .................................................. 200 x 150 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy  
operating valve.

FLOCK CLASSIC KING

Art. No.:   .................................. 290111
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% PVC
Size:  ........................................... 198 x 137 x 22 cm (LxWxH)
Pieces per carton:  .............  3

FEATURES: Double seal valve, Easy operating valve,  
Separate left and right air chambers enhance stability  
and allow personalised support.

FLOCK CLASSIC TWO CHAMBER BLACK



Innovative Family Camping
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The high-end quality Flow Airbed is made of a soft next-to-skin polyester pongee 
fabric with an airtight TPU coating inside. The combination of fabrics and internal tying 
together of upper and lower materials used in the construction ensures reliable, durable 
performance which makes this exceptional airbed really sturdy and stable.

FLOW  
AIRBED
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STURDY AND STABLE DOUBLE SEAL VALVE SOFT ON SKIN

TPU CONSTRUCTION 
Delamination-proof TPU construction 
for extreme airtight durability

STURDY AND STABLE 
The combination of fabrics and 
internal tying together of upper 
and lower materials used in the 
construction ensures reliable, 
durable performance

DURABLE VALVE 
Easy operating double seal valve

SOFT ON SKIN 
Durable, easy care polyester  

pongee with soft-on-skin 
technology
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290100
Fabric:  ....................................... 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee peach, 

TPU coated
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 80 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1.4 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 17 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Protected with tough polyester pongee, Small pack size, 
Easy operating double seal valve.

FLOW AIRBED SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290101
Fabric:  ....................................... 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee peach, 

TPU coated
Size:  ........................................... 200 x 140 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.4 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 20 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Protected with tough polyester pongee, Small pack size, 
Easy operating double seal valve.

FLOW AIRBED DOUBLE
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The lightweight Reel Airbed has earned a secure place in our airbed range. Made from durable 
materials, the mattress is 9cm deep and has horizontal channels that help to ensure even 
weight distribution delivering stability and night-long comfort. The result is top camping airbed 
comfort, in single and double options that pack down small for transport and storage.

REEL AIRBED 

Art. No.:   .................................. 290071
Fabric:  ....................................... 190T 75D 100% polyester 

pongee PVC coated
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 70 x 9 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1.5 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 25 x 13 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Horizontal air channels give superb stability 
and sleeping comfort, Protected with tough polyester 
pongee, Small pack size, Easy operating double seal valve.

REEL AIRBED SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290072
Fabric:  ....................................... 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee PVC 

coated
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 135 x 9 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 35 x 17 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Horizontal air channels give superb stability and sleeping 
comfort, Protected with tough polyester pongee, Small pack size, 
Easy operating double seal valve.

REEL AIRBED DOUBLE
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The classic shape of the popular Box Airbeds offers reliable camping comfort and they are 
an integral part of the camping experience. Offering single and double options with box 
construction, they make excellent use of the very reliable and durable rubberised cotton fabric. 
The box construction ensures campers sleep clear of the cold ground.

BOX AIRBED

Art. No.:   .................................. 290057
Fabric:  ....................................... Rubberised cotton
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 65 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.72 kg
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Heavy duty material, Sturdy and stable 
construction, Easy operating valve.

BOX AIRBED SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290058
Fabric:  ....................................... Rubberised cotton
Size:  ........................................... 195 x 120 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.55 kg
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Heavy duty material, Sturdy and stable 
construction, Easy operating valve.

BOX AIRBED DOUBLE



The ingenious Outwell Airbed Sleep System’s models, Cimelia, and Cubitura, combine 
our Reel Airbed in different thicknesses with a choice of memory foam topper, to deliver 
exceptional camping comfort in innovative design options. As the covers are easily fitted 
and removed for washing, good hygiene is easily maintained along with a luxury feel and  
a high level of support in a superbly integrated package of outstanding comfort for a  
great night’s sleep.

AIRBED  
SLEEP SYSTEM
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MACHINE WASHABLE 
Easy to care for, the cover protects 

the airbed from dirt and sweat

EASY OPERATING DOUBLE  
SEAL VALVE

FITTED MACHINE  
WASHABLE COVER 

ALL-IN-ONE PACKAGEREMOVABLE FOAM PAD EASY OPERATING DOUBLE  
SEAL VALVE

QUILTED MICROFIBRE COVER 
Mix of polyester microfibre and 
Tencel® fibre. Moisture absorbant 
and temperature regulating

REEL AIRBED  
Protected with tough 
polyester pongee

REMOVABLE FOAM INSERT 
Easily removable from the 

quilted cover 05

FITTED COVER 
For optimal sleep comfort by ensuring 
that everything stays in place
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290197
Fabric ......................................... Airbed: 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee /  

Cover - top: 100% cotton weaved 
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex

Filling: ........................................ Foam: memory foam 51 kg/m3  /  
Filling: 60% Tencel®  40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size: ............................................. 195 x 70 x 16 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 4.5 kg
Pack size: .................................. 76 x 21 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: High quality Memory foam gives superb sleeping comfort, Memory 
foam adapts to your body giving ultimate support and pressure distribution, Ideal 
for people with back problems, Insulated top mattress for maximum comfort, 
Great next-to-skin feeling when used with a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Topper 
protects your mat, Machine washable cover, Tencel® fibres in topper insures 
improved moisture absorption and temperature regulation, Extra thick - 16 cm,  
for extra comfort.

CIMELIA SINGLE
Art. No.:  ................................... 290198
Fabric ......................................... Airbed: 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee /  

Cover - top: 100% cotton weaved 
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex

Filling: ........................................ Foam: memory foam 51 kg/m3  /  
Filling: 60% Tencel®  40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size: ............................................. 195 x 135 x 16 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 8.7 kg
Pack size: .................................. 76 x 30 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: High quality Memory foam gives superb sleeping comfort, Memory 
foam adapts to your body giving ultimate support and pressure distribution, Ideal 
for people with back problems, Insulated top mattress for maximum comfort, 
Great next-to-skin feeling when used with a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Topper 
protects your mat, Machine washable cover, Tencel® fibres in topper insures 
improved moisture absorption and temperature regulation, Extra thick - 16 cm,  
for extra comfort.

CIMELIA DOUBLE
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Art. No.:  ................................... 290077
Fabric ......................................... Airbed: 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee /  

Cover - top: 100% cotton weaved 
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex

Filling: ........................................ Foam: 16 kg/m3 PU foam /  
Filling: 60% Tencel® / 40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size: ............................................. 195 x 70 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
Weight: ..................................... 2.8 kg
Pack size: .................................. 76 x 23 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Soft yet firm sleeping comfort, Insulated top mattress for maximum 
comfort, Machine washable cover, Foam insert can be removed for easy cleaning, 
Airbed protected with tough polyester pongee, Good pack size compared to 
foam mats, Tencel® fibres in topper insures improved moisture absorption and 
temperature regulation.

CUBITURA SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290076
Fabric:  ....................................... Airbed: 190T 75D 100% polyester pongee /  

Cover - top: 100% cotton weaved 
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex

Filling:  ....................................... Foam: 16 kg/m3 PU foam /  
Filling: 60% Tencel® / 40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size:  ........................................... 195 x 135 x 12 cm (LxWxH)
Weight:  .................................... 5.5 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 76 x 32 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Soft yet firm sleeping comfort, Insulated top mattress for maximum 
comfort, Machine washable cover, Foam insert can be removed for easy cleaning, 
Airbed protected with tough polyester pongee, Good pack size compared to 
foam mats, Tencel® fibres in topper insures improved moisture absorption and 
temperature regulation.

CUBITURA DOUBLE



The quilt covers designed to fit most of our airbeds, offer extra insulation making it even warmer 
to sleep on an airbed. Plus, for extra comfort it has a soft next-to-skin feel when using a duvet or 
an open sleeping bag. Being machine washable, it not only protects the airbed but also helps 
maintain good hygiene on site.

QUILT COVERS
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290095
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 100% cotton weaved,  

Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex /  
Filling: 100% polyester microfibre 300 g/m2

Size:  ........................................... 195 x 95 cm
Weight:  .................................... 1.3 kg
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Improved insulation comfort, Great next-to-skin  
feeling when used with a duvet or an open sleeping bag,  
Protects your airbed, Machine washable.

QUILT COVER AIRBED SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290096
Fabric:  ....................................... Top: 100% cotton weaved,  

Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% polyester spandex /  
Filling: 100% polyester microfibre 300 g/m2

Size:  ........................................... 195 x 150 cm
Weight:  .................................... 1.8 kg
Pieces per carton:  .............  6

FEATURES: Improved insulation comfort, Great next-to-skin feeling 
when used with a duvet or an open sleeping bag, Protects your  
airbed, Machine washable.

QUILT COVER AIRBED DOUBLE



The Outwell Camp Bed Sleep System offers outstanding camping comfort. Centuple is a 
sleep system with a camp bed and foam cover which covers the whole bed, in a single  
and double version, all in one neat package. No need for our customers to shop around  
for the most luxurious sleep on the campsite or for flexible extra sleep options at home. 
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FOAM FOR BETTER INSULATION 
High quality foam provides excellent comfort, 
giving support and pressure distribution

CAMP BED
Allows an off-the-ground 
sleeping option

FITTED COVER 
For optimal sleep comfort by ensuring 
that everything stays in place

QUILTED MICROFIBRE COVER 
Mix of microfibre and Tencel®  
fibre. Moisture absorbant and 
temperature regulating

REMOVABLE FOAM INSERT ALL-IN-ONE PACKAGE QUILTED MICROFIBRE COVER FITTED COVER 

CAMP BED  
SLEEP SYSTEM
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Art. No.:   .................................. 290098
Fabric:  ....................................... Bed: 300Dx300D 100% polyester /  

Cover top: 100% cotton weaved,  
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven / 
Skirt: 100% cotton

Filling:  ....................................... Foam: 16 kg/m3 PU foam /  
Filling: 60% Tencel® / 40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size:  ........................................... 68 x 194 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
Weight:  .................................... 9.2 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 20 cm + 12 x 15 x 96 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Compact solution with home-like comfort, Brings you away from the 
floor and up to normal bed height, Insulated top mattress for maximum comfort 
and insulation, Machine washable cover, Great next-to-skin feeling when used with 
a duvet or an open sleeping bag, The bed opens and folds in seconds, Tencel® 
fibres in topper insures improved moisture absorption and temperature regulation.

CENTUPLE SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 290097
Fabric:  ....................................... Bed: 300Dx300D 100% polyester /  

Cover: top: 100% cotton weaved 
Bottom: 100% polyester non woven /  
Skirt: 100% cotton

Filling:  ....................................... Foam: 16 kg/m3 PU foam /  
Filling: 60% Tencel® / 40% polyester microfibre 200 g/m2

Size:  ........................................... 134 x 194 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
Weight:  .................................... 16.1 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 30 cm + 20 x 27 x 97 cm
Pieces per carton:  .............  2

FEATURES: Compact solution with home-like comfort, Brings you away from the 
floor and up to normal bed height, Insulated top mattress for maximum comfort 
and insulation, Machine washable cover, Great next-to-skin feeling when used with 
a duvet or an open sleeping bag, The bed opens and folds in seconds, Tencel® 
fibres in topper insures improved moisture absorption and temperature regulation.

CENTUPLE DOUBLE



Innovative Family Camping
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COOL ’N’ GO
COLLECTION
Innovation, smart colourways, design flair and power options characterise our exciting Outwell Cooler Boxes and Bags Collection for camping, 
picnics and other events. New products and colours feature throughout ensuring a wide appeal to discerning customers who appreciate their unique 
style and function. The outstanding success of our technically advanced, energy-saving ECOcool boxes has led to even more innovation from our 
talented designers. Our new Deep Cool is a groundbreaking step forward that offers even more freedom to family campers whilst our new ECOcool 
Lite boxes offer attractive price points. Vibrant contemporary colours feature throughout the wide range of fully-featured cool bags truly versatile 
far beyond holiday use and are ideal for days out as well as shopping trips.
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ECOCOOL 
RANGE 

New
Made with high density Polyfoam that maintains performance 

whilst offering a lighter weight then other cooler boxes, Outwell 
ECOcool Lite models have ample inner space with an internal 

divider for easy packing. Offering great value for money, options 
include 24L 12V & 12V/230V models. 

ECOcool Lite models have Smart handles that make it easy to pick 
up and carry and do not interfere with the power lead. Cooling 
vents are neatly built into the design to avoid the electronics  

overheating during prolonged use for family picnics and  
campsite food storage.
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590126
Size:  ........................................... 38 x 24.5 x 42 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4,5 kg
Volume:  ................................... 24 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: Cools 18° C below outside temperature, 
12V only, Handle unimpeded by cable, High density 
polyfoam for enhanced insulation, Cooling and 
heating function, Warms 50° C, Inside divider, Optimal 
ventilation performance, Light and compact, Suitable 
for 1,75L bottles. Noise reduction.

ECOCOOL LITE BLACK 24L 12V
Art. No.:   .................................. 590127 Light Petrol 

590128 Light Petrol - UK 
590129 Light Grey 
590130 Light Grey - UK

Size:  ........................................... 38 x 24.5 x 42 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4,6 kg
Volume:  ................................... 24 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: Cools 18° C below outside temperature, Can 
be used with either 12V or 230V, Handle unimpeded by 
cable, High density polyfoam for enhanced insulation, 
Cooling and heating function, Warms 50° C, Inside 
divider, Optimal ventilation performance, Light and 
compact, Suitable for 1,75L bottles. Noise reduction.

ECOCOOL LITE 24L 12V/230V



EC
OCOOL RANG

E

ANTI-
MICROBIAL 

PROPERTIES
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590133 Slate Grey 
590134 Slate Grey - UK 
590131 Dark Petrol 
590132 Dark Petrol - UK

Size:  ........................................... 44 x 28 x 41 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 6 kg
Volume:  ................................... 24 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: EEI Classified ECO cooler, Latest technology used for saving energy, PU 
Insulated for best performance, Designed to comply with European ECO legislation, 
Hidden and protected cable entry, Fold flat handle, Cooling and heating function, Cools 
18-25° C below outside temperature, Warms 50-60° C, Can be used with either 12V or 
230V, Inside icepack divider, Optimal ventilation performance, Energy saving, Variable 
handle position, Two functions: ECOcool / max., The storage compartment comprises a 
material with antimicrobial properties. Noise reduction, 34 dB.

ECOCOOL 24L 12V/230V
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590135 
590136 - UK

Size:  ........................................... 52 x 32 x 43 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 8 kg
Volume:  ................................... 35 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: EEI Classified ECO cooler, Latest technology used for saving 
energy, PU Insulated for best performance, Designed to comply with 
European ECO legislation, Hidden and protected cable entry, Fold flat 
handle, Cooling and heating function, Cools 18-25° C below outside 
temperature, Warms 50-60° C, Can be used with either 12V or 230V, 
Inside icepack divider, Optimal ventilation performance, Energy saving, 
Variable handle position, Split lid, Low car battery shut-down, Suitable 
for 2L bottles. Two functions: ECOcool / max. The storage compartment 
comprises a material with antimicrobial properties. Noise reduction, 37 dB.

ECOCOOL SLATE GREY 35L 12V/230V

Art. No.:   .................................. 590051 
590052 - UK

Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: For connection of 12V thermoelectric 
cooling appliance to 230V.

AC/DC ADAPTOR 

Art. No.:   .................................. 530026  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium/steel
Weight:  .................................... 2.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 39 x 50 x 33 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 10 x 43 x 9 cm
Max load: ................................. 50 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Non slip rubber at cross bars, Ideal for coolers or 
fridge/freezer units, Small pack size, Lightweight and easy 
to carry, Additional storage pouch, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CHARLOTTE TOWN W/STORAGE POUCH
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LED IN THE LID INSIDE ICEPACK DIVIDER HIDDEN AND PROTECTED CABLE 
ENTRY WITH USB

VENTILATION

EXTRA INSULATION  
IN THE LID
Our extra insulation tackles a  
traditionally weak spot in  
coolbox design

HIDDEN AND PROTECTED  
CABLE ENTRY
Smart and practical, the 
cable ports are protected 
by a neat cover

VARIABLE HANDLE POSITION
The handle can be positioned to suit 

storage and carrying preferences

GENEROUS HEIGHT
Suitable for 2 L bottles 
35 L 

VENTILATION
Vent sizes and positions are designed  

for optimal performance

BATTERY ALARM 
By indicating low car battery charge, 
it saves running it flat accidentally 
35 L

DOUBLE SPLIT LID 
Enables fast, easy access with 

minimal loss of cooling 
35 L
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590091 
590092 - UK

Size:  ........................................... 44 x 28 x 41 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 6.3 kg
Volume:  ................................... 24 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: EEI Classified ECO cooler, Latest technology 
used for saving energy, PU Insulated for best 
performance, Designed to comply with European ECO 
legislation, Hidden and protected cable entry, Fold flat 
handle, Cooling and heating function, Cools 18-25° C 
below outside temperature, Warms 50-60° C, Can be 
used with either 12V or 230V, Energy saving, Variable 
handle position, Two functions: ECOcool / max., The 
storage compartment comprises a material with 
antimicrobial properties, Automatic light in the lid,  
1 x USB 2.4 Amp, Stainless steel and bamboo handle.
Noise reduction, 34 dB.

ECOLUX 24L 12V/230V

Art. No.:   .................................. 590093 
590094 - UK

Size:  ........................................... 52 x 32 x 43 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 8.3 kg
Volume:  ................................... 35 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: EEI Classified ECO cooler, Latest energy 
saving technology used, PU Insulated for best 
performance, Designed to comply with European ECO 
legislation, Hidden and protected cable entry, Fold flat 
handle, Cooling and heating function, Cools 18-25° C 
below outside temperature, Warms 50-60° C, Can be 
used with either 12V or 230V, Inside icepack divider, 
Suitable for 2L bottles, Energy saving, Variable handle 
position, Split lid, Low car battery shut-down, LED in the 
lid, 1 x USB 2.4 Amp, Stainless steel and bamboo handle.
Noise reduction, 37 dB.

ECOLUX 35L 12V/230V



The Outwell Deep Cool portable cool box, with cooler and freezer functions, is an exciting 
innovation that allows campers to store frozen food in their tents or vehicles. Easily portable, 
the sturdy design has strong carry handles, a removable basket and is available in two sizes. 
The 35 L model, with adaptor, enjoys 12V/230V power options and the generous 50 L 
model benefits from 12V/230V. Both have EU & UK mains cord; a digital, adjustable display 
function. The powerful compressor motor offers temperatures down to -18° C with efficient 
sound suppression so as not to disturb sleep.

DEEP COOL
RANGE
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590137
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 38 x 44 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 12 kg
Volume:  ................................... 35 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: Compressor cooler, -18º C to +10º C, Noice emission 
<40dB(A), LED display and control, Removable lid opens left or 
right, Rugged plastic casing and lid, Strong spring-loaded handles, 
Can be used with either 12V or 230V, Supplied with 230V adaptor 
and cords for EU and UK plugs, Removable basket.

DEEP COOL 35L
Art. No.:   .................................. 590138
Size:  ........................................... 71 x 45 x 47 mm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 19 kg
Volume:  ................................... 50 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  1

FEATURES: Compressor cooler, -18º C to +10º C, Noice 
emission <40dB(A), LED display and control, Removable 
lid opens left or right, Rugged plastic casing and lid, 
Strong spring-loaded handles, Can be used with either 
12V or 230V, Removable basket.

DEEP COOL 50L



The appeal and performance of Outwell Cool bags has been extended with new vibrant 
colourways and graded levels of insulation to suit intended use. New Albatros offers  
10 mm insulation, Comorant has 8 mm, Petrel 6 mm and the Puffin shopping bag style  
8 mm. Packed with functional style, such as the neat zip pulls and adjustable straps, they  
are perfect for holidays, picnics and everyday shopping.

COOL BAG 
COLLECTION
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LARGE VOLUMINOUS COMPARTMENT
Allows flexible packing of a variety of shapes 
and sizes

QUICK ACCESS OPENING  
Zipper-free lid for quick 

access saves cool air loss

EXTERNAL FRONT ZIP POCKET 
For practical storage of essentials

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER STRAP 
For comfortable carrying on the shoulder

COOL RATING 
Number of hours interior keeps cool using 
one Outwell 800 ml Ice Block

WELL-INSULATED OUTER 
High insulation value 
with a 10 mm foam

REMOVABLE INTERIOR BOX
Solid plastic inner can be removed 
for easy cleaning 

06

QUICK ACCESS OPENING INTERIOR BOX DIVIDERS INNERLARGE VOLUMINOUS 
COMPARTMENT 
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Available in two sizes (Medium and Large), the Outwell Albatross range of cooler bags 
offers a versatile facility for keeping food fresh and drinks cool on site or on days out. A 
well-insulated outer with high insulation value from its lining of 10 mm foam contains a 
solid, removable interior box that allows easy cleaning. The zipper-free lid is virtually airtight 
and thus cutting air circulation for better insulation. Easy to carry, the adjustable strap has 
a padded sleeve for comfort and an outer pocket is useful for picnic items. Tested to BS EN 
12546-2:2000, it can be used with ice as well as freezer blocks. 

ALBATROSS
RANGE
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590114
Fabric:  ....................................... 600D 100% polyester, silver 

aluminium foil lining
Size:  ........................................... 33 x 20 x 24 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 8 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Removable solid plasic inner for easy cleaning, 
Zip-free lid, Snug fitting lid enhances insulation, Can be 
used with ice, External front zip pocket, 10 mm foam, 
Insulation tested to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 
8 hours using a 800ml Outwell Ice Block, Adjustable 
padded shoulder strap, Inner divider.

ALBATROSS M
Art. No.:   .................................. 590113
Fabric:  ....................................... 600D 100% polyester, silver 

aluminium foil lining
Size:  ........................................... 33.5 x 27 x 24.5 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 12 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Removable solid plasic inner for easy cleaning, 
Zip-free lid, Snug fitting lid enhances insulation, Can be 
used with ice, External front zip pocket, 10 mm foam, 
Insulation tested to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 8 
hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block, Adjustable padded 
shoulder strap, Inner divider.

ALBATROSS L



Our stylish Outwell Cormorant range offers three different sizes of insulated cool bags in quality 
materials in neat, functional designs delivering reliable performance for family campers – on 
picnics, on the beach, shopping or when travelling. All the bags feature exterior built-in pockets 
and an adjustable strap for use as a carry handle or shoulder strap. The bags have a huge main 
compartment, inside mesh pockets for flexible storage and a large easy access, U-shaped open-
ing. The main fabric is durable, easy care 400D polyester with washable PEVA lining.

CORMORANT  
RANGE 
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590103
Fabric:  ....................................... 400D 100% polyester, PEVA lining
Size:  ........................................... 28 x 25 x 21 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.4 kg
Volume:  ................................... 14 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  7

FEATURES: Shoulder strap can be adjusted into a carry handle, Internal mesh 
pockets designed to hold ice blocks or bottles, Padded shoulder strap/
carry handle, External front zip pocket, Large U-shape opening, 8 mm foam, 
Insulation tested to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 8 hours using a 
800ml Outwell Ice Block.

CORMORANT S

Art. No.:   .................................. 590104
Fabric:  ....................................... 400D 100% polyester,  

PEVA lining
Size:  ........................................... 28 x 38 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.8 kg
Volume:  ................................... 24 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  7

FEATURES: Shoulder straps can be adjusted into carry handles, Internal mesh 
pockets designed to hold ice blocks or bottles, Padded shoulder straps/carry 
handles, Large front pocket designed to fit tableware, External side and front 
zip pockets, Large U-shape opening, 8 mm foam, Insulation tested to BS 
EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 8 hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block.

CORMORANT M
Art. No.:   .................................. 590105
Fabric:  ....................................... 400D 100% polyester,  

PEVA lining
Size:  ........................................... 28 x 50 x 27 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1.2 kg
Volume:  ................................... 34 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Shoulder straps can be adjusted into carry handles, Internal mesh 
pockets designed to hold ice blocks or bottles, Padded shoulder straps/carry 
handles, Large front pocket designed to fit tableware, External side and front 
zip pockets, Large U-shape opening, 8 mm foam, Insulation tested to BS 
EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 8 hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block.

CORMORANT L



PETREL
RANGE 
Easy to pack and carry, the stylish Outwell Petrel cool bags are ideal for a wide variety of uses 
including picnics, barbecues, festivals, going to the beach as well as being a great option for 
frozen food on supermarket runs. With a smart new Dark Petrol colour, the range features two 
square bag models with practical front zipped pockets for essential accessories and a small 
mesh pocket inside the lid. Both models are collapsible to give a small storage size and have a 
loose liner that is easy to clean.
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590123
Fabric:  ....................................... 300D 100% polyester,  

PEVA lining
Size:  ........................................... 23 x 16 x 18 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.3 kg
Volume:  ................................... 6 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Shoulder strap can be adjusted into a carry handle, Large U-shape top 
opening, Hook and loop compression straps for small pack size when not in use, External 
front zip pocket, Internal lid mesh pockets designed to fit an ice block, Voluminous 
compartment, Water resistant loose liner for easy cleaning, 6 mm foam, Insulation tested 
to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 7 hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block.

PETREL S DARK PETROL
Art. No.:   .................................. 590122
Fabric:  ....................................... 300D 100% polyester,  

PEVA lining
Size:  ........................................... 38 x 23 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.6 kg
Volume:  ................................... 20 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Shoulder strap can be adjusted into a carry handle, Large U-shape top 
opening, Hook and loop compression straps for small pack size when not in use, External 
front zip pocket, Internal lid mesh pockets designed to fit an ice block, Voluminous 
compartment, Water resistant loose liner for easy cleaning, 6 mm foam, Insulation tested 
to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 7 hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block.

PETREL L DARK PETROL

Art. No.:   .................................. Slate Grey: 590110 
Dark Petrol: 590124

Fabric:  ....................................... 600D 100% polyester, PEVA 
lining

Size:  ........................................... 40 x 18 x 33 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 0.7 kg
Volume:  ................................... 19 L / 22 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  10

FEATURES: Twin carry handles can be transformed 
into a shoulder strap, Removable cooling insulation 
layer for converting cool bag into a regular shopping 
bag, External front zip pocket, 8 mm foam, Insulation 
tested to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 10 hours 
using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block.

PUFFIN 



The new Outwell Pelican range uses air insulation allied to aluminium foil linings in three 
designs, including a versatile duffle style, that will keep contents cool for approx. 15 hours. Their 
self-inflating design means they function with the same principle as inflatable sleep mats. Easy 
to deflate, they can be folded flat for storage and re-inflated in seconds when needed. Their  
insulated internal linings are leak-proof whilst the large zipped opening offers easy access. A 
smart colour combination of grey and white is available in capacities – 20 L, 25 L and 30 L.

PELICAN  
RANGE 

15 h 15 h 15 h
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590119
Fabric:  ....................................... 50D 100% polyester, 

silver aluminium foil 
lining

Size:  ........................................... 43 x 24 x 29 cm 
(WxDxH)

Weight:  .................................... 1.0 kg
Volume:  ................................... 25 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Self-Inflating construction 
with double valve, Inflates in 3-5 seconds, 
Simple fast deflation, Insulation tested to BS 
EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 15 hours 
using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block, Water 
resistant liner for easy cleaning, Large top 
access, Large twin carry handles double as 
shoulder strap, Small flat pack size.

PELICAN DUFFLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 590121
Fabric:  ....................................... 50D 100% polyester, 

silver aluminium foil 
lining

Size:  ........................................... 31.5 x 24.5 x 38 cm 
(WxDxH)

Weight:  .................................... 1.1 kg
Volume:  ................................... 20 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Self-Inflating construction 
with double valve, Inflates in 3-5 seconds, 
Simple fast deflation, Insulation tested 
to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 15 
hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block, 
Water resistant liner for easy cleaning, Large 
U-shape top access, Twin carry handles, 
Adjustable shoulder strap, Small flat pack size 
with integral compression strap for storage.

PELICAN M
Art. No.:   .................................. 590120
Fabric:  ....................................... 50D 100% polyester, 

silver aluminium foil 
lining

Size:  ........................................... 41 x 26 x 43.5 cm 
(WxDxH)

Weight:  .................................... 1.3 kg
Volume:  ................................... 30 L
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

FEATURES: Self-Inflating construction 
with double valve, Inflates in 3-5 seconds, 
Simple fast deflation, Insulation tested 
to BS EN12546-2:2000 – stays cool for 15 
hours using a 800 ml Outwell Ice Block, 
Water resistant liner for easy cleaning, Large 
U-shape top access, Twin carry handles, 
Adjustable shoulder strap, Small flat pack size 
with integral compression strap for storage.

PELICAN L



NYT billede
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Art. No.:   .................................. S: 590053   
M: 590054  
L: 590055 

Size:  ........................................... S: 15 x 8 x 2.4 cm (WxDxH) 
M: 17 x 10 x 3 cm (WxDxH)  
L:  21 x 17 x 3 cm (WxDxH)

Volume:  ................................... S: 200 ml / M: 400 ml / L: 800 ml
Pieces per carton:  .............  S: 10 / M: 5 / L: 5

FEATURES: Non-toxic cooling element, Reusable, 2 pcs.

ICE BLOCK

Art. No.:   .................................. 590056 
Size:  ........................................... 21 x 11 x 5 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 600 ml
Pieces per carton:  .............  5

FEATURES: Non-toxic cooling element, Reusable, 
Perfect for keeping cans and bottles cold, 2 pcs.

ICE BLOCK CAN



FURNITURE
COLLECTION

The Outwell Furniture Collection delivers Scandinavian heritage, design 
and quality, matching smart colourways and materials with superb style to 

reinforce and extend our market leading position.

Our designers have been busy combining inspired concepts and innovation with 
practical styles and materials to develop outstanding furniture with a clear focus 

on comfort and reliability. New collections, new products and new colours feature 
throughout a wide variety of options. Smart style makes them equally at home on 

garden patios, extending their versatile use. Our Folding Furniture Collection enjoys 
smart new colour options plus a new Relax Range whilst our new Weston Hills chair 

has an ingenious cover which can be used also as a neck or lumbar support. 

The popular Black Top Collection enjoys new models of light, sturdy chairs and 
tables. Our Summer Range has new vibrant patterns for shelters and chairs which 
sets the holiday mood. Our new Inflatable Furniture Collection includes original 
designs with soft covers and  built-in pumps in Lake Superior and Lake Huron. 

Ever popular, our Ergo Flexi Collection extends its unique position and appeal with 
new designs and the latest armrest that’s shared with the Ergo Prime Range that 

also enjoys updated Textiline fabric while Ergo Core has new models. The Bamboo 
Collection has earned its status as a campsite favourite whilst our Kitchen Tables, 

Cupboards and Wardrobes see the introduction of our revolutionary magnet  
door closure on many models.
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Innovative Family Camping
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Offering exceptional comfort in light, sturdy designs, the new Outwell Relax Range 
combines steel frames with durable, well-padded, two-tone fabric in two styles of chair 
and a cosy sofa for two. Perfect for relaxing on campsites, on the beach or at home, the 
stable designs deliver superb comfort and support. Design features include detachable 
cover, pocket and carrybag.

RELAX RANGE
Art. No.:  ................................... 470287  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 8.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 125 x 57 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 30 x 97 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 50 cm
Max load:  ............................... 2 x 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, High strength durable steel, Handy 
pockets on side of one armrest, Comfortable padded seat and backrest, Enhanced armrest design 
for good support, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SARDIS LAKE
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470288  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 3.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 85 x 70 x 87 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 15 x 20 x 103 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 44 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, 
High strength durable steel, Handy mesh pocket on back of 
chair, Comfortable padded seat and backrest, Easy to set up 
by attaching seat to frame, Seat fabric with reinforced corner 
patches, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SENECA LAKE
Art. No.:  ................................... 470263  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 7.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 76 x 57 x 98 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 60 x 18 x 75 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 48 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Handy pockets on side of one 
armrest, Detachable padded cover, Can be used with and 
without cover, Comfortable armrest design for good support, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

GRENADA LAKE
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Outwell Folding Furniture Range enjoys a smart new fabric design in two colours across 
styles with either steel or hybrid steel alloy powder-coated frames that complement 
our tent collections. Our new Weston Hills chair has an ingenious design that allows the 
removable cover, offered in three colour combinations, to be rolled up for secure use as a 
neck or lumber support.

FOLDING CHAIR 
RANGE

Art. No.:  ................................... 470296 Ocean Blue / 470297 Forest Green  / 470298 Earth Grey 
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 5.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 85 x 108 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 21 x 17 x 109 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Detachable soft polyester cover for enhanced warmth and comfort, Reversible cover for choice 
between a light or dark colour, Detachable cover can be rolled up and attached to chair for use as neck support 
- adjust for comfort, Detachable cover can be rolled up and attached to chair for use as lumber support - adjust 
for comfort, Upright chair, Adjustable to 3 different positions, Cup holder, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Opens and folds in seconds, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

WESTON HILLS

STYLISH FABRIC PATTERN AND COLOUR CO-ORDINATED FRAME

BACK COMFORT 
The removable cover can be rolled 
up and used as a lumber support

REVERSIBLE COVER 
Our reversible padded cover adds 
comfort and choice between light 
and dark colours

NECK SUPPORT 
Our versatile removable cover can 
also be used as a neck support  
for comfort

470296 Ocean Blue 470297 Forest Green 470298 Earth Grey
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470266 Black   
470267 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 5.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 85 x 108 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 21 x 17 x 109 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Cup holder, Upright chair, Adjustable to 3 different positions, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

HARBER HILLS

Art. No.:  ................................... 470289 Black   
470290 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 65 x 70 x 97 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 20 x 95 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... 130 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Cup holder, Upright chair, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

SPRING HILLS

470266 Black

470289 Black

470267 Silver

470290 Silver
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470254 Black    
470255 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated hybrid frame - combination of steel 

and alloy
Weight:  .................................... 3.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 85 x 58 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 27 x 26 x 105 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Cup holder, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

BLACK HILLS 

Art. No.:  ................................... 470302 Black  
470303 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated hybrid frame - combination of steel 

and alloy
Weight:  .................................... 2.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 55 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 17 x 19 x 82 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Cup holder, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

WOODLAND HILLS

470254 Black

470302 Black

470255 Silver

470303 Silver
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470261 Black   
470262 Silver 

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated hybrid frame - combination of steel 

and alloy
Weight:  .................................... 5.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 66 x 60 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 21 x 29 x 91 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 47 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Side organiser with bottle holder, Padded seat and back, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

GORMAN HILLS 

Art. No.:  ................................... 470257 Black   
470258 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Table top:  ............................... Durable plastic
Weight:  .................................... 5.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 50 x 89 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 14 x 52 x 85 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 41 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Adjustable side/front table with cup and iPad holder.

CHINO HILLS WITH SIDE TABLE 

470261 Black

470257 Black

470262 Silver

470258 Silver
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470283 Black    
470284 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 3.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 63 x 53 x 88 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 15 x 13 x 86 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 51 cm
Max load:  ............................... 50 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Adjustable footrest - 2 heights, Cup holder, Tilt prevention 
frame for safety, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

PINE HILLS JUNIOR

Art. No.:  ................................... 470300 Black   
470301 Silver

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated hybrid frame - combination of steel 

and alloy
Weight:  .................................... 3.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 88 x 66/115 x 99 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 26 x 97 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Neck rest pillow, Cup holder, Detachable footrest, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability, 3 position back adjustment.

WINDSOR HILLS

470283 Black

470301 Silver

470284 Silver

470300 Black

FU
RN

IT
URE COLLEC
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N

JUNIOR
CHAIR
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Art. No.:  ................................... 470279
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.25 kg
Size:  ........................................... 46.5 x 50 x 68 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 12 x 12 x 35 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 36 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Foldable to very small pack size, Lightweight and easy to carry, Easy 
to set up by attaching seat to frame, Durable, easy-to-clean seat fabric with 
reinforced corner patches, Easy-to-fold lightweight frame for very small pack 
size, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

MOUNT CONNER

Art. No.:  ................................... 470280
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 2.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 67 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 15 x 15 x 54 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 41 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Foldable to very small pack size, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Easy to set up by attaching seat to frame, Durable, easy-to-clean seat fabric 
with reinforced corner patches, High back with padded cushion for enhanced 
comfort, Easy-to-fold lightweight frame for very small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

MOUNT WILLIAM
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470256  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 93 x 58 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 19 x 79 cm
Max load:  ............................... 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, High strength durable 
steel, Small pack size, Puncture proof rubber wheels, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability, Large storage compartment for carrying all sorts of camping 
gear, sports gear and groceries etc..

CANCUN TRANSPORTER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470264  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 10.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 119 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 49 x 22 x 76 cm
Max load:  ............................... 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Internal mesh pocket, 
2 external mesh bottle holders, Puncture proof off-road rubber wheels great for 
uneven terrain, High strength durable steel, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

HAMOA TRANSPORTER
Art. No.:   .................................. 470276  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 11.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 115 x 61cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 34 x 20/28 x 80 cm
Max load:  ............................... 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, High strength 
durable steel, Puncture proof rubber wheels, Waterproof cover with attached 
pocket for easy access storage, Mesh pocket for the waterproof cover, Detachable 
16ltr cool bag with carry straps and large U-shaped top access, Includes carrybag 
for easy storage and portability, Cool bag and cover makes the transporter perfect 
for alfresco picnics.

MAYA TRANSPORTER

There are three transporters, two telescopic transporters and a basket in the ingenious 
Outwell Transporter Range designed to easily carry tents, gear and luggage to campers’ 
pitches, picnics and days on the beach and then fold away for storage. With sturdy wheels 
and handles, the transporters are easy to manoeuvre on the beach or rough ground. 
Lightweight and easy to carry, our Brandon Folding Basket packs down neatly when  
not needed.

TRANSPORTER 
RANGE

OUTWELL HAMOA TRANSPORTER

2017
COMMENDED
BEST CAMPING ACCESSORY
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Art. No.:   .................................. 650304  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium, steel and plastic
Weight:  .................................... 850 g
Size:  ........................................... 24 x 35 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 24 x 10 x 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Small pack size, Easy folding - no assembly 
required, Elastic cord for fixation, Sturdy aluminium base 
perfect for transporting camping gear from car to pitch.

BALOS TELESCOPIC TRANSPORTER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470231  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium and plastic
Weight:  .................................... 3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 39 x 39 x 100 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20/39 x 5 x 69 cm
Max load:  ............................... 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Small pack size, Easy folding - no assembly 
required, Elastic cord for fixation, Puncture proof rubber 
wheels, Telescopic handle extends to 1 meter, Sturdy 
aluminium base perfect for transporting camping gear  
from car to pitch.

NAVAGIO TELESCOPIC TRANSPORTER
Art. No.:   .................................. 650674  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 50 x 29 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 50 x 29 x 5 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Small pack size, Comfortable handle, 
Side zip and mesh pocket, Lightweight and easy 
to carry.

BANDON FOLDING BASKET 
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With a variety of ingenious styles, the Outwell Black Top Collection offers lightweight 
support and reliable comfort. The design of the high strength steel frames means all simply 
open for use in seconds and pack away quickly in a carrybag. Three new chairs extend 
versatility through the padded Angela, Isabel’s split seat for lumber support and the Picota 
with a folding side table. Two new styles of tables are available in two and three sizes.

BLACK TOP
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 470282  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Tabletop: ................................. Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 5.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 55 x 50 x 91 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 48 x 48 x 12 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Small pack size, 
Foam padded armrest, Side table with cup holder, Handle 
for easy carrying when folded, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.

PICOTA WITH SIDE TABLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 470268  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 82 x 55 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 15 x 20 x 107 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Split seat for 
lumber support, Easy lock system ensures chair stays 
open or folded, Detachable bottle holder, Bottle opener 
attached to frame of chair, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.

ISABEL
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470235  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 76 x 49 x 73 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 25 x 21 x 85 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 35 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Comfortable padded seat and backrest, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CASILDA
Art. No.:   .................................. 470236  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 104 x 63 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 37 x 23 x 105 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Comfortable padded seat and backrest, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CASILDA XL
Art. No.:   .................................. 470252  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 62 x 49 x 85 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 17 x 19 x 86 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load: ................................ 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Comfortable padded seat and backrest, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

ANGELA
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470048  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 90 x 62 x 96 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 23 x 20 x 96 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength durable steel, 
Extra wide seat, 2 cup holders, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.

CATAMARCA ARM CHAIR XL
Art. No.:   .................................. 470044  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 63 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 13 x 30 x 110 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 46 cm
Max load:  ............................... 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Small pack size, Upright chair, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

GOYA CHAIR

Art. No.:   .................................. 470233  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 61 x 97 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 23 x 21 x 98 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Cup holder, Oversized feet for 
enhanced stability, High strength durable steel, Foam padded 
armrest, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CAMPO

L: 530086

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 530087 / L: 530086
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 6.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 134 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 80 x 45 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handle for easy 
portability, No assembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Adjustable foot.

COLINAS L

M: 530087
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530088        
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Table top:  ............................... Durable and waterproof plastic
Weight:  .................................... Table: 4.8 kg, Chair: 2.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... Table: 86 x 86 x 71 cm (WxLxH) / Chair: 43 x 40 x 75 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ Table: 43 x 86 x 6 cm / Chair: 43 x 5 x 91 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... Table: 80 kg, Chairs: 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Waterproof tabletop in durable moulded plastic, Opens and folds in seconds, 
No assembly required, High strength durable steel, Practical handle for easy portability, 
Waterproof chairs in durable moulded plastic, Includes carrybag for easy storage and 
portability.

CORDA PICNIC TABLE SET

M: 530083

L: 530082

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 530083/ L: 530082
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Table top:  ............................... Durable and waterproof plastic
Weight:  .................................... M: 5.2 kg / L: 7.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... M: 50 x 101 x 45 / 61 / 71 cm (WxLxH) 

L: 71 x 152 x 73 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ M: 50 x 50 x 6 cm / L: 71 x 76 x 7 cm
Max load:  ............................... 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Waterproof tabletop in durable moulded plastic, Opens and folds in 
seconds, No assembly required, High strength durable steel, Practical handle 
for easy portability, Easy lock mechanism.

CLAROS 
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470304  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated Steel
Weight:  .................................... 7.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 66 x 192 x 45 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 12 x 15 x 96 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Padded cushion, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

POSADAS FOLDAWAY BED SINGLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 470305  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated Steel
Weight:  .................................... 9.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 77 x 212 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 16 x 15 x 106 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 48 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Padded cushion, Small pack size, Extra width, 
height and length to ensure comfortable sleep, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

POSADAS FOLDAWAY BED XL
Art. No.:   .................................. 470306  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated Steel
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 132 x 192 x 45 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 27 x 97 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 2 x 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Padded cushion, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

POSADAS FOLDAWAY BED DOUBLE

A good night’s sleep is one of the great joys of camping and the Outwell Foldable Bed 
Collection delivers a range of easily-erected stable, sturdy designs that take sleep comfort 
to new heights. All have chic updated patterns to add to bedroom ambience. And they 
pack away small, too!

FOLDABLE BED  
COLLECTION 
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470260  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 85 x 210 x 40 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 85 x 86 x 16 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to use, Adjustable backrest, 
Comfortable, padded top to ensure a good sleep.

CORDOBA
Art. No.:   .................................. 470294  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 11.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 73 x 202 x 47 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 18 x 19 x 94 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 47 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Simple pull open/close ‘one-go system’, No 
assembly required, High strength durable steel, Cup 
holder, Zip pocket, Mesh pocket, Mobile phone pocket, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

VACAVILLE HILLS
Art. No.:   .................................. 470269  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated hybrid frame - 

combination of steel and alloy
Weight:  .................................... 9.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 80/90 x 210 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 10 x 20 x 104 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 44 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Includes carrybag 
for easy storage and portability.

LAGUNA HILLS L
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470061
Classic Blue

470150
Midnight Black

470062
Piquant Green

470244
Classic Blue

470245
Piquant Green

470246
Midnight Black

Lightweight, versatile and comfortable, the Outwell Beach Chairs Range has ingenious 
durable designs. Poelo Deluxe simply folds out from almost flat form, the angle of its high 
strength steel frame can be simply adjusted and is easy to carry with an over the shoulder 
sling and padded sleeve. Cardiel simply folds out with adjustable side straps and  
carry handles.

BEACH CHAIR 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... 470061 Classic Blue  
470062 Piquant Green  
470150 Midnight Black 

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Weight:  .................................... 0.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 42 x 40 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 40 x 8 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 4 cm
Max load: ................................. 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds,  
No assembly required, Lightweight and easy  
to carry, Pocket, Seat for beach or festival.

CARDIEL

Art. No.:  ................................... 470244 Classic Blue  
470245 Piquant Green  
470246 Midnight Black 

Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Steel
Weight:  .................................... 1.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 40 x 38 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 41 x 18 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 6 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No 
assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Adjustable to 2 different positions, Adjustable 
strap for transportation, Easy to carry seat for 
beach or festival, Padded seat and backrest 
ensure comfort.

POELO DELUXE
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SUMMER
COLLECTION
With versatile designs and practical features, the Outwell Summer Collection offers great options to relax in style outdoors. The new 
distinctive, woven pattern brings together bright, lively colours that add a vibrant look and clear identity to the whole range. Durable, high 
strength steel frames and high quality hard-wearing polyester fabric deliver reliable performance. The wide range of seating styles are joined 
by the Comallo that features large flat feet and armrests. Our easy to set up Beach Shelters are ideal for days by the sea or in the park and have 
an excellent sun protection factor of +50 UPF, offering more than wind protection, privacy and shade. Stable designs can be secured easily by 
pegs and weighted with sand but moved quickly as need when required.
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The freestanding Outwell San Julian shelter offers a large sheltered area in a flexible dome-
style tent with sewn-in groundsheet. Open on two sides, one extra wall is supplied for extra 
wind protection and privacy. Two Durawrap fibreglass poles threaded through sleeves and 
secured with ring and pin system form a stable frame over the groundsheet.

FEATURES

SAN JULIAN SHELTER
UPF
+50 

SUN PROTECTION  
FACTOR

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.:  .................................. 110840
Type of tent:  ........................ Shelter
Pitching way:  ...................... In one
Flysheet:  ................................ Outtex® (100% polyester taffeta)
Floor:  ........................................ 100% Polyester, PU coated
Pack size:  ............................... 15 x 64 cm
Weight:  ................................... 2.55 kg
Poles:  ....................................... Durawrap fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton:  ............ 4

• Polyester fabric with a UPF +50 for sun protection
• Supplied in a durable carry bag for storage and transport
• Fringed by flat pockets that can be filled with sand for extra 

stability
• Open on two sides, one extra sidewall is supplied for extra 

wind protection and privacy
• Mesh windows with interior toggle fastened covers
• Four pre-attached guylines on double guying points for secure 

pitching in strong winds
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Large ventilation panels
• Plastic sand pegs for pitching in loose ground
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Easy to set up, the half-dome shape of the Outwell San Antonio shelter offers a flexible 
refuge as well as a handy place to store clothing and all the other paraphernalia of days at 
the beach or park. Two Durawrap fibreglass poles are threaded through a sleeve and hook 
system, secured with ring and pin system, to form a stable frame maximising the space 
inside over the sewn-in groundsheet. Oversized groundsheet can be used as door  
for privacy. 

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

SAN ANTONIO SHELTER
UPF
+50 

SUN PROTECTION  
FACTOR

Art. No.:  .................................. 110838
Type of tent:  ........................ Shelter
Pitching way:  ...................... In one
Flysheet:  ................................ Outtex® (100% polyester taffeta)
Floor:  ........................................ 100% Polyester, PU coated
Pack size:  ............................... 17 x 64 cm
Weight:  ................................... 2.56 kg
Poles:  ....................................... Durawrap fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton:  ............ 4

• Polyester fabric with a UPF +50  for sun protection
• Supplied in a durable carry bag for storage and transport
• Fringed by flat pockets that can be filled with sand for extra stability
• Sewn-in groundsheet can be toggled up as a door for privacy or 

extended and secured with pegs
• Four pre-attached guylines for secure pitching in strong winds
• Mesh pockets store small items safe and handy
• Large ventilation panel
• Rear mesh window with fabric backing curtain that can be part or 

fully opened
• Plastic sand pegs for pitching in loose ground
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Innovative Family Camping
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470253  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 3.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 56 x 53 x 68 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 14 x 78 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 22 cm
Max load:  ............................... 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

AZUL SUMMER
Art. No.:   .................................. 470285  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 2.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 47 x 60 x 60 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 3 x 48 x 85 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 34 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry.

RAWSON SUMMER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470278  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 17 kg
Size:  ........................................... 115 x 270 x 83 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 27 x 29 x 118 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 73 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Detachable pillow, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

MIRAMAR SUMMER
Art. No.:   .................................. 470259  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 63 x 65 x 73 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 17 x 96 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 37 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to use, Cup holder, 
Oversized feet for enhanced stability, Foam padded 
armrest, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability

COMALLO
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470265  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 5.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 85 x 108 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 21 x 17 x 109 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Cup holder, 
Upright chair, Adjustable to 3 different positions, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

HARBER  SUMMER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470273  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 8.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 54/65 x 173 x 106 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 23 x 19 x 106 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, 3 position back 
adjustment, Cup holder, Includes carrybag for easy storage 
and portability.

LEONA SUMMER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470295  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 3.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 52 x 69 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 24 x 15 x 64 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, High strength 
durable steel, Oversized feet for enhanced stability, Very 
small pack size, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

VENADO SUMMER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470286  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 85 x 70 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 14 x 20 x 110 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Cup holder, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.

ROSARIO SUMMER
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470291  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 17 x 87 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 33 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

TRELEW SUMMER

Art. No.:   .................................. 470293  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 6.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 22 x 12 x 112 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

TRELEW XL SUMMER
Art. No.:   .................................. 470292  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 1.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 11 x 17 x 50 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 30 cm
Max load:  ............................... 50 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

TRELEW SUMMER KIDS

FU
RN
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URE COLLEC
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N
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Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, the new Outwell Inflatable Furniture Collection offers 
home-from-home comfort in a variety of designs. The Lake Superior sofa and Lake Huron 
chair have built-in electric pumps with auto cut-off and detachable polyester covers and a 
matching ottoman-style seat and leg rest. 

INFLATABLE  
FURNITURE

Art. No.:   .................................. 470272  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Sturdy and durable inflatable PVC
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 170 x 83 x 74 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 51 x 20 x 42 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 37 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Quick and easy inflatable seating for home-from-home comfort, Soft, comfortable 
detachable cover, Durable PU-coated two-tone fabric cover with +30 UPF and HH850 mm, Wide 
and supportive armrests, 230V built-in pump with auto stop and comfort adjuster for easy inflation, 
Supplied with 230V EU and UK plugs, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability, Big on comfort 
and small on pack size.

LAKE SUPERIOR
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Art. No.:   .................................. 470271  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Sturdy and durable inflatable PVC
Weight:  .................................... 6.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 100 x 83 x 74 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 41 x 39 x 24 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 37 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Quick and easy inflatable seating for home from home 
comfort, Soft, comfortable detachable cover, Durable PU-coated two-
tone fabric cover with +30 UPF and HH850 mm, Wide and supportive 
armrests, 230V built-in pump with auto stop and comfort adjuster for 
easy inflation, Supplied with 230V EU and UK plugs, Includes carrybag 
for easy storage and portability, Big on comfort and small on pack size.

LAKE HURON
Art. No.:   .................................. 470270  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Sturdy and durable inflatable PVC
Weight:  .................................... 2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 75 x 56 x 40 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 37 x 19 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 37 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Quick and easy inflatable seating for home-from-home comfort, 
Soft, comfortable detachable cover, Durable PU-coated two-tone fabric 
cover with +30 UPF and HH850 mm, Easy valve operation for quick 
inflation, Links to Lake Huron or Lake Superior to use their built-in pumps 
for easy inflation, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability, Big on 
comfort and small on pack size.

LAKE ERIE
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The luxurious Ergo Flexi Comfort Collection of padded cushion chairs, loungers, bed and 
a footrest benefit from a quick-drying foam padding and Textiline mesh fabric. Updated 
designs with improved armrests are joined by the new Galana four-position lounger 
and the Kiana dining stool with supportive back. All Teton, Kenai, Grand Canyon, Acadia 
and Samoa have an adjustable, integral head rest and feature a quick drying material to 
prevent the padding from soaking up water if left out in the rain.

ERGO FLEXI COMFORT 
COLLECTION

We have redesigned the profile of our armrests and added an anti-slip 
finish to enhance forearm comfort and provide easier adjustment of 
the chair’s back angle by improving grip through positive hand location 
offered by the ergonomic shape.

ANTI-SLIP 
Anti-slip pattern for forearm comfort

HAND GRIP 
Profiled grip for easy adjustment

NARROW GRIP
Narrow grip for easy back adjustment 

Improved armrest  
FEATURES
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410070  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 64 x 75 x 110/124 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 64 x 11 x 88 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Ergonomic 
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment 
point for Zion Footrest.

KENAI

Art. No.:   .................................. 410081  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 64 x 75 x 122/136 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 64 x 15 x 102 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 47 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable and 
removeable headrest, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, 7 positions, High back style, Ergonomic 
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment 
point for Zion Footrest.

TETON
Art. No.:   .................................. 410068  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 74 x 75 x 122/136 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 74 x 11 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Extra width for comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Ergonomic 
sitting comfort, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip.

GRAND CANYON

Art. No.:   .................................. 410084  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 83 x 42 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 49 x 83 x 6 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Quick-drying padding, Lightweight and easy to 
carry, Attaches easily to Teton and Kenai chairs.

ZION FOOTREST

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410067  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester  

mesh with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 6.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 85 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 16 x 122 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Quick-drying 
padding, 4 positions, Adjustable and removeable headrest, 
No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry.

GALANA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410072  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester 

mesh with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 3.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 46 x 44 x 83 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 15 x 96 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Quick-drying 
padding, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy 
to carry.

KIANA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410045  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 8.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 85 x 100/114 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 68 x 21 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 50 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Slide positions with lock, 
Side table with cup holder.

ACADIA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410051  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 200/214 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 81 x 22 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 50 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying padding, 
Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable and removeable 
headrest, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to 
carry, 5 positions.

SAMOA

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 
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The smart designs of the practical Ergo Prime Collection of chairs, loungers and stools 
deliver reliable, durable comfort using a new Textiline mesh fabric throughout and has 
proved its worth as a top-performing range on site. The Milton, Ontario, Melville and 
Columbia chairs have new improved armrest designs extending comfort further. 

ERGO PRIME 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 410074  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 63 x 70 x 110/124 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 63 x 13 x 95 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, 7 positions, Adjustable and removeable 
headrest, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw 
attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

MILTON

Art. No.:   .................................. 410078  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 70 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 90 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, 7 positions, Small pack size, Ergonomic  
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment point for 
Dauphin Footrest.

ONTARIO
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410073  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 103 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Small pack size, 
High back style, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip, 
Easy screw attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

MELVILLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 410063  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 103 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline,  
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, Head support, 7 positions, Small pack size,  
High back style, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip,  
Easy screw attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

COLUMBIA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410032  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Weight:  .................................... 0.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 35.5 x 34 x 2 cm (WxLxH)
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Mesh pockets for your personal belongings, 
Adjustable straps, Suitable for many purposes, Attaches 
easily to Outwell outdoor furniture.

ORGANISER
Art. No.:   .................................. 410080  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Weight:  .................................... 0.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 38 x 18 x 6 cm (WxDxH)
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: High quality Textiline, Fits Melville, Ontario and 
Devon Lounger, Provides you with excellent head support.

PILLOW
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410065  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 62 x 190 x 28 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 62 x 79 x 21 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 28 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions.

DEVON LOUNGER

Art. No.:   .................................. 410075  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 188 x 32 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 79 x 16 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 32 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable 
pillow.

NEW FOUNDLAND

Art. No.:   .................................. 410076  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 200 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 81 x 23 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 49 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable pillow.

NEW FOUNDLAND XL
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410069  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 100 x 117 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 68 x 21 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 52 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Slide positions with lock, Detachable pillow.

HUDSON RELAX CHAIR

Art. No.:   .................................. 410082  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 188 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 79 x 18 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 30 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable pillow, Sunshade.

VICTORIA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410064  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 48 x 83 x 44 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 48 x 83 x 6 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: No assembly required, High quality Textiline, Sturdy 
aluminium frame, Attaches easily to Columbia, Ontario, Melville and 
Milton chairs, Lightweight and easy to carry.

DAUPHIN FOOTREST
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410083  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 42 x 46 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 6 x 42 x 61 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Multipurpose stool and footrest, Opens and folds 
in seconds, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, High quality Textiline.

YUKON

Art. No.:   .................................. 410061  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 1.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 42 x 42 x 46 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 9 x 42 x 60 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: 3 in 1 table, stool and footrest, Opens and folds in 
seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
High quality textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame.

BAFFIN
Art. No.:   .................................. 410077  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 35 x 39 x 70 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 35 x 8 x 49 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 36 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry.

NORTHWEST
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Footrest attachment points added to the Fergus and Kenora chair five position designs in 
the practical Outwell Ergo Core Collection are used to connect the new Peguis footrest. 
New additions include the high back, low rise Ashern beach chair. All designs have light, 
sturdy aluminium frames and use Textiline mesh fabric with a smart pattern in the two-
tone fabric throughout.

ERGO CORE 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 410071  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 65 x 114 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 11 x 95 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Small pack size, 
Removable headrest pillow, High back style.

KENORA

Art. No.:   .................................. 410066  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 65 x 103 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 10 x 82 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Small pack size.

FERGUS
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Art. No.:   .................................. 410060  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 3.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 59 x 51 x 85 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 59 x 10 x 74 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 29 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, 5 positions, Removable headrest pillow, Low chair 
with quick dry textilene perfect for the beach, Small pack size.

ASHERN
Art. No.:   .................................. 410079  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 47.5 x 68 x 43 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 47.5 x 68 x 5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High quality Textiline, Attaches easily to Kenora 
and Fergus chairs, Lightweight and easy to carry.

PEGUIS
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Durable, smart and eco-friendly, our Bamboo Collection offers innovative, lightweight 
camping chairs and tables in space-saving designs. Lightweight, foldable and easy to set 
up, the tables combine the benefits of bamboo for the tops with sturdy aluminium frames, 
joined now by two sizes in the new Cody model using folding, slatted tops for smaller  
pack size.

BAMBOO  
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 410049  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium/bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 55 x 56 x 71 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 55 x 13 x 72 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 31 cm
Max load: ................................ 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Adjustable armrest 2 postions, Opens and folds 
in seconds, Lightweight, Bamboo armrest.

PLUMAS

Art. No.:   .................................. 410054  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium/bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 3.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 55 x 66 x 92 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 17 x 13 x 115 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load: ................................ 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Includes carrybag 
for easy storage and portability, Bamboo armrest.

DUNCAN
Art. No.:   .................................. 410050  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium/bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 3.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 55 x 71 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 55 x 13 x 105 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 43 cm
Max load: ................................ 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Adjustable armrest 2 postions, Opens and folds 
in seconds, Lightweight, Bamboo armrest.

PLUMAS HIGH BACK
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530046  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Tabletop .................................. Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 120 x 49/58/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 71 x 62 x 10 cm
Max load: ................................ 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles 
for easy portability, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CUSTER L

Art. No.:   .................................. 530047  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 10.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 150 x 49/58/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 71 x 77 x 10 cm
Max load: ................................ 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles 
for easy portability, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CUSTER XL
Art. No.:   .................................. 530084  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.3 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 65 x 100 x 44/53/65 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 17 x 100 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Folds down to a very small pack size, No 
assembly required, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CODY L

Art. No.:   .................................. 530085  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 4.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 50 x 65 x 44/53/65 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 14 x 65 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Folds down to a very small pack size, No 
assembly required, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CODY M
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Art. No.:  ...................................  S: 530079  / M: 660976  / L: 660975
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... S: 3.9 kg / M: 7.4 kg / L: 8.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... S: 55 x 75 x 70 cm (WxLxH) 

M: 90 x 90 x 70 cm (WxLxH) 
L: 120 x 90 x 70 cm (WxLxH)

Pack size:  ................................ S: 55 x 75 x 4 cm 
M: 90 x 45 x 7 cm 
L: 60 x 90 x 7 cm

Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles for easy 
portability, Lightweight and easy to carry, Small pack size, Weather 
resistant for short periods. S: Practical mesh shelf.

CALGARY 

Art. No.:   .................................. 530042  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 8.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 72 x 100 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 37 x 100 x 8 cm
Max load: ................................ 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical 
handles for easy portability, Lightweight and easy 
to carry, Small pack size, Adjustable feet, Weather 
resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

KAMLOOPS

L: 660975

M: 660976  

S: 530079  

Art. No.:   .................................. 530043  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 3.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 65 x 65 x 40 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 45 x 65 x 8 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Legs folds as 
practical handle for easy portability, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Small pack size, Weather resistant for short 
periods, Adjustable feet, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.

KIMBERLEY
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530028  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 8.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... Table: 60 x 120 x 62/70 cm (WxLxH)  

Stool: 31 x 30 x 33 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 60 x 8 cm
Max load: ................................ Table: 30 kg, Stool: 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles for easy 
portability, Lightweight and easy to carry, Small pack size, Adjustable legs 
on table, Organiser with 3 pockets, Weather resistant for short periods,  
4 stools with sturdy aluminium frame.

MARILLA PICNIC TABLE SET

Art. No.:   .................................. 660979  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 12.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 86 x 150 x 67 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 86 x 36 x 10 cm
Max load: ................................ Table: 50 kg, Chairs: 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles for easy 
portability, Lightweight and easy to carry, Small pack size, Weather resistant 
for short periods.

DAWSON PICNIC TABLE
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Sturdy tables are a campsite essential not only for meals but for playing games and relaxing. 
New designs in the Outwell Folding Table Collection include the low Heyfield that can be 
used as a breakfast tray. All the tables fit neatly into cars for transport and can be set up 
quickly, securely and easily adjustable legs to make a level surface.

FOLDING TABLE  
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 530038 / L: 530039
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... M: 4.3 kg / L: 6.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... M: 53 x 90 x 70 cm (WxLxH) 

L: 70 x 120 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ M: 19 x 90 x 11 cm 

L: 23 x 120 x 9 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Adjustable legs, Small pack size, Roll 
up top, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

CANMORE

Art. No.:   .................................. 530054  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 94 / 129 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 94 x 3.5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Extendable table top, Opens and folds in 
seconds, Lightweight, Adjustable foot.

KELOWNA

M: 530038

L: 530039
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530091  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 60 x 25 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 30 x 4 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles for easy portability, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Small pack size, Spill and shower resistant only, 
Can be used as breakfast tray.

HEYFIELD LOW TABLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 410058  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 40 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 40 x 3 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Multipurpose low table, Opens and folds in seconds, Aluminium frame, No 
assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Spill and shower resistant only.

NAIN LOW 

Art. No.:   .................................. M: 530055  
L: 530056

Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... M: 5.8 kg / L: 8.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... M: 80 x 120 x 68 cm (WxLxH) 

L: 80 x 180 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ M: 60 x 80 x 7 cm 

L: 80 x 45 x 14 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Adjustable feet, Small pack size, Practical 
handles for easy portability, Practical mesh shelf, Spill and 
shower resistant only.

TORONTO

M: 530055

L: 530056

Art. No.:   .................................. 530057  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 8.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 150 x 43/65/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 82 x 78 x 8 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight and easy to carry, Adjustable 
legs, Small pack size, Practical mesh shelf, Spill and shower resistant only.

HAMILTON
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With durable materials and practical designs, the high quality SEVELIT® tabletops of the 
Outwell Weatherproof Table Collection are resistant to UV rays as well as coping with 
showers. Being resilient to abrasion, they cope easily with the demands of family life on 
site. Quick and easy to set up, the legs can be adjusted easily to change the height raise 
and to level the top on uneven ground. The collection includes the new Roblin that has a 
weatherproof top and large feet for stability.

WEATHERPROOF TABLE
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 530033  
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Table top:  ............................... SEVELIT®

Weight:  .................................... 16 kg
Size:  ........................................... 90 x 132 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 90 x 132 x 7 cm
Max load: ................................ 50 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Table top resistant 
to UV rays, weatherproof and resilient to scratching and 
abrasion, Adjustable foot.

STORM

Art. No.:   .................................. 530029  
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Table top:  ............................... SEVELIT®

Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 100 x 65/79 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 100 x 5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Table top resistant 
to UV rays, weatherproof and resilient to scratching and 
abrasion, Adjustable legs.

CLOUDY
Art. No.:   .................................. 530095  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Weatherproof top
Weight:  .................................... 7.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 115 x 55-74 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 115 x 7 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Telescopic legs for 
easy height adjustment, Oversized flat, moveable feet for 
enhanced stability on uneven grounds.

ROBLIN
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STORAGE
COLLECTION
Home-from-home comfort extends way beyond sleeping, seating and shelter for family campers. Keeping tents clean and organised 
is essential for peace of mind – and hygiene! Camping chefs appreciate the convenience and ease of units designed for stoves, with 
storage options, whilst storing away clothes, footwear, pans and food makes as much sense on a campsite as it does at home. The 
Outwell Storage Collections deliver Kitchen Tables with worktop options, Cupboards and Wardrobes plus neat bedside units that are 
all stable, simple and fast to set up without fuss but adding easily accessed, flexible storage space. That flexibility is underlined by our 
innovative magnet door options. Secured with sewn-in magnets rather than zips, each door is set up quickly with a fibreglass frame 
that can be removed for rolling away the door and toggling it open.
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The versatile designs of the Outwell Kitchen Table Collection offer durable, stable surfaces 
to prepare and cook a meal with practical design flair. The Padres and Padres XL have solid 
bamboo table tops plus handy storage options in a stylish black/grey fabric. The Vancouver 
and Regina designs are made from durable embossed polyester fabric with zip doors.

KITCHEN TABLE 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:   .................................. 530051  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 9 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 75 x 49 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 75 x 49 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Pull-out holder 
for washing bowl or rubbish bag, 6 Organiser pockets, 
3 hooks, Windshield included, Mesh ventilation for air 
circulation, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

PADRES KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP

Art. No.:   .................................. 530052  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 100 x 49 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 100 x 49 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Pull-out holder 
for washing bowl or rubbish bag, 6 Organiser pockets, 
3 hooks, Windshield included, Mesh ventilation for air 
circulation, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

PADRES XL KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530030  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.4 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 143 x 47 x 74/81/105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 76 x 47 x 12 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton:  ............. 1

FEATURES: Roll up top, Additional mesh shelf, Windshield 
included, Covered shelf, Two side tables, Sturdy aluminium 
frame, Durable bamboo table top, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

VANCOUVER KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
Art. No.:   .................................. 530032  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.3 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 45 x 79 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 80 x 45 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Sturdy aluminium frame, Fully covered shelf, 
No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Durable bamboo table top, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

REGINA KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
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Large, sturdy designs packed with practical features and design flair benefit from inspired 
innovation in the Outwell Kitchen Table Collection with magnet doors. The doors are 
formed with easily assembled fibreglass frames and secured shut with sewn-in magnets 
for noise-free opening and closing. The frames can be removed and the doors rolled back 
and held by toggles.

KITCHEN TABLE  
COLLECTION Sewn in magnets

Fiberglass door frames

Closed doors

Outwell storage provides choice sturdy designs packed with practical 
features, including our new doors with noise-free closure thanks to sewn-
in magnets. The cabinet-style doors have easily assembled door frames 
that can be removed so the doors can be rolled and toggled back.

Just  like at  home
FEATURES

K ITCHEN TABLE

MAGNET 
DOORS
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530094  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 8.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Size:  ........................................... 122 x 50 x 82/107 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 123 x 50 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage space, Magnets 
seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access, With collapsible water basin, Closed 
room for bin or gas cartridge, Sturdy aluminium frame, Windshield included, Adjustable feet, 
Small pack size, Organiser pockets, 2 fully closed shelves, Opens and folds in seconds, No 
assembly required, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

RICHMOND KITCHEN TABLE
Art. No.:   .................................. 530096  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.4 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Size:  ........................................... 91 x 51 x 80/100 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 91 x 49 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage space, 
Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access, Roll up top, Sturdy 
aluminium frame, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, 3 fully closed shelves, Windshield 
included, Small pack size, Closed storage room for bin or gas cartridge, Adjustable feet, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SUDBURY KITCHEN TABLE

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:   .................................. 661020  
Weight:  .................................... 1.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 33 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 25 x 1 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Windshield to place on table, Easy placing 
on all kitchen table tops, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

WINDSHIELD
Art. No.:   .................................. 530080  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 11.2 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium and sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 165 x 48 x 71/79/99 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 81 x 55 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................. 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access 
to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for 
permanent access, Windshield included, Adjustable feet, Small pack 
size, 4 fully closed shelves, Organiser pockets, Sturdy aluminium 
frame, Roll up top, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Opens and 
folds in seconds, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CAMROSE KITCHEN TABLE

Art. No.:   .................................. 530090  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 100 x 50 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 100 x 50 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like 
easy access to storage space, Magnets seal door to 
cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy 
aluminium frame, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, 
Integrated water basin, Adjustable feet, Small pack size,  
4 fully closed shelves, Organising hooks and wire shelves, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

DRAYTON KITCHEN TABLE

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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The versatile, stable storage units of the Outwell Cupboards and Wardrobes with magnet 
doors are quick and easy to set up and keep clothes and equipment clean and tidy. The 
doors are formed with easily assembled fibreglass frames and secured shut with sewn-in 
magnets for noise-free opening and closing. The frames can be removed and the doors rolled 
back and held by toggles. The new Larga bedside table with two shelves complements the 
Cayon design. 

CUPBOARDS  
AND WARDROBES 

Art. No.:   .................................. 530078  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.2 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 50 x 139 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 67 x 78 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage space, Magnets 
seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access, 4 removable shelves, Organiser 
pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Opens 
and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

BERMUDA

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530089  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.9 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 52 x 98 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 56 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
3 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small 
pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

DOMINGO

Art. No.:   .................................. 530077  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 44 x 79 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 80 x 46 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
2 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation,  
Small pack size, Opens and folds in seconds, Hanging hooks on side, No as 
sembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

BAHAMAS

Art. No.:   .................................. 530076  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 110 x 53 x 88 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 110 x 60 x 11 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
6 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation,  
Small pack size, Hanging hooks on side, No assembly required, Opens and folds  
in seconds, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

ARUBA

Art. No.:   .................................. 530093  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 107 x 50 x 138 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 107 x 73 x 14 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
8 removable shelves, Organiser pockets, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small 
pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Clothes rail, Opens and folds in seconds, No 
assembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage 
and portability.

MARTINIQUE

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:   .................................. 530081  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 2.8 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 42 x 42 x 45 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 62 x 43 x 7 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy 
access to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door 
rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy aluminium frame, 
2 removable shelves, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, 
No assembly required, Small pack size, Opens and folds in 
seconds, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CAYON
Art. No.:   .................................. 530092  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 52 x 64 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 57 x 52 x 12 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy 
access to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door 
rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy aluminium frame,  
2 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for 
air circulation, Hanging hooks on side, No assembly required, 
Small pack size, Opens and folds in seconds, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

LARGA

Art. No.:   .................................. 530073  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 10.6 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 92 x 48 x 100 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 92 x 65 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, 6 removable shelves, 
Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Zipped 
doors, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

BAYFORDS
Art. No.:   .................................. 530072  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 7 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 48 x 92 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 49 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, 3 removable shelves, 
Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Zipped 
doors, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CANEFIELD

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:   .................................. 590380  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 30 x 19 x 15 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 19 x 3 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Alloy frame, Comfortable handle on the side, 
Small pack size

FOLDING STORAGE BASKET S
Art. No.:   .................................. 590381  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 43 x 33 x 15 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 43 x 33 x 3 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Alloy frame, Comfortable handle on the side, 
Small pack size

FOLDING STORAGE BASKET M

Art. No.:   .................................. 590382  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 46 x 33 x 26 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 33 x 3 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Alloy frame, Comfortable handle on the side, 
Small pack size

FOLDING STORAGE BASKET L
Art. No.:   .................................. 590383  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Size:  ........................................... 33 x 33 x 66 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 33 x 33 x 5 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Alloy frame, Comfortable handle on the side, 
Small pack size

FOLDING STORAGE BASKET XL
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BURNER STOVES & GRILLS  
COLLECTION
The products feature throughout the Outwell Burner Stoves and Grills Collection combine our inspired innovation and outstanding Scandinavian design flair. 
Careful consideration of campers’ needs has resulted in a range of compact models that offer a wide choice, meeting all outdoor cooking demands and family size. 
Our easy to operate, efficient designs offer versatile cooking options to suit the most demanding camping cooks and deliver reliable sources of controllable heat 
without compromise. Three ranges of portable gas burner stoves – Gourmet Cooker, Chef Cooker and Appetizer – offer high performance options whilst the neat 
Grills extend campsite cooking flexibility and fun. Accurate flame adjustment and convenient auto piezo ignition ensure cooks stay in close control of heat output. 
Single, twin and three burner designs, fold-out windshields and non-stick griddle options offer versatile meal preparation and easy cleaning. 
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Packed with premium features, Gourmet Cookers will bring out the chef in all campers. 
Premium design features include stainless steel burners, integral piezo ignition and secure 
one-click lid closure mechanism. Our new stoves, Annatto and Sumac, join  
the range that includes the updated Jimbu.

GOURMET COOKERS

STAINLESS  
STEEL BURNERS

PIEZO IGNITION WINDSHIELDSBRAIDED STAINLESS STEEL 
PROTECTED PTFE HOSE W/AUTO 
SHUT OFF

01

02

03
04

0607

05
REMOVABLE EASY-TO-CLEAN 
PAN SUPPORTS
All pan supports lift off for 
full cleaning and mopping 
up spills

WINDSHIELDS
Deeply embossed lid for 
increased rigidity and wind 
protection

INDIVIDUALLY CONTROLLED 
BURNERS WITH ALUMINIUM 

SCREW BUTTONS
Gas flow to each individual 

burner and grill is controlled  
accurately to deliver the  

optimum heat needed

PIEZO IGNITION
The integral gas ignition system 
makes lighting simple, safe and 

reliable, especially in breezy 
conditions, removing the need to 

rely on matches or lighters

CLOSING MECHANISM 
Lids on the Gourmet models are  
simply and securely held shut by a  
one-click closure mechanism that can  
be released quickly

REMOVABLE STAINLESS 
STEEL DRIP TRAY

Cooking juices and 
spills are caught by an 

easy to remove and 
clean drip tray

STAINLESS STEEL BURNERS
Quality materials ensure 

easy cleaning, durability and 
sustained performance
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Art. No.:  ...................................  650800
Weight:  .................................... 3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 27 x10.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 255 g/h burner + 109 g/h grill
Source: ..................................... EN417 gas cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 3500W burner and 1500W grill, Uses EN417 threaded 
self-sealing gas cartridges, Compact portable gas stove, Auto piezo 
ignition, Windshield protection, Stable high heat output burners, 
Easy secure closing latch, Stainless steel burners, Anti-slip rubber feet, 
Individually controlled burners, Removable grate, easy to clean, Drip 
tray at stove base, Braided stainless steel protected PTFE hose w/auto 
shut off, Deeply embossed lid for increased rigidity.

JIMBU STOVE
Art. No.:  ...................................  650604
Weight:  .................................... 4.4 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 47.5 x 32 x 11.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 218 g/hl
Source: ..................................... EN417 gas cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 3000W burners, Uses EN417 threaded self-sealing 
gas cartridges, Compact portable gas stove, Auto piezo ignition, 
Windshield protection, Stable high heat output burners, Easy 
secure closing latch, Stainless steel burners, Plastic feet for 
stability, Individually controlled burners, Braided stainless steel 
protected PTFE hose w/auto shut off.

OLIDA STOVE

Art. No.:  ...................................  650789
Weight:  .................................... 5.4 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 55 x 32 x 13 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 255 g/h burner + 70 g/h grill
Source: ..................................... EN417 gas cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 3500W burners and 1000W grill, Uses EN417 
threaded self-sealing gas cartridges, Compact portable gas stove, 
Windshield protection, Auto piezo ignition, Stable high heat 
output burners, Easy secure closing latch, Stainless steel burners, 
Removable grate, easy to clean, Individually controlled burners, 
Anti-slip rubber feet, Toaster, Braided stainless steel protected 
PTFE hose w/auto shut off, Deeply embossed lid for  
increased rigidity.

SUMAC STOVE
Art. No.:  ...................................  650804
Weight:  .................................... 4.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 54 x 31 x 10 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 255 g/h
Source: ..................................... EN417 gas cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 3500W burner, Wide stainless steel base for big 
pots, High output stainless steel burners, Uses EN417 threaded 
self-sealing gas cartridges, Auto piezo ignition, Windshield 
protection, Stable high heat output burners, Easy secure closing 
latch, Individually controlled burners, Braided stainless steel 
protected PTFE hose w/auto shut off, Deeply embossed lid for 
increased rigidity.

ANNATTO STOVE
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Designed for use with bottled gas, Outwell Chef Cooker camping stoves bring premium 
quality to outdoor cooking and practical features like rigid, deep embossed lids perfect 
for windshields; auto-piezo ignition; stainless steel, individually controlled burners; and 
much more. Our new Habanaro Stove with grill and Fresno Stove have twin burners and 
removable griddle plates whilst the new Rukutu Stove has twin burners and top grill. 

CHEF COOKERS

Art. No.:  ...................................  650802   
650803 - DE

Weight:  .................................... 5.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 62 x 31 x 14 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 138 g/h
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 1900W burners, Removable non-stick 
griddle, Windshield protection, Auto piezo ignition, 
Stable high heat output burners, Easy secure closing 
latch, Stainless steel burners, Individually controlled 
burners, Anti-slip rubber feet, Deeply embossed lid for  
increased rigidity.

FRESNO STOVE

Art. No.:  ...................................  650798   
650799 - DE

Weight:  .................................... 5.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 55 x 30 x 10.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 138 g/h burner + 44 g/h grill
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 1900W burners and 600W grill, Compact 
portable gas stove, Windshield protection, Auto piezo 
ignition, Stable high heat output burners, Easy secure closing 
latch, Stainless steel burners, Removable grate, easy to clean, 
Individually controlled burners, Anti-slip rubber feet, Toaster, 
Deeply embossed lid for increased rigidity.

HABANARO STOVE

Art. No.:  ...................................  650787   
650788 - DE

Weight:  .................................... 5.2 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 60 x 30 x 12 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 138 g/h burner + 95 g/h grill
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 1900W burners and 1300W grill, Removable 
stainless steel drip tray, Non-stick grill, Windshield protection, 
Auto piezo ignition, Stable high heat output burners, Easy 
secure closing latch, Stainless steel burners, Removable 
grate, easy to clean, Individually controlled burners, Anti-slip 
rubber feet, Deeply embossed lid for increased rigidity.

RUKUTU STOVE

80 cm gas hose included 
on DE models

80 cm gas hose included 
on DE models

80 cm gas hose included 
on DE models
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Outwell Appetizer Cookers offer compact solutions to appeal to a wider cross-section of 
campers with versatile cookers, fuelled by gas cartridges and bottled gas, covering camping 
styles ranging from solo and couples to families and groups. Single, twin and three burner with 
grill designs are joined by the new Appetizer Duo with windshields in a smart black design.

APPETIZER COOKERS

Art. No.:  ................................... 1-burner:  650605
                                             2-burner: 650606
Weight:  .................................... 0.7 kg / 1.3 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 22,5 x 21 x 8 cm / 44.5 x 22.5 x 8 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 218 g/h
Source: ..................................... EN417 gas cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: 3000W burner, Uses EN417 threaded self-sealing gas cartridges, Compact 
portable gas stove, Variable heat control, Stable high heat output burner, Stainless steel 
burner, Low and stable stove, Plastic feet for stability, PVC hose W/auto shut off.

APPETIZER
Art. No.:  ...................................  650669
Weight:  .................................... 1.5 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 33 x 29 x 13.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Gas consumption: ............. 182 g/h
Source: ..................................... MSF-1A butane cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: 2500W burner, Uses MSF-1A butane cartridge (not included), 
Built-in compartment for gas cartridge, Auto piezo ignition.

APPETIZER SELECT
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Art. No.:  ...................................  650783   
650784 - DE

Weight:  .................................... 2.2 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 25 x 9 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 102 g/h
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 1400W burners, Compact portable 
gas stove, Windshield protection, Removable grate, 
easy to clean, Stable high heat output burners, Easy 
secure closing latch, Stainless steel burners, Individually 
controlled burners, Anti-slip rubber feet.

APPETIZER DUO
Art. No.:  ...................................  650805   

650806 - DE
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 32 x 8  cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Gas consumption: ............. 2 x 320 g/h burner + 109 g/h grill
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 2 x 1500W burners and 1500W grill,  
Collapsible for small pack size, Windshield protection,  
Auto piezo ignition, Individually controlled burners,  
Anti-slip rubber feet, Toaster.

APPETIZER TRIO

80 cm gas hose included 
on DE models
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With clean, convenient designs that light instantly, cool quickly and deliver closely 
controllable heat, our smart Outwell Gas Grills for barbecues are a key part of life on site and 
in the garden. Our Asado Gas Grill has a fresh new colour and is joined by the Colmar and 
Corte Gas Grills with side tables −  all feature stable fold-out legs and a lid for roasting and 
smoking − plus the compact Crest Gas Grill.

GAS GRILLS 
FEATURES

04

06

01 02

05

STAINLESS STEEL BURNERS 
Durable high performance

HEAT RESISTANT LID HANDLE
Making it safe to lift the hot lid when using 

the grill for roasting and smoking

FOLD-UP LEGS
Easy storage and portability  

ensuring a stable cooking platform

REMOVABLE STAINLESS STEEL DRIP TRAY  
No mess, easy cleaning

AUTO PIEZO IGNITION
Simple, safe and reliable lighting

REMOVABLE STAINLESS STEEL 
DRIP TRAY 

PIEZO IGNITION HEAT RESISTANT  
LID HANDLE

LID

LID 
When closed the grill functions as an 
oven for roasting and smoking

03
Art. No.:  ...................................  650795

650818 - DE
Size:  ........................................... 104 x 46 x 38.5 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 7.44 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 71 x 46 x 31 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 3900W grill, Compact portable gas BBQ, 
Chrome plated steel grill, Auto piezo ignition, Stable 
high heat output burner, Stainless steel burner, Two 
large side tables, Heat resistant lid handle, Variable heat 
control, Drip tray at grill base.

COLMAR GAS GRILL
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Art. No.:  ...................................  650796
650819 - DE

Size:  ........................................... 96 x 44 x 43.5 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 7.56 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 65,5 x 44 x 32.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel / cast iron
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: 3600W grill, Compact portable gas BBQ, 
Easy-clean 2 pcs cast iron grill, Auto piezo ignition, 
Stable high heat output burner, Stainless steel burner, 
Two removeble side tables, Heat resistant lid handle, 
Temperature gauge, Variable heat control, Drip tray at 
grill base.

CORTE GAS GRILL

Art. No.:  ...................................  650797
Size:  ........................................... 46 x 33 x 9 (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2 kg
Material:  .................................. Aluminium
Source: ..................................... MSF-1A butane cartridge
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: 1900W grill, Compact portable gas BBQ, 
Non-stick grill, Auto piezo ignition, Variable heat control, 
Removable non-stick grill  for easy cleaning. 

CREST GAS GRILL
Art. No.:  ...................................  650785

550786 - DE
Weight:  .................................... 2.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 52.5 x 30 x 30 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel / steel
Source: ..................................... LPG gas cylinders
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: 2500W grill, Compact portable gas BBQ, 
With lava rocks to hold and reflect heat and give an 
authentic gill flavor, Legs fold up for easy storage, Heat 
resistant lid handle.

ASADO GAS GRILL
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Cooking on a barbecue using charcoal is easy with our neat Outwell Grills. New for this year is 
the easy-to-transport Calvados Grill and the Calvi Smokeless Grill that features a cast iron cooking 
surface and a battery-powered fan for easy, smooth heat control. New fire pits and barbecue 
accessories complete the range.

CHARCOAL GRILLS

Art. No.:  ...................................  650791
Size:  ........................................... 36.5 x 44.5 cm (Dia.xH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.33 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 36.5 x 31.5 cm (Dia.xH)
Material:  .................................. Steel
Source: ..................................... Charcoal
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Removable legs for small pack sze - no 
tools required, Compact portable charcoal BBQ, 
Tool for operating hot lid and grate, Adjustable air 
vent, Heat resistant lid handle, Side clips for easy and 
clean transportation.

CALVADOS GRILL
Art. No.:  ...................................  650793
Size:  ........................................... 34.5 x 22 cm (Dia.xH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.29 kg
Material:  .................................. Steel / cast iron
Batteries: .................................. 4 x AA (not included)
Source: ..................................... Charcoal
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Smokeless grilling, Cast iron grill, Battery powered fan 
for easy and stepless adjustment of the heat, Removable electronics 
for easy washing and cleaning, Double-wall construction 
ensures outer bowl will not get hot for maximum safety, Anti-slip 
rubber feet, Comes in practical carrybag, Fast heating to quickly 
reach grilling temperature.

CALVI SMOKELESS GRILL
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Art. No.:  ................................... 650291
Size:  ........................................... 44.5 x 38 cm (Dia.xH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.0 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 44.5 x 44.5 x 18 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel / Chrome plated iron
Source: ..................................... Charcoal / wood
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Folds up - no assembly required, Incl. 
cooking grate, Tool for operating hot lid and grate, 
Small pack size.

CAZAL FIRE PIT M

Art. No.:  ...................................  650794
Size:  ........................................... 56 x 42 cm (Dia.xH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.27 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 56 x 32 cm (Dia.xH)
Material:  .................................. Steel / Chrome plated iron
Source: ..................................... Charcoal / wood
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Folds up - no assembly required, Incl. 
cooking grate, Tool for operating hot lid and grate, 
Compact pack size.

CAZAL FIRE PIT L

Art. No.:  ...................................  650790
Size:  ........................................... 72 x 21 cm (Dia.xH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.96 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 72 x 13.5 cm (Dia.xH)
Material:  .................................. Steel
Source: ..................................... Charcoal / wood
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Removable base - wingnut 
connection, Wide bowl for larger fires.

CAMON FIRE PIT
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Art. No.:  ...................................  650801
Size:  ........................................... 4 x 3.5 x 27 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 116 g
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 12

FEATURES: Spring loaded assisted opening, Locks in closed position, 
Hanging loop, Light and compact.

LOCKING GRILL TONGS

Art. No.:  ...................................  650069
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 45 x 45 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4.9 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 60 x 48 x 3.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel
Source: ..................................... Charcoal
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Folds up - no assembly required, Unique 
design provides generous space for charcoal, Small 
pack size, Practical carry handle.

CAZAL PORTABLE FEAST GRILL

Art. No.:  ...................................  590750
Size:  ........................................... 45 x 30 x 35 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.0 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 45 x 46 x 3 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel
Source: ..................................... Charcoal
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Folds up - no assembly required, Unique 
design provides generous space for charcoal, Small 
pack size, Practical carry handle.

CAZAL PORTABLE GRILL

Art. No.:  ...................................  650068
Size:  ........................................... 30 x 29 x 29 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.1 kg
Pack size:  ................................ 30 x 23 x 4 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel
Source: ..................................... Charcoal
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Folds up - no assembly required, Unique design provides 
generous space for charcoal, Small pack size, Practical carry handle.

CAZAL PORTABLE COMPACT GRILL

Art. No.:  ...................................  650782
Size:  ........................................... 12 x 5.5 x 10 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 118 g
Material:  .................................. Steel / plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 12

FEATURES: Three-in-one grill cleaner shovel, sponge, cleaning brush, 
Light and compact.

3 IN 1 GRILL CLEANER
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COLLAPS
COLLECTION
The superb Outwell Collaps Collection has grown from its ground-
breaking ‘First in the Field’ launch several years ago to a wide range of 
ingenious silicone designs for discerning campers.

Year on year, the collection has been enhanced and extended with new 
products and colours. With its unique blend of innovation, inspired design 
and vibrant colours, the hugely successful kitchenware, tableware and 
storage solutions have become an essential part of our one-stop shop 
approach to family camping. 

Setting the standard in cool design, it takes up minimal space in transit and 
storage when not needed on site or at home. BPA-free, the complete range 
is made from non-toxic materials and is tested to EU standards. Folding flat 
for convenient storage, smart ingenuity and design flair combine to build 
sustained sales success. Kitchenware offers kettles, a new colander, 
washing-up bowls and cutting boards; tableware has mugs 
and bowls whilst storage solutions include boxes, baskets and 
buckets. A set of contemporary bowls and a highly practical water 
container complete this highly desirable collection. A lively colour 
palette with new colours of Terracotta and Deep Blue offers a wide 
range of style options complementing the cool tones of Outwell 
tents, awnings, furniture and equipment for discerning campers. 

Innovative Kitchenware    
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Cool colours
& fold-away design
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650710
Deep Blue

COLLAPS KETTLE 1.5L

Art. No.:  ................................   650710 Deep Blue

 650711 Terracotta  
 650625 Cream White   
 650127 Lime Green  
 650649 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  14.5 x 16.5 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: .................................  1.5 L
Pack size: ...............................  4.5 x 16.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650710 
Deep Blue

650711 
Terracotta

650625 
Cream White

650127 
Lime Green

650649 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Can be placed 
on direct heat, BPA free, Break resistant.

650712
Deep Blue

COLLAPS KETTLE 2.5L

Art. No.:  ................................   650712 Deep Blue

 650713 Terracotta  
 650626 Cream White   
 650311 Lime Green  
 650657 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  17.5 x 19 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: .................................  2.5 L
Pack size: ...............................  5.5 x 19 cm
Material:  ...............................  Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650712 
Deep Blue

650713 
Terracotta

650626 
Cream White

650311 
Lime Green

650657 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Can be placed 
on direct heat, BPA free, Break resistant.

Art. No.:  ................................   650696 Deep Blue

 650697 Terracotta  
 650616 Cream White   
 650617 Lime Green  
 650647 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  15 x 13 x 8 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  15 x 13 x 3 cm
Material:  ...............................  Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650696 
Deep Blue

650697 
Terracotta

650616 
Cream White

650617 
Lime Green

650647 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Silicone 
handle, Fits Outwell flasks, Easy to open, use and fold 
away, BPA free, Break resistant.

650714
Deep Blue

COLLAPS MUG

Art. No.:  ................................   650714 Deep Blue

 650715 Terracotta  
 650627 Cream White   
 650340 Lime Green  
 650648 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  13.5 x 9.5 x 10.5 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  13.5 x 9.5 x 4.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650714 
Deep Blue

650715 
Terracotta

650627 
Cream White

650340 
Lime Green

650648 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, (Handle for secure grip), BPA free, Break 
resistant.

650696
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COFFEE FILTER HOLDER



650807
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL & LID W/GRATER

Art. No.:  ................................   650807 Deep Blue

 650808 Terracotta  
 650609 Cream White   
 650347 Lime Green  
 650659 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  10.5 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  5 x 23.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE, stainless steel, plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650807 
Deep Blue

650808 
Terracotta

650609 
Cream White

650347 
Lime Green

650659 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible bowl, Small pack size, Easy to 
open and fold, Break resistant, Multi functional lid, 
Incl. 3 plates: chop, slice and plain, BPA free.

650705
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COLANDER W/HANDLE

Art. No.:  ................................   650705 Deep Blue

 650706 Terracotta  
 650623 Cream White   
 650365 Lime Green  
 650652 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  40.5 x 22 x 9.5 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  40.5 x 22 x 3.5cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650705 
Deep Blue

650706 
Terracotta

650623 
Cream White

650365 
Lime Green

650652 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650700
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COLANDER

Art. No.:  ................................   650700 Deep Blue

 650702 Terracotta  
 650622 Cream White   
 650115 Lime Green  
 650654 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  9 x 24 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  3.5 x 24 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650700 
Deep Blue

650702 
Terracotta

650622 
Cream White

650115 
Lime Green

650654 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650680
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL SET

Art. No.:  ................................   650680 Deep Blue

 650693 Terracotta  
 650679 Cream White   
 650681 Lime Green  
 650683 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  10 x 28 cm (HxDia.)
Content .................................  Small: 8.5 x 20.5 cm, Medium: 

9 x 23.5 cm, Large: 10 x 28 cm
Pack size: ...............................  6 x 28 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650680 
Deep Blue

650693 
Terracotta

650679 
Cream White

650681 
Lime Green

650683 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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LID FOR COLLAPS BOWL
Art. No.:  ................................  650352 S 

650353 M 
650354 L

Size: ..........................................  S: 1 x 20.5 cm (HxDia.) 
M: 1 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.) 
L: 1 x 27.8 cm (HxDia.)

Material: ................................  Plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

FEATURES: Practical lid for Collaps Bowl S, M and 
L, so it can be used for storage, Break resistant, 
Dishwasher safe, BPA free.

650690
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL S

Art. No.:  ................................   650690 Deep Blue

 650692 Terracotta  
 650610 Cream White   
 650112 Lime Green  
 650661 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  9 x 20.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  4 x 20.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650690 
Deep Blue

650692 
Terracotta

650610 
Cream White

650112 
Lime Green

650661 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650685
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL M

Art. No.:  ................................   650685 Deep Blue

 650687 Terracotta  
 650611 Cream White   
 650113 Lime Green  
 650660 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  9.5 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  4 x 23.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650685 
Deep Blue

650687 
Terracotta

650611 
Cream White

650113 
Lime Green

650660 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650703
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL L

Art. No.:  ................................   650703 Deep Blue

 650682 Terracotta  
 650612 Cream White   
 650114 Lime Green  
 650658 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  10.5 x 27.8 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  4 x 27.8 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650703 
Deep Blue

650682 
Terracotta

650612 
Cream White

650114 
Lime Green

650658 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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650720
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASHING-UP BOWL

Art. No.:  ................................   650720 Deep Blue

 650721 Terracotta  
 650635 Cream White   
 650636 Lime Green  
 650656 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  24.5 x 37.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ...............................  6.5 x 37.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650720 
Deep Blue

650721 
Terracotta

650635 
Cream White

650636 
Lime Green

650656 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Handles for secure grip, Break resistant, 
Dishwasher safe, BPA free.

650677
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOARD

Art. No.:  ................................   650677 Deep Blue

 650678 Terracotta  
 650608 Cream White   
 650117 Lime Green  
 650655 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  41 x 28 x 6 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  41 x 28 x 0.8 cm
Material:  ...............................  Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650677 
Deep Blue

650678 
Terracotta

650608 
Cream White

650117 
Lime Green

650655 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible silicone colander, Small pack 
size, Easy to open and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

COLLAPS WATER CARRIER

Art. No.:  ................................   650691 Deep Blue

 650689 Terracotta  
 650684 Cream White   
 650686 Lime Green  
 650688 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  37 x 32 x 26.5 cm (WxDxH)
Volume: .................................  12 L
Pack size: ...............................  37 x 32 x 8.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650691 
Deep Blue

650689 
Terracotta

650684 
Cream White

650686 
Lime Green

650688 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Easy tap operation, Wide quarter-turn screw 
lid for easy filling and cleaning, Sturdy carry handle 
for easy transportation, Break resistant, BPA free.

650691
Deep Blue
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650716
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASH BOWL

Art. No.:  ................................   650716 Deep Blue

 650717 Terracotta  
 650634 Cream White   
 650116 Lime Green  
 650653 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  38 x 28 x 12 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  38 x 28 x 5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650716 
Deep Blue

650717 
Terracotta

650634 
Cream White

650116 
Lime Green

650653 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.



650694
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BUCKET W/LID

Art. No.:  ................................   650694 Deep Blue

 650695 Terracotta  
 650613 Cream White   
 650224 Lime Green  
 650662 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  24 x 31 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: .................................  7.5 L
Pack size: ...............................  5.5 x 31 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650694 
Deep Blue

650695 
Terracotta

650613 
Cream White

650224 
Lime Green

650662 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Practical lid, 
Break resistant, Easy to open, use and fold away, 
BPA free.

650675
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BASKET

Art. No.:  ................................   650675 Deep Blue

 650676 Terracotta  
 650607 Cream White   
 650276 Lime Green  
 650646 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  57.5 x 43 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  57.5 x 43 x 9.5 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650675 
Deep Blue

650676 
Terracotta

650607 
Cream White

650276 
Lime Green

650646 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650707
Deep Blue

COLLAPS CRATER W/HANDLE

Art. No.:  ................................   650707 Deep Blue

 650708 Terracotta  
 650624 Cream White   
 650370 Lime Green  
 650651 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  47 x 37 x 26 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  47 x 37 x 7 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650707 
Deep Blue

650708 
Terracotta

650624 
Cream White

650370 
Lime Green

650651 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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650718
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASHING BASE W/HANDLE & LID

Art. No.:  ................................   650718 Deep Blue

 650719 Terracotta  
 650633 Cream White   
 650505 Lime Green  
 650650 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ..........................................  44 x 34 x 27 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ...............................  44 x 34 x 6 cm
Material:  ...............................  TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ...........  6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650718 
Deep Blue

650719 
Terracotta

650633 
Cream White

650505 
Lime Green

650650 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Easy to open and fold, Small pack size, 
Collapsible, Break resistant, BPA free, Lid fits as 
separator inside base, Drain with removable plug, 
Plate rack.



COOKING &
TABLEWARE
As the one-stop shop for family campers, we have a wide range of superb products for cooking and eating on site in the versatile Outwell Cooking and 
Tableware Collection of practical designs and inspired innovation. From breakfast to dinner, Outwell has the perfect pot or pan complemented by the 
smart plates, bowls, mugs, kettles and cooking essentials featuring the design flair and attention to detail seen throughout all our tent and equipment 
collections. Smart colours and stripes in tableware plus new versatile Fiesta cook set and kettle, and a new Collaps Saucepan, all underline the value of 
designs for home-from-home comfort and convenience. Our Cook Sets, Tea Break Kettles, Beverages, Bamboo tableware, Melamine tableware, Accessories 
and Water Carriers all add essential elements to campsite life.
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Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe
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The trend-setting Outwell Collaps Collection offers practical kitchenware, tableware 
and storage solutions in vibrant colours, which combine inspired styles with sparkling 
innovation that allows products to be conveniently folded flat to take up minimal storage 
and transit space. The ingenuity and design flair has wide appeal mirrored by sustained 
sales success.

COLLAPS
COOKING

650629
Midnight Black

650628
Lime Green

650630
Lime Green

650631
Midnight Black

COLLAPS POT WITH LID L

Art. No.:   .................................. 650630 Lime Green
                                             650631 Midnight Black
Size:  ........................................... 33 x 26.6 x 16 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 4.5 L
Pack size:  ................................ 33 x 26.6 x 5.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Steel and silicone lid, Steel and silicone 
handle, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open, 
use and fold away, BPA free, Can be placed on direct 
heat, Steam outlet on lid.

650725
Midnight Black

COLLAPS SAUCEPAN

Art. No.:   ..................................   650724 Lime Green
650725 Midnight Black

Size:  ........................................... 35 x 19 x 10.5 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 1.5 L
Pack size:  ................................ 20 x 19 x 3.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Steel and 
silicone handle, Can be placed on direct heat, Easy to 
open, use and fold away, BPA free.

650724
Lime Green

COLLAPS POT WITH LID M

Art. No.:   ..................................   650628 Lime Green
650629 Midnight Black

Size:  ........................................... 30.5 x 24 x 13 cm (WxDxH)
Volume:  ................................... 2.5 L
Pack size:  ................................ 30.5 x 24 x 5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Steel and silicone lid, Steel and silicone 
handle, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open, use 
and fold away, BPA free, Can be placed on direct heat, 
Steam outlet on lid.



Art. No.: ..................................... 1.5 L: 650387  Midnight Black  
1.5 L:  650127 Lime Green 
2.5 L: 650385  Midnight Black  
2.5 L: 650311 Lime Green

Size: ............................................. 1.5 L: 14.5 x 16.5 cm (HxDia.)  
2.5 L: 17.5 x 19 cm (HxDia.)

Volume: .................................... 1.5 / 2.5 L
Pack size: .................................. 1.5 L: 4.5 x 16.5 cm 

2.5 L: 5.5 x 19 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

COLLAPS KETTLE

Dishwasher 
Safe

Induction
Hobs

Induction
Hobs
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Lightweight, durable pots and pans in the Feast Cook Sets are made in quality aluminium with a durable non-stick cooking surface 
and a ferrous insert for use on induction hobs. Secure, easy-grip black soft–touch handles complement the smart matt grey finish, 
making all of the pots, pans and stainless steel lids safer to lift and carry when hot. For transport and storage, detachable handles 
on the Saucepans and Frying Pans allow them to be packed in the Casserole Pot for storage and transport.

FEAST  
COOK SETS

FEAST SET M

Art. No.:   ..................................  650132
Pack size:  ................................ 32 x 20 x 15 cm (WxDxH)
Content: ...................................  1 pot (3 L), 1 saucepan (1.5 L), 

1 frying pan (dia. 20 cm), 1 lid 
& 2 detachable handles

Material:  .................................. Aluminium with non-stick finish
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Sauce- and frying pan with detachable 
handles, Lid fits pot and frying pan, Soft touch handles, 
Carrybag included, Stainless steel lid, Packs together 
neatly for storage and transport.

FEAST SET L

Art. No.:   ..................................  650133
Pack size:  ................................ 36 x 24 x 18 cm (WxDxH)
Content: ................................... 1 pot (5 L), 1 saucepan (2 L), 
                                             1 frying pan (dia. 24 cm), 1 lid 
                                             & 2 detachable handles
Material:  .................................. Aluminium with non-stick finish
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Sauce- and frying pan with detachable 
handles, Lid fits pot and frying pan, Soft touch handles, 
Carrybag included, Stainless steel lid, Packs together 
neatly for storage and transport.

1.5 L 650127 
2.5 L 650311
Lime Green

1.5 L 650387
2.5 L 650385

Midnight Black



Art. No.:   .................................. 650599  
Pack size:  ................................ 21.5 x 25 x 14.5 cm (WxDxH)
Content: ................................... 1 pot (2.5 L), 1 frying pan  

(dia. 20 cm), 2 detachable  
handles & 1 lid

Material:  .................................. Aluminium with  
non-stick finish

Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Glass and silicon lid fits pot and frying pan, Lid with 
steam outlet, Packs together neatly for storage and transport, 
Carry strap included.

CULINARY SET M

Art. No.:   .................................. 650598  
Pack size:  ................................ 24.5 x 30 x 16 cm (WxDxH)
Content: ................................... 1 pot (5 L), 1 frying pan (dia. 24 cm),  

3 detachable handles & 1 lid
Material:  .................................. Aluminium with non-stick finish
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Glass and silicon lid fits pot and frying pan, Lid with 
steam outlet, Packs together neatly for storage and transport, 
Carry strap included.

CULINARY SET L
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The Outwell Culinary Set comes in L and M sizes for a choice of capacities. Detachable, soft-
touch handles allow safe use of pot and shallow pan. A soft-seal pot lid provides efficient 
cooking and a strap is supplied for storage. Using steel and non-stick coated aluminium where 
appropriate ensures years of reliable use from this durable cookware.

CULINARY COOK SETS



Art. No.:   .................................. 650727  
Pack size:  ................................ 13 x 19.5 cm (HxDia.)
Content: ................................... 2 pots (1 L & 1.5 L), 1 frying pan 

(dia. 19 cm), 1 kettle (dia 13 cm) 
& 1 gripper

Material:  .................................. Aluminium with non-stick finish
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Lid fits pot and frying pan, Packs together for 
storage and transport, Mesh bag included, Kettle 0.65 L.

FIESTA SET M
Art. No.:   .................................. 650726  
Pack size:  ................................ 14.5 x 22 cm (HxDia.)
Content: ................................... 2 pots (1.5 L & 2.5 L), 1 frying pan 

(dia. 22 cm), 1 kettle (dia 15 cm)  
& 1 gripper

Material:  .................................. Aluminium with non-stick finish
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Lid fits pot and frying pan, Packs together for 
storage and transport, Mesh bag included, Kettle 0.9 L.

FIESTA SET L

Think camping; think kettles. Enjoying a brew on site is one of the pleasures of tent life at any 
time of day. Outwell Tea Break Kettles offer options in size and colours to suit all campers’ needs. 
Fiesta are two new aluminium cook sets with a non-stick coating including a kettle in the sets. 
They come in a medium and large option to cater for family size with a choice of capacities that 
ensure you have everything needed to rustle up a tasty hot meal.

FIESTA COOK SETS 
& KETTLES

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 650279 
L: 650280

Volume:  ................................... M: 1.8 L 
L: 2.2 L

Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:  ............. 12

FEATURES: Removable lid, Heat resistant  
handle, Whistle.

TEA BREAK KETTLES BLACK 

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 650281 
L: 650282

Volume:  ................................... M: 1.8 L 
L: 2.2 L

Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:  ............. 12

FEATURES: Removable lid, Heat resistant 
handle, Whistle.

TEA BREAK KETTLES SILVER
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Art. No.:  ................................... S: 650671  
M: 650672   
L: 650673

Volume:  ................................... 0.5 L, 0.75 L, 1 L 
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 12

FEATURES: Unbreakable steel flask, Easy to open 
and close, Keeps your drink either hot or cold, 
Practical lid functioning as a cup.

AGITA STAINLESS STEEL FLASK 

Art. No.:  ................................... 650413
Volume:  ................................... 0.4 L
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel and plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Unbreakable steel mug, Easy to open and close,  
Keeps your drink either hot or cold.

ALTAI VACUUM MUG

Art. No.:  ................................... 650452  (2 cups) 
650414  (6 cups)

Size:  ........................................... 7.5 x 13 x 14 cm (2 cups) / 10 x 16 x 19 cm (6 cups) 
Volume:  ................................... 0.1 L (2 cups) / 0.3 L (6 cups)
Material:  .................................. Aluminium
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Brews your espresso in few minutes, 2 / 6 cup volume in one 
brew, Safe and cool touch handle, Compact size, Suitable for all heat source 
(excl. induction).

ALAVA ESPRESSO MAKER 
Art. No.:  ................................... S: 650821  

M: 650822  
Size:  ........................................... S: 16.5 x 13.5 cm / M: 24 x 13.5cm (HxDia.)
Volume:  ................................... S: 0.5 L / M: 1.5 L
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Unbreakable steel flask, Easy to open and close, Keeps your 
drink either hot or cold, Soft touch handle with push botton.

ALAR VACUUM FLASK

Whether hot or cold, enjoying favourite drinks on site and on the move is easy as the Outwell 
Beverages collection includes our smart, Alava Espresso Makers, ideal for a fresh coffee brew. Our 
sturdy Agita Stainless Steel Flasks and our new Alar Vacuum Flask are ideal to pack in the car or 
rucksack on days out.

BEVERAGES 
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Sustainably-sourced, biodegradable and dishwasher safe, our smart, durable Bamboo Tableware 
offers practical designs in cool contemporary colour combinations. Featuring Iris Blue, Primrose 
Green and Casablanca White, the popular range is available in 2- and 4-person dinner sets of 
plates, bowls, and mugs.

BAMBOO TABLEWARE 

Art. No.:  ...................................    650664 Iris Blue   
650415 Primrose Green  
650410 Casablanca White  

Size:  ........................................... 18 x 8 cm (HxDia.)
Volume:  ................................... 0.4 L
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel and bamboo
Pieces per carton:  ............. 12

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650664 
Iris Blue

650415 
Primrose 

Green

650410 
Casablanca 

White

FEATURES: Keep drinks hot or cold, Break resistant, 
Practical cup with lid, Not suitable for dishwasher.

VACUUM BAMBOO MUG

650397
Casablanca White

650520
Iris Blue

650522
Primrose Green

Art. No.:  ...................................  650520 Iris Blue   
650522 Primrose Green  
650397 Casablanca White  

Size:  ...........................................  Mug 10.5 x 8.5 cm (HxDia.),  
dinner plate 25 cm (Dia.),  
bowl 6.5 x 13.5 cm (HxDia.)

Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton:  .............  4

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650520 
Iris Blue

650522 
Primrose 

Green

650397 
Casablanca 

White

FEATURES:  Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO DINNER SET 4 PERSONS

650519
Iris Blue

650521
Primrose Green

650396
Casablanca White

Art. No.:  ...................................   650519 Iris Blue   
 650521 Primrose Green  
 650396 Casablanca White  

Size:  ...........................................  Mug 10.5 x 8.5 cm (HxDia.),  
dinner plate 25 cm (Dia.),  
bowl 6.5 x 13.5 cm (HxDia.)

Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton:  ............. 8

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650519 
Iris Blue

650521 
Primrose 

Green

650396 
Casablanca 

White

FEATURES:  Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO DINNER SET 2 PERSONS

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe
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Art. No.:  ................................... 650514
Size:  ........................................... 1.5 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 24*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO DESSERT PLATE CASABLANCA WHITE
Art. No.:  ................................... 650515
Size:  ........................................... 1.5 x 25 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 24*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO DINNER PLATE CASABLANCA WHITE

Art. No.:  ................................... 650516
Size:  ........................................... 20 x 14 x 21 cm (WxDxH)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 8*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO PITCHER CASABLANCA WHITE

Art. No.:  ................................... 650513
Size:  ........................................... 6.5 x 14 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 24*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO BOWL CASABLANCA WHITE

Art. No.:  ................................... 650517
Size:  ........................................... 11.5 x 25 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 12*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO SALAD BOWL CASABLANCA WHITE
Art. No.:  ................................... 650518
Size:  ........................................... 13 x 8 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Bamboo
Pieces per carton: .............. 48*

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BAMBOO TUMBLER CASABLANCA WHITE

*Delivered in displaybox

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe
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Cool colour stripe options in the smart, practical Outwell Melamine Tableware range of 
2- and 4-person picnic sets and handled mug sets, add style and brightness to lift the 
appearance of any picnic rug. The durability of our 100% melamine is as much an integral 
part of the collection as the style it delivers in Columbine Blue, Pogonia Green and Magnolia 
Red colourways. Ideal also for barbecues at home, all items are dishwasher safe. 

MELAMINE TABLEWARE 

Art. No.:  ................................... 650529 Columbine Blue   
650530 Magnolia Red  
650531 Pogonia Green  

Size: ............................................. Dinner plates: 25 cm (Dia.), 
dessert plates: 19.5 cm (Dia.), 
tumblers: 10 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.), 
bowls: 6.5 x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)

Content: .................................. 2 dinner plates, 2 dessert  
plates, 2 tumblers, 2 bowls

Material:  .................................. 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:  ............. 16 

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware.

BLOSSOM PICNIC SET 2 PERSONS

Art. No.:  ................................... 650532 Columbine Blue   
650533 Magnolia Red  
650534 Pogonia Green  

Size: ............................................. Dinner plates: 25 cm (Dia.), 
dessert plates: 19.5 cm (Dia.), 
tumblers: 10 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.), 
bowls: 6.5 x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)

Content: .................................. 4 dinner plates, 4 dessert  
plates, 4 tumblers, 4 bowls

Material:  .................................. 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:  ............. 8 

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware. 

BLOSSOM PICNIC SET 4 PERSONS

2 persons 650530 
4 persons: 650533

Magnolia Red

2 persons: 650529
4 persons: 650532
Columbine Blue

2 persons 650531
4 persons: 650534

Pogonia Green

Art. No.:  ................................... 650523 Columbine Blue   
650524 Magnolia Red  
650525 Pogonia Green  

Size:  ........................................... 9.5 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.)
Content: ................................... 4 mugs
Material:  .................................. 100% melamine
Pieces per carton: .............. 8

FEATURES: Break resistant tableware. Practical handle.

BLOSSOM MUG SET

650523 
Columbine 

Blue

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe

650524 
Magnolia  

Red

650525 
Pogonia  
Green
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The Outwell range of Cooking and Tableware accessories cements our one-stop shop 
commitment to family campers by providing a comprehensive range of products that 
completes our unique offer for kitchen and table. Outdoor chefs benefit from a choice of 
Utensil sets, Kitchen knives and Tools – including Water carriers – while cutlery set options 
add practical style to the dining table.

COOKING AND TABLEWARE 
ACCESSORIES 

Art. No.:  ................................... 650596
Size:  ........................................... 33 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Content: ................................... Pasta Spoon 32 cm, whisk 33 cm, spatula 32 cm, serving Spoon  

32 cm, ladle 30 cm, grater 20 x 8.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Tools: nylon and TPR handle. Grater: plastic and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

ADANA UTENSIL SET
Art. No.:  ................................... 650597
Size:  ........................................... 33 x 10 cm (HxDia.)
Content: ................................... Whisk 33 cm, serving spoon 32 cm, pasta spoon 32 cm, spatual 32 cm
Material:  .................................. Nylon and TPR handle
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carrybag included.

ALMADA UTENSIL SET

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe
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Art. No.:  ................................... 650252
Size:  ........................................... Universal knife 20 cm,  

bread knife 19.5 cm, peeler 8 cm
Material:  .................................. Handle: PP & TPR, blade: non-stick 

stainless steel, peeler
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Blade cover, Non-stick coated, Soft touch/non-
slip handle, Peeler suitable for both left- and right-handed.

KNIFE SET W/PEELER GREY/BLUE PICNIC CUTLERY SET

650339
Grey/Black

650251
Grey/Green

650252
Grey/Blue

Art. No.:  ................................... 650339 Grey/Black   
650251 Grey/Green  

Size:  ...........................................  Paring knife 8.5 cm, bread knife 19.5 cm, 
santoku knife 16.5 cm

Material:  ..................................  Handle: PP & TPR, blade: non-stick 
stainless steel

Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

 

FEATURES: Blade cover, Non-stick coated, Soft touch/non- 
slip handle.

KNIFE SET

Art. No.:  ................................... 650666
Size:  ........................................... Knife 21 cm, Fork 19.5 cm
Content: ................................... 4 Forks, 4 knives
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel and plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: BPA free, Storage bag.

BBQ CUTLERY SET

Art. No.:  ................................... 650667
Material: ................................... 600D 100% polyester, silver aluminium foil lining
Size:  ........................................... 28 x 5 x 23 cm (WxDxH)
Content: .................................. 4 knives, 4 forks, 4 spoons, 4 napkins, 1 cheese 

knife, 1 bottle opener, 1 cutting board
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Material:  .................................. 600D 100% polyester,  

silver aluminium foil lining
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: External front mesh pocket.

Art. No.:  ................................... 650378
Size:  ........................................... Knife 22 cm, Fork 20.5 cm, Spoon 20.5 cm, 

Teaspoon 16 cm
Content: ................................... 4 Forks, 4 knives, 4 spoons, 4 tea spoons
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel and plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Box for storage.

BOX CUTLERY SET

Dishwasher 
Safe

Dishwasher 
Safe
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530460
Size:  ........................................... 19 cm
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Scissors, Knife, Bottle opener, Wrench, 
Wire stripper, Jar wrench, Nut cracker, Screwdriver, 
Magnet, Can opener / fish scaler / wire cutter.

12 IN 1 SCISSORS
Art. No.:  ................................... 530461
Size:  ........................................... 14 x 3.5 cm (HxW)
Material:  .................................. Stainless steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Knife blade, Corkscrew, 2 step 
lever, 2 x bottle opener.

5 IN 1 OPENER

Art. No.:  ................................... 650670
Size:  ........................................... 23 x 23 x 23 cm  (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 23 x 23 x 8 cm
Material:  .................................. LDPE
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Foldable water carrier with comfortable 
handle - convenient for hanging, Small pack size, 
Adjustable tap, BPA free.

WATER CARRIER 15L

Art. No.:  ................................... 10 L: 650173   
20 L: 650174

Size:  ........................................... 10 L: 24 x 17 x 28 cm (WxDxH) 
20 L: 30 x 23 x 39 cm (WxDxH)

Pack size:  ................................ 10 L: 17 x 28 cm  
20 L: 23 x 39 cm

Material:  .................................. LDPE
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Small pack size and weight, Practical and strong, 
Convenient carry handle, BPA free, Use as washbasin folded.

WATER CARRIER

Art. No.:  ................................... 650227 Green   
650228 Blue

Size:  ........................................... 9 x 6.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material:  .................................. Plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Compact size, Flexible soap dosing, With 
soap dispenser.

DISHWASHER BRUSH

Dishwasher 
Safe
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PUMPS, ELECTRICS
AND LANTERNS
With mains power now a common feature on tent pitches, Outwell Pumps, Electrics and Lanterns add the extra dimensions of convenience, and comfort 
on site that are now sought by family campers. Our hugely efficient 12V Tent Pump with auto-stop pressure setting and LCD display is easier and quicker 
to use whilst our wide range of Airbed Pumps offer 12V and EU/UK mains operation for setting up sleeping space with a vacuum and a rechargeable 
option. Our super Lantern range enjoys smart new colours to match the versatile Collaps hanging light range which also has a new colour and new models. 
Reflecting the changing face of modern camping, the new Obsidian lantern has a controllable wireless speaker plus an audio cable, dimmer function, 
built-in microphone for mobile phone integration and a music playing time of up to four hours.
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Supplied with nozzle options to suit a variety of needs, our efficient, reliable 
electric pumps, suitable for 12V, 5V or EU/UK mains supply, generate high 
volumes of air quickly and safely. Wind and Air Mass are new rechargeable 
pumps whilst our new manual High Pressure Tent Pump has a smooth 
effortless action and our Power Bank offers instant mobile energy.

PUMPS

Art. No.:  ................................... 650665
Pieces per carton:  ............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, 
Electronic setting of pressure up to 16PSI, LCD display 
for easy setting of pressure, Automatically stops at set 
value, 6 m cable, Supplied with 4 different nozzles.

WIND GUST TENT PUMP 12V
Art. No.:  ................................... 650537
Pieces per carton:  ............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, 
Simple 1 button operation, Automatically stops 
at Outwell recommended pressure, 6 m cable, 
Supplied with 4 different nozzles.

WINDSTORM TENT PUMP 12V

Art. No.: ..................................... 590320
Volume: .................................... 2 L
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Twice as effective as a regular 
pump, Supplied with 3 different nozzles, 
For inflating and deflating.

DOUBLE ACTION PUMP

Art. No.: ..................................... 650820
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, Electronic setting of pressure 
up to 16PSI, LCD display for easy setting of pressure, Automatically stops at 
set value, 5 m cable, Supplied with 2 different nozzles.

SQUALL TENT PUMP 12V

HIGH PRESSURE TENT PUMP
Art. No.: ..................................... 650772
Volume: .................................... 2 L
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Smooth effortless action, One-way action on down 
stroke, 60 cm high for optimum user comfort, Sturdy aluminum 
shaft, Supplied with 4 different nozzles, Built-in pressure gauge 
to ensure right pressure, Max presure 2bar/28psi.

FO
R IN

FLATABLE TEN
T

TENT
PUMPS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 590211
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Supplied with 3 different 
nozzles, For inflating and deflating.

FOOT PUMP 3L
Art. No.:  ................................... 590221
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Supplied with 3 different 
nozzles, For inflating and deflating.

FOOT PUMP 5L

12V POWERBANK
Art. No.: ..................................... 650769
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Top up mobile electronics via this 12V power pack, Two 
5V USB output - 1A and 2A, 10000 mAh battery, Integral white light, 
Integral red flashing light, Jump start your car, Supplied with 230V 
adaptor for EU and UK plugs, Supplied with 12V adaptor, USB to 
Micro-USB charging cable included, Carrybag for transport included.

WIND PUMP USB
Art. No.: ..................................... 650773
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Powered from 5V USB, Rechargeable, Compact 
size, For inflating and deflating, Supplied with 3 different 
nozzles, USB charging cable included.

AIR MASS PUMP RECHARGEABLE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650770     
650771 - UK    

Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Powerful and compact, Rechargeable, Suitable 
for 12V and 230V, For inflating and deflating, Supplied with 
3 different nozzles, Ergonomic design.

SKY PUMP 12V/230V

Art. No.: ..................................... 650541     
650542 - UK    

Pieces per carton: .............. 12

FEATURES: Supplied with 3 different nozzles, For 
inflating and deflating, Suitable for 12V and 230V.

HURRICANE VACUUM PUMP

Art. No.: ..................................... 650539     
650538 - UK    

Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Vacuum cleaner function, 4 different nozzles for 
inflation, Powerful 2.2PSI motor, For inflating and deflating, 
Suitable for 230V.
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Reliable supply of electricity is expected on campsites 
these days with mains hook-up now common on pitches 
for tents and vehicles. With reliable power integral to family 
camping, the Outwell range of mains kits, sockets, leads 
and plugs has been developed with safety as the clear 
priority linked closely to convenience and versatility with 
long cables and built-in circuit breakers. 

ELECTRICS

Art. No.:  ................................... 650300   
650301 - UK  

Size: ............................................. 30 cm
Weight:  .................................... 0.2 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: 0.3 m cable, Conversion of mains 
to socket, Continental socket, 3G1.5 cable, 
IP44 - dust and splash proof.

CONVERSION LEAD SOCKET

Art. No.:  ................................... 650298   
650299 - UK  

Size: ............................................. 30 cm
Weight:  .................................... 0.2 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: 0.3 m cable, Conversion of mains 
to plug, Continental plug, 3G1.5 cable, IP44 - 
dust and splash proof.

CONVERSION LEAD PLUG
Art. No.:  ................................... 650302
Size: ............................................. 25 m
Weight:  .................................... 3.9 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: 25 m cable, Connection lead 16A 
plug and coupler, Mains connection lead, 
3G1.5 cable, IP44 - dust and splash proof.

CONVERSION LEAD 25 MTR.
Art. No.: ..................................... 650469
Size: ............................................. 25 x 10 x 10 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 168 g
Material:  .................................. PP
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: CE approved, IP44 - dust and splash 
proof, For cable dia 6.5 mm to 9 mm.

CABLE SAFETY BOX

CONVERSION LEAD 15 MTR.
Art. No.: ..................................... 650734
Size: ............................................. 15 m
Weight:  .................................... 2.1 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: 15 m cable, Connection lead 16A plug 
and coupler, Mains connection lead, 3G1.5 cable, 
IP44 - dust and splash proof.

CETUS MAINS ROLLER KIT

Art. No.: ..................................... 650732     
650733 - UK    

Size: ............................................. 30 x 20 x 32 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.9 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: 15 m cable, MCB protected with build in circuit 
breaker, Two 230V sockets and one 12V 5A, 3G1.5 cable, IP44 
- dust and splash proof, Practical roll-up reel, Two USB ports 
5V/2100mA for recharging tablets, smart phones etc., Mains and 
12V plug easy to connect, Polarity warning light.
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Art. No.:  ................................... 650296   
650297 - UK  

Size:  ........................................... 30 x 20 x 32 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 4 kg
Pieces per carton:  ............. 6

FEATURES: 15 m cable, MCB protected with build in circuit breaker, Three sockets, 3G1.5 
cable, IP44 - dust and splash proof, Practical roll-up reel, Two USB ports 5V/2100mA for 
recharging tablets, smart phones etc., Built-in 74 LED Light with 1 LED night light, Mains plug 
easy to connect, Polarity warning light.

MENSA MAINS 3WAY ROLLER KIT W. USB/LIGHT

Art. No.:  ................................... 560730   
560731 - UK  

Size:  ........................................... 42.5 cm (Dia.)
Weight:  .................................... 1.4 kg
Pieces per carton:  ............. 1

FEATURES: Two settings: 600 / 1,500W, 
Halogen heating element, Instant heat - safe 
and convenient, Odourless heating, For 
indoor and outdoor usage, 1.9 m cable cord 
for easy use, With plug for 230V.

FUJI ELECTRIC CAMPING/PATIO HEATER

Art. No.:  ................................... 650064   
650065 - UK  

Size:  ........................................... 30 cm (Dia.)
Weight:  .................................... 1 kg
Pieces per carton:  ............. 1

FEATURES: 700W, Halogen heating element, 
Instant heat – safe and convenient, Odourless 
heating, For indoor and outdoor usage, 1.9 m 
cable cord for easy use, With plug for 230V.

ETNA ELECTRIC CAMPING/PATIO HEATER

Mornings and evenings can feel chilly on site but that can be a thing of the past for 
campers with the convenience of the 230V Outwell Patio Heaters. Providing instant 
warmth inside and outside the tent through halogen elements that offer safe, odour-free 
heat, they deliver outstanding performance. Both heaters come with a pre-attached plug 
on the useful cable and the light, strong aluminium casings can be suspended securely. 
Etna has one 700W setting whilst the larger Fuji offers a choice of 600W or 1,500W.

PATIO HEATERS

APUS MAINS ROLLER KIT 10 MTR.

Art. No.: ..................................... 650728     
650729 - UK    

 Pieces per carton: ............. 4

FEATURES: 10 m cable, Three sockets, 3G1.5 
cable, Practical roll-up reel, Mains plug easy to 
connect, CE approved, MCB protected with 
build in circuit breaker.

APUS MAINS ROLLER KIT 20 MTR.

Art. No.: ..................................... 650730     
650731 - UK    

 Pieces per carton: ............. 4

FEATURES: 20 m cable, Three sockets, 3G1.5 
cable, Practical roll-up reel, Mains plug easy to 
connect, CE approved, MCB protected with 
build in circuit breaker.
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* Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends  
on the quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature.

LIGHTING
Lighting adds atmosphere as well as convenience and safety so Outwell 
options deliver a variety of solutions with innovative features for flexible use 
on site from area light to cooking and eating. From our ingenious Collaps 
lights flat-pack LED illumination to the inspired product developments in 
our Aries strip lighting pack, reliability, convenience and ease of use are 
clear priorities.

POLARIS

Art. No.:  ..................................  650762 Deep Blue
 650572 Cream White  
 650573 Lime Green  

Size: ............................................. 14.5 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 500 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. 6 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 15 hours*
Source: ..................................... SMD LED, 200 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650762 
Deep Blue

650572 
Cream White

650573 
Lime Green

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the 
button to dim the light, Dual hook for versatile suspension.

DORADUS

Art. No.:  ..................................  650757 Deep Blue
 650756 Cream White  
 650758 Lime Green  

Size: ............................................. 12 x 15 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 350 g
Pack size: .................................. 24.5 x 16 x 5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. 6 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 15 hours
Source: ..................................... SMD LED, 200 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650757 
Deep Blue

650756 
Cream White

650758 
Lime Green

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the 
buttom to dim the light, Dual function - table or suspended.
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LEONIS

Art. No.: ..................................... 650744 Deep Blue / 650745 Deep Blue - UK   
650561 Cream White / 650565 Cream White - UK  
650459 Lime Green  / 650491 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 10 x 15 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 330 g
Pack size: .................................. 5 x 15 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 8 Watt, 2900 Kelvin 300 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650744

Deep Blue
650745 - UK

650561

Cream White
650565 - UK

650459

Lime Green
650491 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button to dim the 
light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.

ORION

Art. No.: ..................................... 650760 Deep Blue / 650761 Deep Blue - UK   
650576 Cream White / 650580 Cream White - UK  
650577 Lime Green  / 650581 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 12 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 550 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. MN21/A23  (not included)
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650760

Deep Blue
650761 - UK

650576

Cream White
650580 - UK

650577

Lime Green
650581 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V and USB, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to 
open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button 
to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable, Powered from 
2.0Amp USB, Remote control.

SARGAS

Art. No.: ..................................... 650763 Deep Blue / 650764 Deep Blue - UK   
650575 Cream White / 650579 Cream White - UK  
650462 Lime Green  / 650494 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 12 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 550 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650763

Deep Blue
650764 - UK

650575

Cream White
650579 - UK

650462

Lime Green
650494 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button to dim the 
light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.
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LYRA

Art. No.: ..................................... 650809 Deep Blue / 650810 Deep Blue - UK   
650748 Cream White / 650749 Cream White - UK  
650811 Lime Green  / 650812 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 16 x 26.5 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 848 g
Pack size: .................................. 6 x 26.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 8 Watt, 2900 Kelvin 300 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650809

Deep Blue
650810 - UK

650748

Cream White
650749 - UK

650811

Lime Green
650812 - UK

FEATURES: Collapsible, With plug for 230V, Soft ambient light with spot light 
below, Small pack size, Easy to open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, 
Hold down the button to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.

MIRA

Art. No.: ..................................... 650813 Deep Blue / 650814 Deep Blue - UK   
650752 Cream White / 650753 Cream White - UK  
650815 Lime Green  / 650816 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 26.5 x 26.5 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 899 g
Pack size: .................................. 6 x 26.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650813

Deep Blue
650814 - UK

650752

Cream White
650753 - UK

650815

Lime Green
650816 - UK

FEATURES: Collapsible, With plug for 230V, Soft diffused ambient light, Small 
pack size, Easy to open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down 
the button to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5  m cable.
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CORVUS 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650742     
650743 - UK    

 Fabric: ....................................... 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 125 - 215 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 422 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 14 Watt, 1150 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and loop ties for 
flexible installation, 5 m cable, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, With plug for 
230V, Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.

CAPH 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650740     
650741 - UK    

Fabric: ........................................ 100% Polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 130 - 214 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 462 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 7W, 600lm, 2,700K, 7W, 250lm, amber light
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50 cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and loop ties for 
flexible installation, White light or amber light which is virtually invisible to most 
flying insects, 5 m cable, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, With plug for 230V, 
Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.

CANOPUS 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650738     
650739 - UK    

Fabric: ........................................ 100% Polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 130 - 214 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 428 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 7 Watt, 600 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50 cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and 
loop ties for flexible installation, 2.0Amp USB adaptor included, 
IP67 waterproof remote control, With plug for 230V and USB, 
Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.
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ARIES

Art. No.: ..................................... 650736     
650737 - UK    

Size: ............................................. 300 x 1.2 x 0,5 cm  (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 488 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 32 Watt, 1100 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: 3 m LED strip light, 5m cable, Integrated light dimmer 
10 - 100%, With plug for 230V, IP67 waterproof led strip, Carrybag for 
transport included, Small pack size.

DRACONIS
Art. No.: ..................................... 650746
Size: ............................................. 50 x 2 x 1.5 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 1460g
Content .................................... 3 x 50 cm 12V IP67 rigid led bar, 1 x 500 cm connector wire,  

1 x 250 cm connector wire, 1 x 100 cm connector wire, 1 x 2 way 
connector, 1 x 3 way connector, 8 x clip, 8 x hood and loop,  
8 x zip-ties, 1 x remote control, 1 x 36W adaptor

Pack size: .................................. 56 x 8 x 10 cm
Source: ..................................... 8 Watt, 680 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Three rigid led bars can be linked and setup in multiple ways), IP67 waterproof 
remote control, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Supplied with 230V adaptor for EU and 
UK plugs, Carrybag for transport included.
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* Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends 
on the quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature.

Outwell Lanterns offer sturdy options with innovative features for mobile use on site 
from area lighting to cooking and eating. Our new Opal design with a lovely soft, 
warm light adds style to any table allied to the technology of a controllable Bluetooth 
speaker plus an audio cable option, night light function, built-in microphone for 
mobile phone integration and a battery with power bank function.

LANTERNS

OPAL

Art. No.: ..................................... 690223    
Size: ............................................. 14.5 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 370 g
Batteries:  ................................. 2200 mAh Li battery
Burn Time:  ............................. 10 hours*
Source: ..................................... 1 Watt, 50 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Wireless speaker, Light function with ON/OFF, dimmer and SOS, 
Volume +/-, pre-track, next track, Built-in microphone (pick up, hang up call), 
Connect to MP3 player via audio cable and wireless, Operational time: Music - 
up to 8 hours via Wireless, Night light – up to 16 hours, Charging time: 4 hours, 
Leather carry handle, Water resistance IPX4, Rechargeable, Micro-USB input, 
USB output to charge phone, USB to Micro-USB charging cable included, Audio 
Cable included, Powerbank and speaker can disconnect from the light cone.

OBSIDIAN

Art. No.: ..................................... 650759    
Size: ............................................. 10.5 x 9.5 x 19 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 672 g
Batteries:  ................................. 2 x 2200 mAh Li battery
Burn Time:  ............................. 15 hours*
Source: ..................................... 1 Watt, 2700 Kelvin, 40 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Wireless speaker, Light function with ON/OFF and dimmer 
function, Volume +/-, pre-track, next track, Built-in microphone (pick 
up, hang up call), Connect to MP3 player via audio cable and wireless, 
Operational time: Music - up to 15 hours via Wireless, Night light – up to 
16 hours, Charging time: 7 hours, Leather carry handle, Water resistance 
IPX4, Rechargeable, Micro-USB input, USB output to charge phone, USB 
to Micro-USB charging cable included, Audio Cable included.
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* Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends  
on the quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature.

CARNELIAN 400 LANTERN CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650550       
Size: ............................................. 8 x 8 x 18 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 386 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3 x D (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 24 hours*
Source: ..................................... 5.35 SMD LED, 400 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carry handle, Removable lantern globe, Hanging 
function, 4 different light settings: low, medium, high and 
flashing, Night LED indicator, Weather resistant.

CARNELIAN 600 LANTERN CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650553    
Size: ............................................. 12.5 x 12.5 x 24 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 748 g
Batteries:  ................................. 6 x D (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 30 hours*
Source: ..................................... 7.2 SMD LED, 600 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carry handle, Removable lantern globe, Hanging 
function, 4 different light settings: low, medium, high and 
flashing, Weather resistant, Phosphorescent on/off botton.

CARNELIAN 90 LANTERN CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650556   
Size: ............................................. 6 x 6 x 14 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 150 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 4 hours*
Source: ..................................... 3.25 SMD LED, 90 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carry handle, Removable lantern globe, Hanging 
function, 4 different light settings: low, medium, high and 
flashing, Night LED indicator, Weather resistant.

CARNELIAN DC 150 LANTERN CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650557     
650559 - UK    

Size: ............................................. 8 x 8 x 18 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 488 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3.7V 2200 mAh Li battery
Burn Time:  ............................. 6 hours*
Source: ..................................... 7.3 SMD LED 3500 Kelvin 120 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carry handle, Removable lantern globe, Hanging 
function, 4 different light settings: low, medium, high and 
flashing, Night LED indicator, Internal rechargeable battery 
- 230V (adapter included), Weather resistant, USB output for 
charging electronic equipment (Push button in 3 sec.).

CARNELIAN DC 250 LANTERN CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650558     
650560 - UK    

Size: ............................................. 12.5 x 12.5 x 24 cm  (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 829 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3.7V 4000 mAh Li battery
Burn Time:  ............................. 5 hours*
Source: ..................................... 10.2 SMD LED 3500 Kelvin 200 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Carry handle, Removable lantern globe, Hanging 
function, 4 different light settings: low, medium, high and 
flashing, Night LED indicator, Internal rechargeable battery 
- 230V (adapter included), Weather resistant, USB output for 
charging electronic equipment (Push button in 3 sec.).
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Art. No.: ..................................... 650548       
Size: ............................................. 26 x 11.5 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 198 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 30 hours*
Source: ..................................... 24 LED, 144 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Touch on/off, Three different light 
settings: high, medium and low.

AQUILA DELUXE CREAM WHITE

Art. No.: ..................................... 650549
Size: ............................................. 20 x 10 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 134 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 25 hours*
Source: ..................................... 5 LED, 34 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Touch on/off, Three different light 
settings: high, medium and low.

AURIGA DELUXE CREAM WHITE
Art. No.:  ................................... 650569
Size:  ........................................... 7 x 5 x 12 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 130 g
Batteries:  ................................. 4 x AA
Burn Time:  ............................. 10 hours*
Source: ..................................... 1 Watt, 120 Lumens
Pieces per carton:  ............. 12

FEATURES: Collapsible for small pack size, Four 
different light settings: high, low, flashing and night 
light, Hanging function.

MORION LANTERN CREAM WHITE

* Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends 
on the quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature.

ONYX LANTERN CREAM WHITE
Art. No.: ..................................... 650817
Size: ............................................. 14.5 x 6 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 200 g
Batteries:  ................................. 3 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 8 hours*
Source: ..................................... 0.5 Watt 80 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 12

FEATURES: Three different light settings: high, low 
and flashing, Hanging function, 8 SMD LED.
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Innovative Family Camping
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ACCESSORIES
Outwell Accessories form a neat collection of items for ‘housekeeping’ in and around tents. From essential items that are sometimes 
mislaid to those that help to keep tents clean and tidy, such as our new space-saving Telescopic Broom, they are here to help tackle 
accidents and maintenance. Outwell is the one-stop shop for these outdoor essentials and all campers can be confident that they have 
the tools to handle the daily chores to make tent life comfortable, secure, safe and healthy. As well as such essentials and spares, we 
are meeting the needs of campers who prefer to be self-contained by maintaining hygiene standards with new colours in our range of 
portable toilet and related accessories. Our fabric cleaners and proofers allow campers to tackle routine maintenance easily without fuss.
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Art. No.: .......................... 650768
Size: .................................. 26 x 104 - 163 cm (WxL)
Weight:  ......................... 399 g
Pack size: ....................... 26 x 104 cm
Material:  ....................... Plastic/steel
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Practical full size broom, Compact 
size for easy storage.

TELESCOPIC BROOM

Keeping the tent and equipment tidy is the foundation of effective 
camping hygiene whilst comfort often depends on simple measures 
such as tackling biting insects or keeping mud outside the tent – where it 
belongs. Outwell accessories offer solutions to comfort your needs.

ACCESSORIES

Art. No.: .......................... S: 650028  
 

Size: .................................. S : 40 x 80 cm

Weight:  ......................... S: 60 g

Fabric: ............................. 100% polyester microfibre
Pack size: ....................... S: 16 x 5 x 5 cm

Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Small pack size, Ultra light, Quick drying, 
Includes practical carrybag.

MICRO PACK TOWEL
 

 
L: 650030   
 
 
L: 60 x 120 cm 

 
L: 130 g

 
L: 18 x 8 x 8 cm 

 
M: 650029  
 
 
M: 60 x 90 cm 
 
 
M: 100 g 

 
M: 17 x 7 x 7 cm 

 
650338 Black

Art. No.: .......................... 650229 Green

Size: .................................. 28 x 25 cm (HxW)
Weight:  ......................... 130 g
Material:  ....................... Plastic/polymex
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Practical broom/dustpan set, Stores flat 
- small size and low weight, Easy cleaning in tents, 
tables etc., Easy access to corners.

BROOM & DUSTPAN

Art. No.: .......................... 650591
Size: .................................. 49 x 21 cm (HxW)
Weight:  ......................... 200 g
Batteries:  ...................... 2 X AA (not included)
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Bug zapper, Electrocutes flying 
bugs, Easy use with on/off switch, Please 
note that this is not a toy.

MOSQUITO HITTING SWATTER

Art. No.: .......................... 531020
Size: .................................. 55 x 33 cm
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Protects tent from dirt.

OUTWELL DOORMAT
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Art. No.: .......................... 531010
Size: .................................. 110 x 110 x 142 cm (WxLxH)
Weight:  ......................... 2 kg
Pack size: ....................... 80 x 25 x 15 cm
Pieces per carton: ... 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds,  
Lightweight, Small pack size.

DRYING RACK

Art. No.: .......................... 650766
Size: .................................. 35.5 x 41 x 39 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  ......................... 5 kg
Volume: ......................... 20 L
Material:  ....................... Plastic
Pieces per carton: ... 1

FEATURES: Sturdy polyethylene material, Easy open/
close side latches, Large waste outlet makes emptying 
easy, Slide valve for effective leakage protection, Bellows 
flushing pump, Built-in carry handle, Detachable holding 
tank, Compact design, Left and right rim water flow 
on flush.

20L PORTABLE TOILET

Art. No.: ..................................... 650765
Size: ............................................. 35.5 x 41 x 29.5 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 3.9 kg
Volume: .................................... 10 L
Material:  .................................. Plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Sturdy polyethylene material, Easy open/
close side latches, Large waste outlet makes emptying 
easy, Slide valve for effective leakage protection, Bellows 
flushing pump, Built-in carry handle, Detachable holding 
tank, Compact design, Left and right rim water flow 
on flush.

10L PORTABLE TOILET

Art. No.: ..................................... 650449
Size: ............................................. 35 x 42 x 34 cm (WxDxH)
Weight:  .................................... 2.2 kg
Volume: .................................... 7 L
Material:  .................................. Plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Easy to remove/empty holding bucket.

7L PORTABLE TOILET

BROOM & DUSTPAN

OUTWELL DOORMAT
Art. No.:  ........................ 650510
Size:  ................................ 45 cm
Material:  ....................... Steel
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Rotatable mounting point.

DOG TETHER
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Art. No.:  ........................ 650434
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Steel hammer for hard ground, 
Safety wrist band, Wooden handle.

STEEL CAMPING HAMMER

Art. No.:  ........................ 650012
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Hanging function.

CAMPING MALLET 12OZ
Art. No.:  ........................ 650013
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Hanging function.

CAMPING MALLET 16OZ

Art. No.:  ........................ 650014
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Wooden handle, Hook.

WOOD CAMPING MALLET 12OZ
Art. No.:  ........................ 650015
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Wooden handle, Hook.

WOOD CAMPING MALLET 16OZ

Art. No.:  ........................ 650016
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle.

BLOW HAMMER 1.0 LB

Art. No.:  ........................ 650511
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: Steel anchor peg – 2 pieces, Luminous plastic guyline peg – 4 pieces,  
Black plastic peg – 4 pieces, 4m luminous guyline – 2 pieces, Peg extractor.

TENT ACCESSORIES PACK

Pegs, poles, rings and guylines are the mortar that holds the bricks of happy camp life together. 
Securely pitching tents is essential for comfort so packing a few spares to cope with accidents, wear 
and tear is a sensible precaution for even the most experienced campers. Our range of hammers, 
mallets and peg extractors makes short work of pitching and packing away avoiding frustration 
with the right tool for the job.

TENT UTILITIES  
AND MAINTENANCE
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Art. No.: .......................... 650439
Size: .................................. 25 cm
Material:  ....................... Steel
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Luminous.

SPIKE GLOW PEG STEEL

Art. No.:  ........................ 530290
Size:  ................................ 23 cm
Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: 6 pieces in blister.

TARZAN ROCK 23 CM

Art. No.: .......................... 650435
Size: .................................. 12 cm
Material:  ....................... Plastic
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Strong plastic box for 
convenient storage, Flat top peg.

GROUNDSHEET PEG PLASTIC

Art. No.:  ........................ 530240 - 18cm   
530250 - 24cm   
530260 - 30cm

Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: 10 pieces.

HALFROUND U-PEG

Art. No.: ..................................... 650007
Size: ............................................. 23 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

GUYLINE PEG PLASTIC

Art. No.: .......................... 650512
Size: .................................. 25 cm
Material:  ....................... Plastic
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Screw function, no 
hammer needed.

SCREW PLASTIC PEG

Art. No.:  ........................ 530200 - 18cm
530210 - 24cm 

Pieces per carton:  .. 10

FEATURES: 10 pieces.

SKEWER WITH HOOK 

Art. No.: .......................... 530743
Size: .................................. 230 cm
Pieces per carton: ... 10

UPRIGHT POLE SET  
DUAL PROTECTOR

Art. No.: ..................................... 650775
Size: ............................................. 22 cm
Weight:  .................................... 558 g
Content .................................... 14 x Guyline Peg, Peg 

Extractor, Transport box
Pack size: .................................. 25.5 x 4.5 x 20.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Plastic
Pieces per carton: .............. 8

FEATURES: Strong plastic box for convenient 
storage, Flat top peg, Peg extractor included.

GUYLINE PEG BOX

Art. No.: ..................................... 650778
Size: ............................................. 20.5 cm
Weight:  .................................... 2254 g
Content .................................... 20 x Spike Peg, Peg 

extractor, Transport box
Pack size: .................................. 25.5 x 4.5 x 20.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 8

FEATURES: Strong plastic box for convenient 
storage, Strong 6.5mm steel peg, Peg 
extractor included.

SPIKE PEG BOX

Art. No.: ..................................... 650779
Size: ............................................. 24 cm
Weight:  .................................... 1456 g
Content .................................... 20 x Super U Peg, Peg 

extractor, Transport box
Pack size: .................................. 25.5 x 4.5 x 20.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Steel
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Strong plastic box for convenient storage, 
Strong 2mm steel U-peg, Peg extractor included.

SUPER U PEG BOX
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Art. No.:  ........................ 650018 - 9.5mm  
650019 - 11.0mm  
650020 - 12.7mm

Pieces per carton:  .. 12

FEATURES: Replacement for any 
Duratec pole, 7 or 11 sections of 58 
cm pole, Shock cord, Pole endings for 
Locks and Ring & Pin system.

DURATEC “DO IT YOURSELF KIT” 

Art. No.: .......................... 530740
Size: .................................. 200 cm
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Replacement for any 
steel pole.

UPRIGHT POLE SET 200 CM



Art. No.:  ........................ 530510
Pieces per carton: ... 10

RUBBER RING 10 PCS.

Art. No.:  ........................ 530490
Pieces per carton: ... 10

ELASTIC STRING 10 PCS.
Art. No.:  ........................ 530450
Pieces per carton: ... 10

BENT-RUNNER 10 PCS.

Art. No.: .......................... 530459
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Rubber mallet, 4 x tent 
stakes steel 25 cm, Peg extractor, 
Broom, Dustpan.

TENT TOOL KIT

Art. No.:  ........................ 530300
Pieces per carton: ... 10

PEG EXTRACTOR

Art. No.: .......................... 650471
Size: .................................. 44 - 67 cm
Weight:  ......................... 390 g
Material:  ....................... Steel
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Adjustable from 44-67 cm, 2 locks, 
Easy removing of pegs without kneeling.

TELESCOPE PEG REMOVER

Art. No.:  ........................ 530380 (4 x 3m)  
530390 (4 x 4m)  

Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Easy to see from a distance.

LUMINOUS GUYLINE 

Art. No.:  ........................ 650310
Size:  ................................ 30 m
Material:  ....................... 100% polyester
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Easy to see from a distance.

LUMINOUS GUYLINE, 30 M

Art. No.:  ........................ 650000
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Waterproofs seams on 
cotton canvas, nylon and other fabrics, 
Washable, flexible and colorless.

SEAM GUARD
Art. No.:  ........................ 530100
Pieces per carton: ... 12

FEATURES: Improves the water repellent 
properties of tent canvas, Can be used on 
all kinds of textiles, suede, leather, felt etc.

WATER GUARD
Art. No.:  ........................ 650001
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Multi purpose repair set, 
Repairs flysheets, groundsheets,  
self-inflating mats etc.

FIELD REPAIR GUARD
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We support  you

” Our B2B and consumer engagement 
activities are well-resourced to sustain sales 
and reliable service, maintaining demand 
through sustained creative efforts.”



Online univers 
We have invested heavily in ensuring our point of sales material stands out and is 
easily identified from a distance so that customers can quickly and simply locate 
an Outwell product. Brand identity is at the fore. Our packaging and materials have 
been designed to show off product to its best advantage while maximising efficient 
use of valuable retail space.

New!

At Outwell, all of us share the brand values 
that have driven our commercial and critical 
success over the years. Our designers and 
product developers bring inspired innovation 
and design flair to the family camping market 
whilst our sales and marketing teams bring 
focused support to our retail partners to drive 
consumer interest, engagement and your 
sales. That support extends from sustained 
brand and product marketing via all modern 
media channels through our online Dealernet 
to our After-Sales Support team. In these 

ways, we all work together with our retail 
partner network to create unforgettable 
family moments outdoors, building a firm 
consumer base loyal to the brand and the 
dealers they have come to trust. As a trusted, 
creative and supportive partner, we never 
stop evaluating the effectiveness of our 
products, operations and brand appeal 
to extend commercial success. Content, 
appearance and identity are all aimed at 
generating retail sales, consistent revenue 
and profit.

AFTER
SALES
SERVICES
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Social Media - Outwell is active and 
highly visible across all channels with a 
strong following of passionate fans and 
a high profile with influential bloggers. 
Interacting online continually with 
campers is demanding but rewarding 
in spreading positive messages, sharing 
developments and driving footfall.

Consumer shows and national bodies 
– exhibiting at national consumer shows 
raises our brand profile and offers the 
opportunity to spread the word about 
Outwell innovation and Scandinavian 
heritage. By working closely with 
organisations such as the UK’s Camping 
and Caravanning Club, we reach out to 
100s of 1000s of active consumers.

Outwell Dealernet – provides our dealers 
with flexible access to a superlative B2B 
resource that includes product information 
and images, tent information displays 
and the tools to tailor individual needs 
whenever it suits. The Dealernet can be 
accessed via oase-outdoors.com

Outwell.com – our lively website is 
enjoyed by campers for the latest product 
information, inspiration and entertainment. 
Offered in six languages, it is a truly 
international tool for dealers, retail staff and 
consumers that enjoys a strong following. 
Allied to our YouTube channel, it’s a great 
resource for building sales.

After-Sales Support – our commitment 
is to offer business support, resolve issues 
quickly and fairly, and to help you enjoy 
further commercial success. Returns can 
be quickly registered via the Dealernet 
using the online returns form, removing 
the need to download and complete a 
document by hand. 

Follow us!



Innovative Family Camping
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